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Organic polyalcohol and amine globular molecular crystal materials as phase change 
materials (PCMs) such as Pentaglycerine (PG-(CH3)C(CH2OH)3), 
Tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane (TRIS-(NH2)C(CH2OH)3), 2-amino-2methyl-1,3-
propanediol (AMPL-(NH2)(CH3)C(CH2OH)2), and neopentylglycol (NPG-
(CH3)2C(CH2OH)2) can be considered to be potential candidates for thermal energy 
storage (TES) applications such as waste heat recovery, solar energy utilization, energy 
saving in buildings, and electronic device management during heating or cooling process 
in which the latent heat and sensible heat can be reversibly stored or released through 
solid state phase transitions over a range of temperatures. In order to understand the 
polymorphism of phase transition of these organic materials and provide more choice of 
materials design for TES, binary systems have been studied to lower the temperature of 
solid-state phase transition for the specific application. To our best knowledge, the study 
of ternary systems in these organic materials is limited. Based on this motivation, four 
ternary systems of PG-TRIS-AMPL, PG-TRIS-NPG, PG-AMPL-NPG, and TRIS-
AMPL-NPG are proposed in this dissertation. Firstly, thermodynamic assessment with 
CALPHAD method is used to construct the Gibbs energy functions into thermodynamic 
database for these four materials based on available experimental results from X-Ray 
Diffraction (XRD) and Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC). The phase stability and 
thermodynamic characteristics of these four materials calculated from present 
thermodynamic database with CALPHAD method can match well the present 
experimental results from XRD and DSC. Secondly, related six binary phase diagrams of 
PG-TRIS, PG-AMPL, PG-NPG, TRIS-AMPL, TRIS-NPG, and AMPL-NPG are 
ii"
"
optimized with CALPHAD method in Thermo-Calc software based on available 
experimental results, in which the substitutional model is used and excess Gibbs energy is 
expressed with Redlich-Kister formalism. The thermodynamic database incorporating the 
optimized binary interactive parameters can produce the six binary phase diagrams 
matching the available experimental results very well and results in the correct 
interpretation of various phase transitions in these six binary phase diagrams. Finally, the 
related four ternary systems of PG-TRIS-AMPL, PG-TRIS-NPG, PG-AMPL-NPG, and 
TRIS-AMPL-NPG are proposed based on present thermodynamic database by means of 
CALPHAD method. Also, thermal characteristics, isothermal sections at several 
temperatures, isopleth section with various constant composition, and liquidus 
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Chapter I Introduction 
 
1.1Thermal Energy Storage  
With the increasing consumption of transitional fossil fuels to satisfy the huge demand of 
global energy which caused a serious environmental pollution, it is the significant 
challenge that scientists and engineers continually focus on the research to improve the 
efficient use of energy and seek renewable and alternative energy sources.  
In many areas of the world, free and clean solar energy directly derived from solar 
radiation is considered to be one of the most prospective sources of energy. Thermal 
energy as one of the most application of solar energy is developed well in recent years. 
However, solar energy is only available during the day; in order to take full advantage of 
solar energy during the day, one of the ways is to develop the efficient thermal energy 
storage devices so that excess solar energy derived from solar radiation during the day 
can be collected and stored, and may be utilized during the night [1]. Thermal energy can 
be potential applications not only for solar energy utilization, but also for energy saving 
in buildings, and electronic device [2-9]. In recently, the phase change materials (PCMs) 
[10] are considered as one of most potential candidate using for thermal energy storage 
medium where solid-solid, solid-liquid, solid-gas, and liquid-gas phase transitions are 
explored for thermal energy storage materials [10-14]. In order to seek the proper thermal 
energy storage materials to harvest solar energy during the day, the high energy density 
of thermal energy storage materials is preferred where reversibly absorbed or released 




temperatures. Solid-liquid phase change materials such as inorganic materials (slat 
hydrates) and organic paraffin wax are mostly considered for thermal energy storage 
application. In recently, solid-solid PCMs such as polyethylene glycol [15-16] are 
considered with large latent, no corrosion, and chemical stability for the application of 
thermal energy storage. Figure 1.1 shows the change of enthalpy during phase transitions 
for the most of metallic. inorganic, and potential organic materials (PE-C(CH2OH)4, PG-
(CH3)C(CH2OH)3, NPG-(CH3)2C(CH2OH)2, TRIS-(NH2)C(CH2OH)3, and AMPL-
(NH2)(CH3)C(CH2OH)2). It is noted that the heat is released during the melting for these 
metal elements as well as the metal with higher released heat has the higher melting 
temperature. It also remarkably shows that these potential organic materials have one 
solid-solid phase transition and one solid-liquid phase transition; the range of temperature 
of these organic materials undergoing solid-solid and solid-liquid phase transitions is 
from 315K to 533K which is much lower than the range of phase transition temperatures 
from most of metal elements; Compared with the heat released from solid-liquid phase 
transition in metal elements and paraffin wax [17] as well as from the solid-solid phase 
transition in organic materials mixed with polyethylene glycol, the heat released from 
solid-solid phase transition of these organic materials is significantly higher. Thus, these 
organic materials with high released heat from solid-solid phase transition are considered 
as one of the most potential candidates for thermal energy storage materials where the 
range of temperature during solid-solid phase transitions is more close to the working 






Figure 1.1 the change of enthalpy from phase transitions for metal elements and 
promising organic materials. (points of organic materials stem from present work; points 
of metal element stem from NIST-JANAF Thermochemical Tables, Fourth Edition) 
 
These solid state phase transition materials are referred as organic polyalcohol globular 
molecular crystals which can undergo crystallographic changes and reversibly absorb or 
release large amount of latent heat at nearly constant temperature. In the past, mixtures of 
these materials have been studied for this applications [18-33]. In this work, we present 
these special class of energetic solid-solid phase change materials with high entropy of 


































































solid-solid and low entropy of solid-liquid phase changes, referred as “Plastic Crystals” 
in which portions of a molecule can rotate around on or several axes [34]. Timmermans 
[35] reported that very small entropy of fusion was observed in these organic crystals. 
These crystal molecules undergo solid-solid phase transitions from a chained or layered 
structure in the low temperature to orientationally disordered crystal structure (plastic 
crystals) in high temperature [35-39]. These solid state materials include Pentaglycerine 
[PG: C5H12O3], Tris(hydroxymethyl)- amino-methane [TRIS: C4H11NO3], Pentaerythritol 
[PE: C5H12O4], Neopentylglycol [NPG: C5H12O2], and 2-amino-2-methyl-1,3-
propanediol [AMPL:C4H11NO2].  
 
1.2 Organic Polyalcohol and Amine Thermal Energy Storage Materials 
1.2.1 Pure Substances 
Pentaglycerine (PG) is the organic compound with the formula CH3C(CH2OH)3, which is 
made of colorless solid over a range of low temperatures. The molecular weight of PG is 
120.15 g/mol, the density is 1.22g/cm3, and the melting point is 180°C. PG should be 
stored in a tightly closed container, stored in a cool, dry, well-ventilated area away from 
incompatible substances, and protected from moisture. In the crystal structure of PG, it 
contains three hydroxyl groups (-OH) which will form the connection of strong hydrogen 
bonds in the layers of ordered crystal structure at the low temperature. With the 
increasing of temperature, the reversible solid phase transition will absorb a large of 
latent heat as well as the crystal structure will change from ordered low temperature 




phase of pentaglycerine (PG) has been determined by Eilerman et al.[38] as tetragonal 
(space group I-4)with a =6.054 Å and c=8.866 Å. Doshi et al.[39] reported that the 
pentaglycerine undergoes a phase transition at 351.3K to high temperature γ" phase with 
an orientationally disordered face-centered cubic (FCC) and with the lattice parameters as 
a=8.86 Å at 373K. Doshi et al. [39] also reported that the enthalpies of the !#γ" (at 
351.3K) and γ"#liquid (at 497K) phase transitions are ΔHTR=21.59 KJ/mol and ΔHF 
=5.17KJ/mol, respectively.  
 
Tris(hydroxymethyl)methylamine (TRIS) is the organic compound with formula 
C4H11NO3, which is a white and hygroscopic crystalline powder with slight characteristic 
amino odor. The molecular weight of TRIS is 121.14g/mol, the density is 1.328g/cm3, 
and melting point is 167-172°C. TRIS should be stored in a cool, dry place and kept 
away from acids as well as in the containers-closed. In the crystal structure of TRIS, it 
contains three hydroxyl groups and one amine group in which all three –OH groups are 
connected by strong hydrogen bonds within each layer and one of amine hydrogen atoms 
is connected by weak hydrogen bonds between the layers. With the increasing of 
temperature, it will undergo solid-state transition with a large enthalpy of transition and 
melting process with low enthalpy of fusion as well as the crystal structure will change 
from ordered low temperature phase to orientationally disordered plastic phase at high 
temperature. Low temperature $ phase of Tris(hydroxymethyl)-amino-methane  (TRIS) 
has been determined by Donna Eilerman et al. [40-41] to be orthorhombic with the lattice 




structure was determined as body-centered-cubic (BCC), which contains the lattice 
parameters of a=6.876Å, Z=2. Maria Barrio et al. [42] also reported that the enthalpies of 
the $#γ_II (at 406.8±1.0K) and γ_II#liquid (at 442.7±1.0 K) phase transitions are 
ΔHTR=34.0± 1.7 KJ/mol and ΔHF =3.7±0.2 KJ/mol, respectively. 
 
2-Amino-2-methyl-1,3-propanediol (AMPL) is the organic compound with the formula 
C4H11NO2, which is made of white crystalline powder. The molecular weight of AMPL is 
105.14 g/mol, the density is 1.21 g/cm3, and the melting point is 100-110°C. AMPL 
should be stored in cool, dry place. 2-Amino-2-methyl-1,3-propanediol is used in various 
research and industrial applications. Large scale applications include the synthesis of 
surface active agents and vulcanization accelerators. AMPL is utilized as an emulsifying 
agent in mineral oil and paraffin wax emulsions, polishes, and cleaning compounds [43]. 
AMPL is used as a buffer in biochemistry and molecular biology research, such as in 
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis of proteins [44,45]. The useful pH range of AMPL is 
7.8 - 9.7. AMPL has been utilized in a spectrophotometric assay of superoxide dismutase 
activity [46]. The isolation of light-harvesting proteins from various plants using an 
AMPL-based gel system has been reported [47]. In the crystal structure of AMPL, it 
contains two hydroxyl groups and one amine group in which two –OH groups are 
connected by strong hydrogen bonds within each layer and one of amine hydrogen atoms 
is connected by weak hydrogen bonds in an adjacent layer. With the breakage of the N-
H···O and O-H···O hydrogen bonds by increasing temperature, AMPL will reversibly 




structure will form from low temperature ordered layer or chain structure to 
orientationally disordered plastic phase [48,49]. Low temperature α phase of 2-amino-2-
methyl-1,3-propanediol (AMPL) [50] has been determined as monoclinic with the lattice 
parameters of a=8.62Å, b=11.00Å, c=6.10Å, β=93.32°, Z=4. Chandra et al. [51-52] 
reported the BCC as the high temperature structure % of AMPL, which contains the lattice 
parameters of a=6.753Å, Z=2. E. Murrill et al.[53] also reported that the enthalpies of the  
α#γ (at353K) and γ#liquid (at 389K) phase transitions are ΔHTR=23.58 KJ/mol and 
ΔHF =3.337KJ/mol, respectively. 
 
2,2-dimethyl-1,3-propanediol (NPG) is the organic material with the formula C5H12O2, 
which is made of white and hygroscopic crystalline powder. The molecular weight of 
NPG is 104.15, and the melting temperature is 126°C. NPG should be stored in a tightly 
closed container and in a dry, well-ventilated place. NPG is used for Building Blocks, 
Chemical Synthesis, Organic Building Blocks, Oxygen Compounds, and Polyols. In the 
crystal structure of NPG, it contains two hydroxyl groups (-OH) which will form the 
connection of strong hydrogen bonds in the layers of ordered crystal structure at the low 
temperature. With the breakage of O-H···O hydrogen bonds by raising temperature, NPG 
will undergo the solid-solid phase transition from low temperature ordered layer or chain 
structure to orientationally disordered plastic phase with large amount of enthalpy of 
transition. Zannetti et al. [54] proposed the unit cell and space group of the solid crystal 
phase at room temperature as monoclinic with the lattice parameters of a =5.98±0.02Å, 




with Z=4. The monoclinic structure is stable up to about 313K. Between this temperature 
and the melting point (398K), the NPG shows a plastic crystal phase structure with face-
centered-cubic (FCC) (Z=4). Barrio et al. [55] also revealed the X-ray diffraction studied 
at room temperature with the lattice parameters of a=6.019 Å, b=10.881 Å, c=10.132 Å, 
!=100.61°. NPG shows the monoclinic structure up to 313.2±1.0K and the cubic 
structure (FCC) with the lattice parameter a=8.860 Å exists from 313.2±1.0K to the 
melting temperature (398±1.0K). The enthalpy variations for monoclinic to FCC and for 
the phase FCC to liquid transitions are14.1±0.5 KJ/mol and 4.0±0.1KJ/mol, respectively. 
 
1.2.2 Binary System of Organic Polyalcohol and Amine Materials 
In the past, mixtures alloying another compound have been used to lower the solid-solid 
phase transition temperatures. Therefore, in order to adjust the phase transition 
temperature to suit particular applications, binary or ternary solid solutions of these 
compounds are required [53]. To study the alloying effect on the solid-solid phase 
transitions, Benson et al. [10] investigated binary systems such as PE-PG, PE-NPG, and 
PG-NPG for thermal energy storage in solar building. Font et al. [13] carried out 
calorimetric studies of the mixtures of PE-NPG and PG-NPG. Barrio et al. [9] conducted 
an investigation of heat storage applicability of PE-PG, PG-NPG, and PE-NPG binary 
systems. Chandra et al. [27] also determined the phase diagram for the PG-NPG binary 
from DSC and XRD studies in 1989. Several groups have reported partial and complete 
phase diagrams of PE-AMPL[56], TRIS-PE[22], PG-NPG[27,55], PE-PG[57], NPG-





For practical application in materials, solid-state phase transition temperatures (TSSTR) of 
pure materials may range from 40°C (NPG) to 135°C (TRIS).  To study the effect of 
mixtures of polyalcohol and amine materials on the solid-solid phase transitions, Barrio 
et al. [42] conducted experimental investigations on binary system such as PG-TRIS. 
Lopez et al. [24] carried out computational studies of molecular mixed crystals of PG-
TRIS. However, there is a significant difference between Barrio’s experimental results 
and Lopez’s computational phase diagram about the low temperature phase regions for 
PG-rich solid solution and TRIS-rich solid solution. Salud et al. [20] established a 
comparative analysis of crystallography and thermodynamics of PG-AMPL. As part of 
the ongoing work on creating new binaries for thermal energy storage applications, PG-
AMPL was carried out on experiment as a part of the M.S thesis of Ivan [65]. Salud et al. 
[20] performed further experimental studies on the PG-AMPL system including a 
calculated phase diagram, but there were significant differences between these two-phase 
diagrams of Ivan [65] and Salud et al. [20]. Literature survey showed that an 
experimental phase diagram of TRIS-AMPL was reported by Barrio et al. [66] using 
differential scanning calorimetry data that lead to uncertainty of stability of the high 
temperature phases due to lack of x-ray diffraction data. And Vamsi et al. [67] also 
proposed an experimental study on TRIS-AMPL phase diagram with X-Ray Diffraction 
and Differential Scanning Calorimetry from the room temperature to melting point and 
during the whole range of binary mixing composition. There is a significant difference 




completely miscible during the whole range of mixing composition from Barrio et al. 
[66]. However, on the basis of study from Vamsi et al. [67], there only exists a miscible 
plastic phase from 34mol% TRIS to 56mol%TRIS, not the whole range of mixing 
composition. Barrio et al. [57] proposed a PG-NPG binary phase diagram with thermal 
analysis and X-ray powder diffraction techniques to characterize the changes taking place 
in the mixing. They showed a dimixing region in the solid state. This is contributed by 
the low temperature phases of pure PG with tetragonal structure and pure NPG with 
monoclinic structure. Chandra et al. [27] also noticed similar behaviors, but the solid 
solution boundaries are slightly different than Barrio's phase diagram [57]. The calculated 
phase diagram of PG-NPG was optimized by Amrita et al [6]. The solution phases for the 
PG-NPG binary were modeled using regular and sub-regular solution models by Amrita 
et al [6] on the basis of experimental data from Barrio et al. [57]. AMPL-NPG binary 
phase diagram was first proposed by Barrio et al [68] in 1994 with thermal analysis and 
X-Ray powder diffraction method. J. Salud et al. [20] also presented an experimental 
AMPL-NPG binary system and calculated phase diagram on the basis of experimental 
data in 1997. There existed a difference of temperature 13.6K at eutectic equilibrium and 
different solid solution boundaries compared with the experimental data between Barrio 
et al. [68] and J. Salud et al. [20]. And there showed incoherencies between the 
experimental phase diagram and calculated phase diagram in J. Salud et al. [20]. Because 
of incoherencies from J. Salud et al. [20], Chellapa and Chandra et al. [69] in 2003 and 
Witusiewicz et al. [70] in 2004 proposed AMPL-NPG phase diagram again by combing 




However, there existed discrepancies in the phase diagram where they noticed a 
difference of about 12-14K in the eutectic temperature. Barrio et al. [21] proposed a 
TRIS-NPG phase diagram with Powder diffraction measurements by means of a Guinier-
Simon camera and thermal analysis. D.O. Lopez et al. [24] also presented a calculated 
TRIS-NPG phase diagram on the basis of the experimental data from Barrio et al. [21]. 
However, there existed incoherencies of temperature and composition at high 
temperature eutectoid equilibrium where the temperature from D. O. Lopez et al. [24] 
was higher 9K than the temperature from Barrio et al. [21], and D. O. Lopez et al. [24] 
proposed a very narrow de-mixing region of plastic phases at high temperatures which 
cannot match the experimental data from Barrio et al. [21]. In 2005, D. Chandra et al. [3] 
showed a calculated TRIS-NPG phase diagram where all phases were considered as idea 
phase on the basis of experimental data from Hansen [58].  
 
1.2.3 Ternary System of Organic Polyalcohol and Amine Materials 
To the best of our knowledge, calorimetric and X-ray diffraction experimental studies for 
polyalcohol and amine ternary system were carried out on PE -PG-NPG system by 
Harpreet et al. [68], ternary phase diagrams of PE-PG-NPG has been calculated using 
CALPHAD method by A. Mishra et al. [6]. The ternary phase diagrams of PE-NPG-
AMPL have been calculated by Amrita Mishra et al. [7] using CALPHAD method.  
However, PG-TRIS-AMPL, PG-TRIS-NPG, and TRIS-AMPL-NPG three ternary phase 
diagrams have never been studied by experimental methods including XRD and DSC as 




PG-NPG, and AMPL-NPG from Amrita et al [72] caused an issue of mirror error of 
phase stability. Thus, the calculation of PG-AMPL-NPG ternary system consisted of 
these three binary systems is not reliable. In this work, the PG-AMPL-NPG is re-
calculated by re-optimizing PG-AMPL, PG-NPG, and AMPL-NPG three binary systems.  
This work also aims at creating these three calculated PG-TRIS-AMPL, PG-TRIS-NPG, 
and TRIS-AMPL-NPG ternary phase diagrams. With the further experimental study of 
thermodynamic and crystallographic, one ternary system is studied in present work where 
several groups of samples of ternary PG-TRIS-AMPL system are done for DSC and 
XRD testing. The ternary diagram of PG-TRIS-AMPL calculated by adding ternary 
interactive parameters in PG-TRIS-AMPL ternary system can match with the 
experimental data well. In the end, isothermal sections, isopleths, and liquidus projection 
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Chapter II Thermodynamic Calculation 
 
2.1 The Methodology of CALPHAD (Calculation of Phase Diagram)  
The CALPHAD technique provides a true equilibrium calculation by considering the 
Gibbs energy of all the phases and minimizing the total Gibbs energy of the system (G). 
At the heart of the CALPHAD-method is the Gibbs energy modeling [1]. This involves 
selection of appropriate thermodynamic models for the Gibbs energy functions G(P, T, x) 
of phases and maximum-likelihood estimation of the model parameters using critically 
selected thermo-chemical and constitutional data as input, eventually leading to an 
optimized thermodynamic description of the system. The energy G of & phase is 
represented either in terms of the chemical potential of the component ‘i’, !",  
#$ = &"!""                                                                                                            (Eq. 2.1) 
Or the total energy G of the system by the amount of phases (N ) involved, 
!
!
!GNG "=                                                                                               (Eq. 2.2) 
Where N& is the number of mole of & phase and G& is the mole Gibbs energy of & phase. 
The energy G& for a multi-system can be described below: 
#∅ = #( + #*"+",-./ + #*"+-+                                                                                        (Eq. 2.3) 
Where #(  is the contribution of pure components from the mechanical mixing to the 
Gibbs energy of the & phase; #*"+",-./  is the ideal mixing contribution; and #*"+-+  is the 




energy) which can be described by different models and will be presented in the later 
section of this chapter. More details of individual terms in equation 2.3 are shown below: 
#(= 0"°#"∅"                                                                                                         (Eq. 2.4)  
#*"+",-./=23 0"4&0""                                                                                             (Eq. 2.5) 
Where 0" is the mole fraction of component i; °#"∅ is the Gibbs energy of pure component 
i; R is equal to 8.314 J/(mol*K); and T is the Kelvin temperature.  
The calculation of phase diagram is a process of minimizing the Gibbs energy of various 
phases in the system and finally shows thermodynamic characteristics at stable 
equilibrium. During this process, thermodynamic properties from experiment and the 
calculation of First Principle proposed by Lukas et al. [2] can assist in the optimized 
procedure to calculate the phase diagram with CALPHAD method introduced by 
Kaufman et al [3]. The state of the art CALPHAD technique is described by Kumar et al. 
[4] in a befitting way. A flowchart representing the procedure of CALPHAD method is 




















According to the method of CALPHAD technique, there are general two processes for 
the whole procedures of the complete assessment which is distinguished before 
optimization and during optimization. Before we start to optimize one system, the first 
step is to collect thermodynamic data from available literatures and own experiments. 
These collected data should be critically evaluated as the second step. Depending on the 
crystallographic and thermodynamic properties of various phases collected from the 
second step, the appropriate thermodynamic models can be selected to describe each 
phase in the system where these phases can exist stably in the P-T-X phase diagram. The 
next step is to select suitable input data set for the calculation. During the optimization of 
the model parameters, the weighing factor should be assigned to suitable input data set on 
the basis of the reliability of experimental data and accuracy of the measurement. The 
optimized process can be done until the calculated thermodynamic characteristics and 
phase diagram can have a good agreement with experimental data collected from the first 
step. After satisfactory assessment of binary systems, the binary excess Gibbs energy 
parameters can be compiled for the extrapolation of the higher order systems. For the 
extrapolation of constituent binary systems, it is the great importance of selecting the 
appropriate geometric model for the reliable calculation of higher order systems. With the 
use of CALPHAD technique, there are three common software packages including 
FactSage program [5], PANDTA software [6], and Thermo-Calc software [7] to 






2.2 The Application of Thermodynamic Models 
For the accurate description of the thermodynamic characteristics for the multi-system, 
the appropriate models should be considered for various phases based on the available 
thermodynamic characteristics and crystallographic properties. 
2.2.1 Unary Phase  
For the unary phase, the temperature dependence of the molar Gibbs energy relative to 
such standard element reference state (G.HSER =0G - HSER) can be described as a power 
series in terms of temperature T: 
GH789 = a + bT + cTLnT + dTA + eTC + ⋯+ f T;                                          (Eq. 2.6)   
its enthalpy Hm, entropy Sm, and heat capacity Cp can be derived from the above Gibbs 
energy:  
HF = G(IJ K)G(M K) = a − cT − dT
A − 2eTC + ⋯+ 2f/T;                                           (Eq. 2.7) 
SF = −GIJGK = −b − c 1 + LnT − 2dT
A − 3eTC + ⋯+ f TA;                          (Eq. 2.8) 
CU = GVJGK = −c − 2dT − 6eT
A + ⋯− 2f TA;                                                     (Eq. 2.9) 
Where HSER is the enthalpy of formation of a pure substance at 298.15K and 1 bar in its 
standard element reference (SER) state; a, b, c, d, e, and f are coefficients. Coefficients c 
to f are the heat capacity term obtained by fitting the above Cp function with 
experimental heat capacity data. Coefficients a and b are enthalpy and entropy terms 
which can be calculated by First Principle or decided from experimental method. The 




Group Thermodata Europe (SGTE) compilation from Dinsdale [8]. The special case 
similar to our present study is discussed by Witusiewicz et al [9]. 
 
2.2.2 Disordered Solution Phase 
For gas, simple metallic liquid and terminal solid solutions where components can 
occupy on any spatial position, Random Substitutional Model is used to describe these 
disordered solution phases such as a simple body-centered cubic structure phase where 
the occupation possibility of any components is the same in any of the atomic sites. 
However, in some of cases where the liquid has s strong tendency to order around 
specific compositions associated with specific physical or chemical phenomena, Pelton 
and Blander [10] proposed the Modified Quasichemical Model for the application of 
ionic liquids. 
 
2.2.2.1 Random Substitutional Model 
The Gibbs energy expression of a solution phase & described by Random Substitutional 
Model can be represented as follows (unit of Gibbs energy is J/mol throughout this work, 
where a mol is a mole of formula unit): 
#∅ = 0X°#X∅ + 0Y°#Y∅ + 23 0X ln 0X + 0Y ln 0Y + #[\,∅                               (Eq. 2.10) 
Where 0X and 0Y is the mole fraction of component A and B; & denotes the phase name 
in working system; R is equal to 8.314J/mol*K; the first two terms °#X∅ and °#Y∅ are the 
Gibbs energies of pure components A and B in phase &; the third term is the contribution 




excess Gibbs energy of the phase &, which can be described using the Redlich-Kister 
formalism [11] 
#[\,∅ = 0X0Y^X,Y∅                                                                                                     (Eq. 2.11) 
^X,Y∅  is the excess Gibbs energy parameters which can be the dependence of temperature 
and composition or not, it can be optimized by using the PARROT module of Thermo-
Calc software and determined using the following form of a power series: 
^X,Y∅ = ^X,Y
$*_______`
`a( (0X − 0Y)`                                                                               (Eq. 2.12) 
n^X,Y∅ = b + c3 + d34& 3 + e3A + f3gM + h3C + i3j + ℎ3gl                        (Eq. 2.13) 
where a to h are the excess Gibbs energy parameters which can be optimized by 
considering the experimental phase diagram and thermodynamic data. In most cases, only 
the first two terms of the above equation are used. 
 
2.2.2.2 Modified Quasichemical Model 
With the occurrence of short range ordering liquid phase which is characterized with very 
high negative enthalpy of mixing and m-shaped entropy of mixing, the Modified 
Quasichemical Model was proposed by Pelton et al [12] to describe this kind of liquid 
phase. 
As an example of liquid A-B binary solution, atoms or molecules A and B are distributed 
over the sites of a quasilattice, the following pair exchange reaction is considered: 




In the equation 2.14, the (A-B) pair denotes the first-nearest-neighbor pair formed from 
A-A pair and B-B pair; the ∆iXY denotes the change of non-configurational Gibbs energy 
for the formation of 2 moles of (A-B) pair. 
According to Pelton et al. [12-14], the Gibbs energy of a binary A-B solution can be 
descried as following: 
# = &XiX° + &YiY° − 3∆nop`q"r + (
`st
A )∆iXY                                                 (Eq. 2.15) 
Where iX°  and iY°  denote the molar Gibbs energies of pure component A and B; ∆nop`q"r 
denotes the configurational entropy of mixing given by random distribution of (A-A), (B-
B), and (A-B) pairs which can be expressed as below: 
∆nop`q"r = −2 &X4&0X + &Y4&0Y − 2 &XX ln uXX vXA
+ &YY ln uYY vYA
+
&XY ln uXY 2vXvY                                                                                          (Eq. 2.16) 
Where 0X and 0Y denote the mole fraction of components A and B; uXX, uXY, and uYY 




                                                                                             (Eq. 2.17) 
vX and_vY are the “coordination equivalent” fraction which can be described below: 
_vX = {s`s{s`sz{t`t =
{s\s
{s\sz{t\t
= 1 − _vY                                                          (Eq. 2.18) 























Where |XXX  and |XYX  denote the values of |X when all nearest neighbors of an A atom are 
A’s, and when all nearest neighbors of an A atom are B’s, respectively. Similarly for |YYY  
and |YXY . 
In Equation 2.15, the Gibbs energy of pair formation ∆iXY can be described as a function 
in terms of the pair fraction uXX and uYY as below: 
∆iXY = ∆iXY° + iXY"( uXX""}M + iXY(w uYYww}M                                                      (Eq. 2.21) 
Where ∆iXY° , iXY"( , and iXY(w  are the parameters of the model which can be functions of 
temperature (a+bT). 
 
2.2.3 Stoichiometric Phase 
In order to describe the stoichiometric phase, the Gibbs energy of a phase & in the binary 
is given below: 
#∅ = 0"°#"~[ + 0w°#w~[ + ∆#q                                                                         (Eq. 2.22) 
Where 0"  and 0w  denote the mole fractions of component i and j in the stoichiometric 
compound; °#"~[  and °#w~[  are the respective Gibbs energy of component i and j in 
their standard reference states; ∆#q denotes the Gibbs energy of formation per mole of 
formula unit of the compound which is expressed by the following equation: 
∆#q = a + bT + cTLnT + dTA + eTC + ⋯+ f T                                               (Eq. 2.23) 
Where a, b, c, d, e, and f are coefficients. In most cases, only a and b coefficients are 
considered; Coefficients c to f are the heat capacity term obtained by fitting the above Cp 




entropy terms which can calculated by First Principle or are optimized on the basis of 
available experimental results from phase diagram and thermodynamic data.  
 
2.2.4 Solid Solution Phase 
In order to describe the order solution phase, the compound energy formalism with 
sublattice model is used to express the Gibbs energy for the order solution phase. For the 
simple example of a phase with formula (A,B)m(C,D)n, the Gibbs energy per mole of 
atoms of the compound is given by: 
#* = ÄXMÄÅA°#X:Å + ÄYMÄÅA°#Y:Å + ÄXMÄÉA°#X:É + ÄYMÄÉA°#Y:É + Ñ23 ÄXM4&ÄXM + ÄYM4&ÄYM +
&23 ÄÅA4&ÄÅA + ÄÉA4&ÄÉA + #[\                                                                            (Eq. 2.24) 
Where °#X:Å  denotes the Gibbs energy of a hypothetical compound AmCn, in which all 
the sites in sublattice 1 are occupied by component A, and all the sites in sublattice 2 are 
occupied by component C, respectively. Similarly for hypothetical compounds°#Y:Å , 
°#X:É , and °#Y:É ; the general Ä"Ö  denotes the site fraction of component i in the sth 
sublattice; the #[\ denotes the excess Gibbs energy which is expressed by the following 
equation: 
#[\ = ÄXMÄYMÄÅA^X,Y:Å + ÄXMÄYMÄÉA^X,Y:É + ÄÅAÄÉAÄXM^X:Å,É + ÄÅAÄÉAÄYM^Y:Å,É              (Eq. 2.25) 
Where ^",w:Ü  (or ^":w,Ü ) is the interactive parameter between unlike atoms on the same 







2.3 The extrapolation of Gibbs excess energy for Ternary System 
The thermodynamic properties of alloys into multi-components can be extrapolated from 
these relative constituent binary systems. In order to accurate describe the ternary system, 
various geometric extrapolation techniques had been proposed. Three main methods from 
Kohler [15], Muggianu et al. [16], and Toop [17] are proposed in this study. 
The Geometric description can be separated as symmetric and asymmetric. The Kohler 
[15] and Muggianu et al. [16] are well known symmetric models while Toop [17] is an 
asymmetric model. 
Muggianu’s equation 
In this case, the excess Gibbs energy in the ternary A-B-C system is expressed as below: 
#[\ = 0X0Y ^XY( + ^XYM 0X−0Y + 0Y0Å ^YÅ( + ^YÅM 0Y−0Å + 0X0Å(^XÅ( +
^XÅM (0X−0Å))                                                                                                    (Eq. 2.26) 
Kohler’s equation 
#[\ = (0X+0Y)A +s+sz+t ∙
+t
+sz+t
^XY( + ^XYM (
+sg+t
+sz+t







) + (0X+0Å)A +s+sz+à ∙
+à
+sz+à
^XÅ( + ^XÅM (
+sg+à
+sz+à
)                            (Eq. 2.27) 
Toop’s equation 
Both the Maggianu equation and Kohler equation are considered as symmetric model 
where they treat the components in the same way. However, Toop’s equation is 
considered as asymmetric model where it considers one of the binary systems does not 
behave the same way as the others and the extrapolation is based on two of the binaries 
having identical mole-faction products differentiating with the mole fraction products of 




#[\ = 0X0Y ^XY( + ^XYM 0X−0Y−0Å + 0X0Å ^XÅ( + ^XÅM 0X−0Å − 0Y +
0Y0Å ^YÅ( + ^YÅM 0Y−0Å +
+tg+à
+tz+à
0X                                                                 (Eq. 2.28) 
The geometric models for Muggianu, Kohler, and Toop equations are presented in Figure 
2.2. 
 
Figure 2.2 various Geometric constructions of (a) Muggianu et al.[16], (b) Kohler [15], 
and (c) Toop [17] for the extrapolation into ternary system. 
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Solid state phase change materials are considered as potential candidates for thermal 
energy storage. Among the solid-solid heat storage materials, the most promising heat 
storage materials are organic polyalcohol and amines globular tetrahedral molecular 
crystals such as PG (C5H12O3), TRIS (C4H11NO3), AMPL (C4H11NO2), and NPG 
(C5H12O2), which store a large amount of thermal energy in their solid state high 
temperature phases with orientationally disordered crystal structure. In this study, we 
attempt to obtain the Gibbs energy function of pure PG and TRIS derived utilizing the 
available experimental data including temperature-dependency of heat capacity, enthalpy, 
and transition temperatures. The phase transition temperatures and crystal structure of 
each phase for pure PG and pure TRIS described by these Gibbs energy function obtained 
in this work are verified by Differential scanning calorimeter (DSC) and in-situ X-ray 
diffraction (XRD). The thermodynamic description from the Gibbs energy function of 
pure PG and pure TRIS obtained by this work are good agreement with the experimental 






With the increasing consumption of energy and the depletion of available energy sources, 
it is the significant challenge that scientists and engineers continually focus on the 
research to find new and alternative energy sources. In many areas of the world, free and 
clean solar energy directly derived from solar radiation is considered to be one of the 
most prospective sources of energy. In order to take full advantage of solar energy during 
the day, one of the ways is to develop the efficient thermal energy storage devices so that 
excess solar energy from solar radiation can be collected and stored during the day and 
may be utilized during the night[1]. Thermal energy can be potential applications for 
solar energy utilization, energy saving in buildings, and electronic device [2-9]. In 
general, the solid-solid phase transitions materials among “phase change materials” 
(PCMs) can be expected as the most potential candidate for thermal energy storage 
materials [10-14]. These solid state phase transition materials are referred as organic 
polyalcohol globular molecular crystals which can undergo crystallographic changes and 
reversibly absorb or release large amount of latent heat at nearly constant temperature. In 
the past, mixtures of these materials have been studied for these applications [15-30]. In 
this work, we present a special class of energetic solid-solid phase change materials with 
high entropy of solid-solid and low entropy of solid-liquid phase changes, referred as 
“Plastic Crystals” in which portions of a molecule can rotate around on or several axes 
[31]. Timmermans [32] reported that very small entropy of fusion was observed in these 
organic crystals. These crystal molecules undergo phase transitions from a chained or 




(plastic crystals) in high temperature [32-34]. These solid state materials include 
Pentaglycerine [PG: (CH3)C(CH2OH)3], Tris(hydroxymethyl)-amino -methane [TRIS: 
(NH2)C(CH2OH)3], Neopentylglycol [NPG: (CH3)2C(CH2OH)2], and 2-amino-2-methyl-
1,3-propanediol [AMPL: (NH2)(CH3)C(CH2OH)2].  
 
Low temperature α phase of pentaglycerine (PG) has been determined by Eilerman et 
al.[35] as tetragonal (space group I-4)with a =6.054 Å and c=8.866 Å. Doshi et al.[36] 
reported that the pentaglycerine undergoes a phase transition at 351.3K to high 
temperature γ phase with an orientationally disordered face-centered cubic (FCC) and 
with the lattice parameters as a=8.86 Å at 373K. Doshi et al. [36] also reported that the 
enthalpies of the α#γ (at 351.3K) and γ#liquid (at 497K) phase transitions are 
ΔHTR=21.59 KJ/mol and ΔHF =5.17KJ/mol, respectively. Low temperature α phase of 
tris(hydroxymethyl)-aminomethane  (TRIS) has been determined by Donna Eilerman et 
al. [37-38] to be orthorhombic with the lattice parameters of a=8.844Å, b=7.794Å, 
c=8.795Å, Z=4. The high temperature γ phase structure was determined as body-
centered-cubic (BCC), which contains the lattice parameters of a=6.876Å, Z=2. Maria 
Barrio et al. [39] also reported that the enthalpies of the α#γ (at 406.8±1.0K) and 
γ#liquid(at 442.7±1.0 K) phase transitions are ΔHTR=34.0± 1.7 KJ/mol and ΔHF 
=3.7±0.2 KJ/mol, respectively. Low temperature α phase of 2-amino-2-methyl-1,3-
propanediol (AMPL)[40] has been determined as monoclinic with the lattice parameters 
of a=8.62Å, b=11.00Å, c=6.10Å, β=93.32°, Z=4. Chandra et al. [41-42] reported the 




a=6.753Å, Z=2. E. Murrill et al.[43] also reported that the enthalpies of the  α#γ(at353K) 
and γ#liquid(at 389K) phase transitions are ΔHTR=23.58 KJ/mol and ΔHF =3.337KJ/mol, 
respectively. 2,2-dimethyl-1,3-propanediol (NPG) is the organic material with the 
formula C5H12O2. Zannetti et al. [44] proposed the unit cell and space group of the solid 
crystal phase at room temperature as monoclinic with the lattice parameters of a 
=5.98±0.02Å, b=11.00±0.03Å, c=10.81±0.03Å; !=112°24'±20' corresponding to space 
group P21/c with Z=4. The monoclinic structure is stable up to about 313K. Between this 
temperature and the melting point (398K), the NPG shows a plastic crystal phase 
structure with face-centered-cubic (FCC) (Z=4). Barrio et al. [45] also revealed the X-ray 
diffraction study at room temperature with the lattice parameters of a=6.019 Å, b=10.881 
Å, c=10.132 Å, !=100.61°. NPG shows the monoclinic structure up to 313.2±1.0K and 
the cubic structure (FCC) with the lattice parameter a=8.860 Å exists from 313.2±1.0K to 
the melting temperature (398±1.0K). The variations of enthalpy in phase transitions from 
the phase monoclinic to FCC and from the phase FCC to liquid phase transitions are 
14.1±0.5 KJ/mol and 4.0±0.1 KJ/mol, respectively.  
 
In this work, we aim at (1) conducting on experiments DSC (differential scanning 
calorimetry) and XRD (X-ray diffraction) for the study of thermodynamic properties and 
crystal structure of these four pure materials (PG, TRIS, AMPL, and NPG); (2) 
attempting to obtain the Gibbs energy function of pure PG and pure TRIS derived 
utilizing the available experimental data including temperature-dependency of heat 




study in binary, ternary, and higher order systems with CALPHAD methodology; (3) 
verifying the stability of various phases calculated from the Gibbs energy functions by 
using CALPHAD methodology with experimental results from present work for pure 
materials PG and TRIS obtained in this work as well as for AMPL and NPG from 
Witusiewicz et al. [53]. The thermodynamic properties of pure PG, TRIS, AMPL, and 
NPG are summarized in Table 3.1. 
 
Table 3.1 Thermodynamic properties of pure orientationally disordered tetrahedral 
polyalcohols and amines 


































351.3 21.5 0.06 497 5.1 0.01 [36] 
356.7 20.94 0.06 474.4 4.7 0.01 [54] 
TRIS Orthorhombic 
408 32.7 0.08 
BCC 
445 3.3 0.008 [3] 











353 23.3 0.07 
BCC 
385 3.0 0.008 [3] 
353 23.6 0.07 389 3.3 0.008 [43] 
352.9 23.8 0.07 383.5 2.7 0.007 [53] 
NPG Monoclinic 
315 13.6 0.04 
FCC 








315.0 12.1 0.04 403.2 4.4 0.01 [53] 
 
3.2 Experimental method 
3.2.1 Sample preparation 
Polyalcohol and amine samples such as Pentaglycerine (PG, 99%), Tris(hydroxymethyl)-




propanediol (AMPL, 99%) were obtained from the Sigma-Aldrich Corporation and were 
used without any further purification.  
 
3.2.2 Differential Scanning Calorimeter (DSC) analyses 
Thermal analyses are conducted on a TA DSC Q100 Differential Scanning Calorimeter 
system. Small amounts (around 3mg) of these pure materials PG, TRIS, AMPL, and NPG 
used for DSC runs are weighed and sealed in aluminum hermetic sample pans with 
inverted lids to provide good thermal conductivity between the sample and pan. Small 
amounts of samples are preferred to facilitate resolution of peaks of closely occurring 
transformations. Small holders are tightly sealed using crimping machine. Each sample 
was heated and cooled at 5°C /min scan rates between the room temperature and the 
temperature which should be higher the highest melting temperature in this case in which 
PG has the highest melting temperature about 474K. The instrument recorded the DSC 
signal and the data was analyzed using TA’s Universal Analysis 2000 program to obtain 
the onset temperatures and the enthalpies (ΔH) of the transitions. The calorimeter was 
calibrated through three steps including (1) balance calibration, (2) Tzero calibration 
sapphire run, and (3) cell constant and temperature calibration. In Tzero calibration 
sapphire run, two reference samples were set in cell where red sapphire was set on the 
reference holder, and clear sapphire was set on the sample holder. For constant and 
temperature calibration, two samples were set in cell where an empty one was set on 





3.2.3 X-Ray Diffractometry analyses 
To determine the structures of the equilibrium phases, in-situ x-ray diffraction studies 
was performed on pure PG, TRIS, AMPL, and NPG by using PANalytical X’Pert PRO 
diffractometer. Powder samples of these pure matierlas were prepared by adding an 
internal standard silicon powder. A PANalytical X’Pert PRO x-ray diffractometer system 
equipped with Anton Paar XRK 900 heating stage (rate of 5oC/min) with Argon purge 
gas was used to perform high temperature studies. A position sensitive detector, which is 
part of the PANalytical diffractometer, was used to capture the diffraction angles and 
intensities of the Bragg peaks. The diffraction scans were made using CuK' radiation, 
and the analyses were performed using X’Pert HighScore and MDI Jade computer 
programs to determine the phase transformation and crystal structures.    
 
3.3 Thermodynamic Calculation 
The thermodynamic properties of most of pure substances are described in SGTE-
compilation by Dinsdale [56]. However, there is no proper available thermodynamic 
database to describe thermodynamic properties for pure PG and pure TRIS in the world, 
except for pure AMPL and NPG which were developed by Witusiewicz et al. [53]. In the 
previous work [3-4] from our group, the Gibbs energy in its standard element reference 
(SER) state was set to zero, and the heat capacity was extrapolated as straight lines during 
limited range of temperature [47], this caused mirror error of phase stability at very low 
temperature or very high temperature. In this study, the contribution of the molar Gibbs 




in terms of temperature (T) and the heat capacity (CP) of a phase is  usually described by 
a polynomial with powers whose coefficients are evaluated from experimental data. The 
SGTE method [56] forces CP of the extrapolated metastable phase to approach CP of the 
stable phase gradually and accepted a kink in CP for both phases at the melting point but 
not a discontinuity.  
#â~[ = ä + ã3 + å3^&3 + ç3`,                                                                       (Eq. 1) 
åé = −å − &(& − 1)ç3`gM                                                                                    (Eq. 2) 
 
where HSER is the enthalpy of formation of a pure substance at 298.15K and 1 bar in its 
standard element reference (SER) state. First, we determine coefficients C and D of Cp 
by fitting the polynomial with experimental temperature-dependency of heat capacity and 
then all the parameters A and B from (Eq. 1) in the PARROT on the basis of available 
experimental data including temperatures, and enthalpies at phase transitions, and n 
represent a set of integers. The thermodynamic description of pure substances in this 
study is valid at sub-ambient temperatures and according to the third law of 
thermodynamics Cp(0K) = 0, the parameter C was set as zero. 
 
3.4 Results and Discussion 
3.4.1 Experimental study in pure materials PG, TRIS, AMPL, and NPG 





Figure 3.1 Characteristic thermograms of solid-solid and solid-liquid phase transition for 
pure PG 
 
For the thermodynamic study of pure PG, the experimental design by using DSC is 
conducted on pure PG and the DSC results are shown in Figure 3.1. Two phase 
transitions are observed in Figure 3.1. The first one shows the phase transition from low 
temperature solid phase to high temperature plastic solid phase where the temperature 
and enthalpy for this phase transition are, respectively, 83.36°C and 183.0 J/g; The 
second phase transition is conformed as the high temperature solid phase to the liquid 
phase in which the temperature and enthalpy of this phase transition are 197.47°C and 





Figure 3.2 the variation of crystal pattern for pure PG with the increasing of temperature, 
2D(above), 3D(below) 
For the crystallographic study for pure PG, the experiment of in-situ XRD is conducted to 
explore the crystal structure of PG with the increasing of temperature and the XRD 






















































































































































































































































5 and 10 °C from room temperature (25°C), the XRD patterns analyzed by using MDI 
Jade 6 show the structure as Tetragonal crystal structure until the temperature is up to 
80°C. When the pure PG is continually heated starting from 90°C with the interval of 10 
and 20°C, the XRD patterns show the different peaks compared with the Tetragonal 
structure until the temperature comes to 160°C where the XRD results are analyzed as 
FCC structure between 90°C and 160°C. Based on the study of XRD, there are two kind 
of solid phases with different crystal structures and the change of crystal structure from 
Tetragonal to FCC for pure PG exists between 80°C and 90°C, which mean there is a 
phase transition between 80°C and 90°C. From the above thermodynamic study of DSC, 
the first phase transition occurs around 83.36°C which exists between 80°C and 90°C 
found in XRD. Thus, combing the thermodynamic study from DSC and crystallographic 
study from in-situ XRD, the pure PG has a Tetragonal structure solid phase as a low 
temperature solid phase and a FCC structure solid phase as a high temperature solid 
phase.  
Table 3.2 the variation of crystal constant and volume with the increasing of temperature 
Temp!(°C)! a(Å)! b(Å)! c(Å)! Vol(Å3)! Vol/n(Å3/atom!)!
25! 6.0424! 6.0424! 8.8171! 321.9200! 160.9600!
30! 6.0440! 6.0440! 8.8336! 322.6900! 161.3450!
40! 6.0476! 6.0476! 8.8606! 324.0600! 162.0300!
50! 6.0498! 6.0498! 8.8805! 325.0300! 162.5150!
60! 6.0533! 6.0533! 8.9008! 326.1400! 163.0700!
70! 6.0556! 6.0556! 8.9229! 327.2100! 163.6050!
80! 6.0575! 6.0575! 8.9582! 328.7000! 164.3500!
90! 8.8410! 8.8410! 8.8410! 691.0416! 172.7604!
100! 8.8544! 8.8544! 8.8544! 694.1885! 173.5471!
120! 8.8957! 8.8957! 8.8957! 703.9477! 175.9869!
140! 8.9445! 8.9445! 8.9445! 715.5965! 178.8991!




In Table 3.2 we present the values of the lattice parameters, volume of a unit cell, and 
volume occupied by one molecule in unit cell for the pure PG obtained from in-situ X-ray 
powder diffraction at different temperature. From 25˚C to 80˚C, we can conclude that the 
values of expansion of lattice parameter a(b), c, and volume of a unit cell, respectively, 
are (6.0575-6.0424)/6.0424*100%=0.2499%, (8.9582-8.8171)/8.8171*100%=1.6003%, 
and (328.7-321.92)/321.92*100%= 2.1061%; and the value of average volume occupied 
by one molecule in a unit cell is determined as 162.5536Å3. In Figure 3.3-3.5, we depict 
the evolution of the cubic lattice parameter a(b), c and volume of a unit cell 
corresponding to tetragonal lattice as a function of temperature, respectively, from 25°C 
to 80°C. We can observe that the values of cubic lattice parameter a(b), c and volume of a 
unit cell as a function of temperature increase linearly when the temperature rises. 
 
When the temperature rises from 90°C to 160°C, we can show that the values of 
expansion of lattice parameter a and volume of a unit cell, respectively, are (8.9681-
8.8410)/ 8.8410*100%=1.4376% and (721.2757-691.0416)/691.0416 *100%=4.3751%; 
and the value of average volume occupied by one molecule in a unit cell is determined as 
176.3025 Å3. At high temperature (from 90°C to 160°C), we depict the evolution of the 
cubic lattice parameter a and volume of a unit cell corresponding to FCC lattice, 
respectively, as a function of temperature in Fig. 3.6 and 3.7. From the analysis of the 
evolution of the cubic lattice parameter a and volume of a unit cell, we can observe that 
the values of cubic lattice parameter a and volume of a unit cell increase linearly when 




In Fig. 3.8 and Fig. 3.9, we can depict the evolution of the volume of a unit cell and the 
volume occupied by one molecule in a unit cell, respectively, as a function of temperature 
from 25°C to 160°C. From the analysis of two kinds of volume, we can conclude that the 
volume of a unit cell at low temperature is smaller than the volume of a unit cell at high 
temperature; the volume occupied by one molecule at low temperature is smaller than the 
one at high temperature. The expansion of average volume occupied by one molecule 
between low temperature ordered solid phase and high temperature orientationally 
disordered plastic phase is determined as 8.4581%. According to the enthalpy of PG and 
the variation of average volume occupied by one molecule between low temperature and 
high temperature, the ratio of the heat change to the variation of volume is ΔE/ΔV 
=2652.1739 (J/cm3). The evolution of the volume occupied by one molecule as a function 
of temperature can be interpreted taking into account the difference in the intermolecular 
interactions between the low temperatures ordered layer or chain solid phase and the high 
temperature orientationally disordered plastic phase.   
 
In the crystal structure of PG, it contains three hydroxyl groups (-OH) which will form 
the connection of strong hydrogen bonds in the layers of ordered crystal structure at the 
low temperature. With the increasing of temperature, there is more breakage of a 
significant number of hydrogen bonds. At the transition temperature, it will undergo 
solid-state transition with a large enthalpy of transition and melting process with low 







Figure 3.3 The relationship between temperature from 25°C to 80 °C and crystal constant 







Figure 3.4 The relationship between temperature from 25°C to 80 °C and crystal constant 
































Figure 3.9 The relationship between temperature from 25°C to 160°C and volume of per 
molecule in unit cell for pure PG  
 
3.4.1.2 Pure Tris(hydroxymethyl)- aminomethane(TRIS,99%) 
 
 
Figure 3.10 Characteristic thermograms of solid-solid and solid-liquid phase transition 




For thermodynamic study of pure TRIS, the experimental design of DSC for pure TRIS is 
conducted in this work and the DSC result is shown in Figure 3.10. From this 
thermodynamic study, there are two phase transitions which are solid to solid phase 
transition and solid to liquid phase transition. The variation of temperature and enthalpy 
for the first phase transition from low temperature layer or chain solid phase to high 
temperature orientationally disordered plastic phase are 134.04 °C and 285.0 J/g, 
respectively. The variation of temperature and enthalpy for the second phase transition 






Figure 3.11 the variation of crystal pattern for pure TRIS with the increasing of 

































































































































































































































































































































































For the crystallographic study of pure TRIS, the experimental design of in-situ XRD is 
performed on pure TRIS and the XRD results are shown in Figure 3.11. The pure TRIS is 
initially tested from room temperature (25°C) with the increasing interval of 15°C and 
20°C. The XRD patters show the structure as Orthorhombic crystal structure until the 
temperature is heated up to 120°C. When the temperature is increasing from 140°C with 
the interval of 5°C, the XRD results between 140°C and 155°C show the different 
patterns determined as BCC crystal structure analyzed by using MDI Jade 6.0 compared 
with the low temperature Orthorhombic structure, which mean there are two solid phases 
with different crystal structure and the change of the crystal structure exists between 
120°C and 140°C. Based on the previous thermodynamic study of pure TRIS, the low 
temperature solid phase is considered as Tetragonal structure phase and the high 
temperature solid phase is treated as BCC structure phase. The phase transition 
temperature from Tetragonal phase to BCC phase is 134.04°C which is between 120°C 
and 140°C from the in-situ XRD study. 
 
Table 3.3 The variation of crystal constant and volume with the change of temperature 
Temp!(°C)! a(Å)! b(Å)! c(Å)! Vol(Å3)! Vol/n(Å3/atom!)!
25! 8.7996! 8.8619! 7.8109! 609.1000! 152.2750!
40! 8.8059! 8.8740! 7.8077! 610.1300! 152.5325!
60! 8.8199! 8.8746! 7.8101! 611.3200! 152.8300!
80! 8.8316! 8.8820! 7.8193! 611.3600! 152.8400!
100! 8.8266! 8.8884! 7.8162! 613.2100! 153.3025!
120! 8.8294! 8.8932! 7.8115! 613.3700! 153.3425!
140! 6.8659! 6.8659! 6.8659! 323.6625! 161.8313!
145! 6.8708! 6.8708! 6.8708! 324.3560! 162.1780!
150! 6.8774! 6.8774! 6.8774! 325.2916! 162.6458!




In Table 3.3 we present the values of the lattice parameters, volume of a unit cell, and 
volume occupied by one molecule in unit cell for the pure TRIS obtained from in-situ X-
ray powder diffraction at different temperature. From 25˚C to 120˚C, the values of 
expansion of lattice parameter a, b, c, and volume of a unit cell, respectively, are (8.8294-
8.7996)/8.7996*100%=0.3387%, (8.8932-8.8619)/8.8619*100%=0.3532%, (7.8115-
7.8109)/7.8109*100%= 0.007682%, (613.37-609.1)/609.1*100%=0.701%; and the value 
of average volume occupied by one molecule in a unit cell is determined as 152.8538 Å3. 
In Figure 3.12-3.15, we depict the evolution of the cubic lattice parameter a, b, c and 
volume of a unit cell corresponding to orthorhombic lattice, respectively, as a function of 
temperature from 25°C to 120°C where we can observe that the values of cubic lattice 
parameter a, b, c and volume of a unit cell increase linearly when the temperature rises. 
For the pure TRIS from 140°C to 155°C, we can show that the values of expansion of 
lattice parameter a and volume of a unit cell, respectively, are (6.8836-6.8659)/6.865* 
100%=0.2578%, and (326.1722-323.6625) /323.6625 * 100%=0.7754%; and the value of 
average volume occupied by one molecule in a unit cell is determined as 162.4353 Å3. In 
Figure 3.16-3.17, we depict the evolution of the cubic lattice parameter a and volume of a 
unit cell corresponding to BCC lattice, respectively, as a function of temperature from 
140°C to 155°C. From the analysis of the evolution of the cubic lattice parameter a and 
volume of a unit cell, we can observe that the values of cubic lattice parameter a and 
volume of a unit cell increase linearly when the temperature rises.  
In Fig. 3.18 and Fig. 3.19, we can depict the evolution of the volume of a unit cell and the 




from 25°C to 155°C. From the analysis of two kinds of volume, we can conclude that the 
volume of a unit cell at low temperature is larger than the volume of a unit cell at high 
temperature; however, the volume occupied by one molecule at low temperature is 
smaller than the one at high temperature. The expansion of average volume occupied by 
one molecule between low temperature ordered solid phase and high temperature 
orientationally disordered plastic phase is determined as 6.2684%. According to the 
enthalpy of TRIS and the variation of average volume occupied by one molecule between 
low temperature and high temperature, the ratio of the heat change to the variation of 
volume is ΔE/ΔV =5974.8428(J/cm3). The evolution of the volume occupied by one 
molecule as a function of temperature can be interpreted taking into account the 
difference in the intermolecular interactions between the low temperature ordered layer 
or chain solid phase and the high temperature orientationally disordered plastic phase. 
In the crystal structure of TRIS, it contains three hydroxyl groups and one amine group in 
which all three –OH groups are connected by strong hydrogen bonds within each layer 
and one of amine hydrogen atoms is connected by weak hydrogen bonds between the 
layers. With the increasing of temperature, there is more breakage of a significant number 
of hydrogen bonds. At the transition temperature, it will undergo solid-state transition 











































Figure 3.19 The relationship between temperature from 25°C to 155°C and volume of per 





3.4.1.3 Pure 2-amino-2methyl-1,3-propanediol (AMPL, 99%) 
 
Figure 3.20 Characteristic thermograms of solid-solid and solid-liquid phase transition 
for pure AMPL 
 
In Figure 3.20, there are two phase transitions where the first one is from the low 
temperature solid phase to the high temperature solid phase and the second one is from 
the high temperature solid phase to liquid phase. The variation of temperature and 
enthalpy of the first phase transition from the low temperature solid phase to the high 
temperature plastic solid phase are 80.20°C and 236.8 J/g, respectively. The variation of 
temperature and enthalpy for the second phase transition from the high temperature 






Figure 3.21 the variation of crystal pattern for pure AMPL with the increasing of 
temperature, 2D(above), 3D(below) 
For the crystallographic study of pure AMPL, the experimental study is designed for pure 
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































the temperature is initially heated from 25°C with the interval of 5°C and 10°C, the XRD 
patterns show the structure as Monoclinic crystal structure until the temperature is up to 
70°C. When the temperature continually increases from 80°C with the interval of 5°C, 
the XRD patterns show the structure as BCC crystal structure from 80°C to 105°C. Two 
solid phases with different crystal structures are observed before the melting of pure 
AMPL and the change of crystal structure is between 70°C and 80°C. On the basis of 
previous thermodynamic study of pure AMPL, the low temperature solid phase can be 
considered as Monoclinic structure phase and the high temperature plastic solid phase can 
be treated as BCC structure phase and the phase transition from Monoclinic phase to 
BCC phase is about 80.20°C which is closed to 80°C which is the boundary temperature 
between the Monoclinic structure and BCC structure from XRD study. 
Table 3.4 The variation of crystal constant and volume with the change of temperature 
Temp!(°C)! a(Å)! b(Å)! c(Å)! Vol(Å^3)! Vol/n(Å^3/atom!)!
25! 8.5243! 11.0375! 6.0718! 570.1400! 142.5350!
30! 8.5730! 11.0531! 6.0915! 575.4500! 143.8625!
40! 8.6621! 11.0240! 6.1092! 581.9500! 145.4875!
50! 8.6663! 11.1263! 6.1655! 593.7600! 148.4400!
60! 8.7060! 11.1159! 6.1850! 597.2900! 149.3225!
70! 8.7593! 11.1407! 6.1358! 597.2600! 149.3150!
80! 6.7709! 6.7709! 6.7709! 310.4125! 155.2062!
85! 6.7763! 6.7763! 6.7763! 311.1558! 155.5779!
90! 6.7846! 6.7846! 6.7846! 312.3005! 156.1503!
95! 6.7920! 6.7920! 6.7920! 313.3235! 156.6618!
100! 6.8000! 6.8000! 6.8000! 314.4320! 157.2160!
105! 6.8056! 6.8056! 6.8056! 315.209472! 157.6047!
In Table 3.4 we show the values of the lattice parameters, volume of a unit cell, and 
volume occupied by one molecule in unit cell for the pure AMPL obtained from X-ray 




values of expansion of lattice parameter a, b, c, and volume of a unit cell, respectively, 
are (8.7593-8.5243)/8.5243*100%=2.7568%, (11.1407-11.0375)/11.0375=0.9350%, 
(6.1358-6.0718)/6.0718*100%=1.0541%, (597.26-570.14)/570.14*100%=4.7567%; and 
the value of average volume occupied by one molecule in a unit cell is determined as 
146.4938 Å3. In Figure 3.22-3.25, we depict the evolution of the cubic lattice parameter a, 
b, c and volume of a unit cell corresponding to monoclinic lattice, respectively, as a 
function of temperature from 25°C to 70°C. From the mathematical analysis of the 
evolution of the cubic lattice parameter a, b, c and volume of a unit cell, we can observe 
that the values of cubic lattice parameter a, b, c and volume of a unit cell increase linearly 
when the temperature rises. 
 
For the pure AMPL from 80°C to 105°C, we can show that the values of expansion of 
lattice parameter a and volume of a unit cell, respectively, are (6.8056-6.7709)/6.7709* 
100%=0.5125% and (315.2095-310.4125)/310.4125*100%=1.5454%; and the value of 
average volume occupied by one molecule in a unit cell is determined as 156.4028 Å3. In 
Figure 3.26-3.27, we depict the evolution of the cubic lattice parameter a and volume of a 
unit cell corresponding to BCC lattice, respectively, as a function of temperature from 
80°C to 105°C. From the mathematical analysis of the evolution of the cubic lattice 
parameter a and volume of a unit cell, we can observe that the values of cubic lattice 





In Figure 3.28 and Figure 3.29, we can depict the evolution of the volume of a unit cell 
and the volume occupied by one molecule in a unit cell, respectively, as a function of 
temperature from 25°C to 105°C. From the analysis of two kinds of volume, we can 
conclude that the volume of a unit cell at low temperature is larger than the volume of a 
unit cell at high temperature; however, the volume occupied by one molecule at low 
temperature is smaller than the one at high temperature. The expansion of average 
volume occupied by one molecule between low temperature ordered solid phase and high 
temperature orientationally disordered plastic phase is determined as 6.7642%. 
According to the enthalpy of AMPL and the variation of average volume occupied by one 
molecule between low temperature and high temperature, the ratio of the heat change to 
the variation of volume is ΔE/ΔV =4169.0141 (J/cm3). The evolution of the volume 
occupied by one molecule as a function of temperature can be interpreted taking into 
account the difference in the intermolecular interactions between the low temperature 
ordered layer or chain solid phase and the high temperature orientationally disordered 
plastic phase. 
 
In the crystal structure of AMPL, it contains two hydroxyl groups and one amine group in 
which two –OH groups are connected by strong hydrogen bonds within each layer and 
one of amine hydrogen atoms is connected by weak hydrogen bonds in an adjacent layer. 
With the more breakage of the significant number of N-H···O and O-H···O hydrogen 
bonds by continuous heating, AMPL will reversibly undergo solid phase transition with a 





Figure 3.22 The relationship between temperature from25°C to 70 °C and crystal 
constant a 
 


































Figure 3.29 The relationship between temperature from 25°C to 105°C and volume of per 





3.4.1.4 Pure Neopentylglycol (NPG,99%)  
 
Figure 3.30 Characteristic thermograms of solid-solid and solid-liquid phase transition 
for pure NPG 
 
For the thermodynamic study of pure NPG, the experimental research is conducted by 
using DSC for pure NPG. In Figure 3.30, there are two phase transitions where the first 
phase transition is from the low temperature solid phase to the high temperature solid 
phase and the second phase transition is from the high temperature solid phase to liquid 
phase. The variation of temperature and enthalpy of the first phase transition from the 
low temperature layer or chain solid phase to high temperature orientationally disordered 
plastic phase transition are 40.68°C and 125.2J/g, respectively. The variation of 
temperature and enthalpy for the second phase transition from high temperature solid 





Figure 3.31 the variation of crystal pattern for pure NPG with the increasing of 
temperature. 
 
For the crystallographic study of pure NPG, the experimental design is performed with 
in-situ XRD method for pure NPG. In Figure 3.31, the pure NPG is initially tested from 
25°C with the interval of 5°C and 10°C, the XRD results show the structure as 
Monoclinic crystal structure until the temperature is up to 40°C. When the temperature is 
continually heated from 50°C with the interval of 20°C, the XRD results show the 
different peaks which is different with the Monoclinic structure and the structure is 
analyzed by using MDI Jade 6.0 as FCC structure from 50°C to 90°C. Depending the in-
situ XRD study, two crystal structures are observed and the change of crystal structure is 
between 40°C and 50°C. Based on the previous thermodynamic study of pure NPG, the 
low temperature solid phase can be considered as Monoclinic crystal structure and the 




temperature is about 40.68°C which exists between 40°C and 50°C from the present in-
situ XRD study. 
 
Table 3.5 The change of crystal constant and volume with the change of temperature 
Temp(°C) a(Å) b(Å) c(Å) Vol(Å3) Vol/n((Å3/atom) 
25 5.9845 10.9171 10.1291 651.48 162.87 
30 5.9907 10.9332 10.1213 652.82 163.21 
40 6.0306 10.9629 10.1372 660.4 165.1 
50 8.8521 8.8521 8.8521 693.65 173.41 
70 8.8883 8.8883 8.8883 702.19 175.55 
90 8.9470 8.9470 8.9470 716.20 179.05 
 
In the Table 3.5, we show the values of the lattice parameters, volume of a unit cell, and 
volume occupied by one molecule in unit cell for the pure NPG obtained from X-ray 
powder diffraction at different temperature. From 25°C to 40°C, we can conclude that the 
values of expansion of the lattice parameter a, b, c, and volume of a unit cell, respectively, 
are (6.0306-5.9845)/5.9845*100%=0.77%, (10.9629-10.9171)/10.9171*100%=0.42%, 
(10.1372-10.1291)/10.1291*100%=0.08%, (660.1-651.48)/651.48*100%=1.37%; and the 
value of average volume occupied by one molecule in a unit cell is determined as 163.73 
Å3. In Figure 3.23-3.25, we depict the evolution of the cubic lattice parameter a, b, c and 
volume of an unit cell corresponding to monoclinic lattice, respectively, as a function of 
temperature from 25°C to 40°C. From the mathematical analysis of the evolution of the 
cubic lattice parameter a, b, c and volume of an unit cell, we can observe that the values 
of cubic lattice parameter a, b, c and volume of an unite cell increase linearly when the 




expansion of lattice parameter a and volume of an unit cell, respectively, are (8.9470-
8.8521)/8.8521* 100%=1.07%, and (716.20-693.65)/693.65*100=3.25%; and the value 
of average volume occupied by one molecule in an unit cell is determined as 176.0 Å3. In 
the Figure 3.26-3.27, we depict the evolution of the cubic lattice parameter a and volume 
of an unit cell corresponding to FCC lattice, respectively, as a function of temperature 
from 50°C to 90°C. From the mathematical analysis of the evolution of the cubic lattice 
parameter a and volume of an unit cell, we can observe that the values of cubic lattice 
parameter a and volume of an unit cell increase linearly when the temperatures rises.  
In Figure 3.38 and Figure 3.39, we can depict the evolution of the volume of an unit cell 
and the volume occupied by one molecule in an unit cell, respectively, as a function of 
temperature from 25°C to 90°C. From the analysis of two kinds of volume, we can 
conclude that the volume of an unit cell at low temperature is larger than the volume of 
an unit cell at high temperature; however, the volume occupied by one molecule at low 
temperature is smaller than the one at high temperature. The expansion of average 
volume occupied by one molecule between low temperatures ordered solid phase and 
high temperatures orientationally disordered plastic phase is determined as 7.49%. 
According to the enthalpy of NPG and the variation of average volume occupied by one 
molecule between low temperature and high temperature, the ratio of the heat change to 
the variation of volume is ΔE/ΔV=1761.9(J/cm3). The evolution of the volume occupied 
by one molecule as a function of temperature can be interpreted taking into account the 
difference in the intermolecular interactions between the low temperature ordered layer 




In the crystal structure of NPG, it contains tow hydroxyl groups in which two –OH 
groups are connected by using strong hydrogen bonds within each layer. With the more 
breakage of the significant number of O-H…O hydrogen bonds by continuous heating, 
NPG will reversibly undergo solid phase transition with a large enthalpy of transition and 
melting process with low enthalpy of fusion. 
 
Figure 3.32 The relationship between temperature 25°C to 50°C and crystal constant a 
 






























































































































Figure 3.39 The relationship between temperature from 25°C to 90°C and volume of per 




















































3.4.2 Thermodynamic assessment of pure materials PG, TRIS, AMPL, and NPG 
3.4.2.1 Thermodynamic calculation of pure PG 
The Gibbs energy parameters of pure PG listed in Table 3.6 were optimized by fitting the 
experimental data including heat capacity data from Keishi et al. [46], Chandra et al. [47], 
and our previous work as well as enthalpies and phase transition temperatures obtained 
from the present work. Figure 3.40 presents a comparison of calculated heat capacity data 
of various phases described by the Gibbs energy expression (shown in Table 3.6) with 
experimental heat capacity of pure PG in this study. Figure 3.41 shows the Gibbs energy 
of various phases of pure PG as a function of temperature relative to various phases as 
standard element reference (SER) state: (a) FCC_A1 set as SER, (b) Tetragonal set as 
SER, (c) Liquid set as SER. 
 
 
Table 3.6 Expression for Gibbs energies of pure PG, stable Phases ('=Tetragonal and %= 
FCC_A1 Structures). 
Phase/equation                                                                                                            Temperature range(K) 
Tetragonal:       =!PG
oG  -15630.66+55.77T-0.45T2+3.39E-04T3-3.01E-07T4               10(T(600 
FCC_A1:          =!TRIS
oG +8329.32-.341T2-2.45E-04T3+2.30E-07T4                            10(T(474.1 
                         =
!
TRIS
oG +25899.38-59.86T-0.45T2+3.39E-04T3-3.01E-07T4            474.1(T(600 
Liquid:             =LPG
oG +13043.32-9.94T-0.34T2-2.45E-04T3+2.30E-07T4                 10(T(474.1 
                         =
L
PG








Figure 3.40 Temperature dependence of heat capacity of pure PG; points from 










Figure 3.41 Gibbs energy of various phases of pure PG relative to (a) FCC_A1 phase, (b) 




















3.4.2.2 Thermodynamic calculation of pure TRIS 
The Gibbs energy parameters of pure TRIS listed in Table 3.7 were optimized by fitting 
the experimental data including heat capacity data from Suresh et al. [48], and Kristina et 
al. [49], as well as enthalpies and phase transition temperatures obtained from the present 
work. Figure 3.42 presents a comparison of calculated heat capacity data of various 
phases described by the Gibbs energy expression (shown in Table 3.7) with experimental 
heat capacity of pure TRIS in this study. Figure 3.43 shows the temperature variation of 
the Gibbs energy of various phases of pure TRIS relative to various phases as standard 
element reference (SER) state: (a) Orthorhombic set as SER, (b) BCC_A2 set as SER, (c) 
Liquid set as SER. 
 
Table 3.7 Expression of Gibbs energies of pure TRIS (!= orthorhombic and %’= BCC_A2 
Structures). 
Phase/equation                                                                                                              Temperature range(K) 
Orthorhombic: =!TRIS
oG -9096.72+18.645T-.3729T2+1.912E-04T3-1.561E-07T4         10(T(445.4 




BCC_A2:   ='!TRIS
oG +5412.813-.2845T2-2.538E-04T3+1.52E-07T4                            10(T(445.4 
                   ='!TRIS
oG +54631.4642+257.25469T-1.82099T2+.00179T3-8.553E-07T4 445.4(T(600 
Liquid:       =LTRIS
oG +8779.813-7.559T-.2845T2-2.538E-04T3+1.52E-07T4               10(T(445.4 
                   =
L
TRIS






Figure 3.42 Temperature dependence of heat capacity of pure TRIS; points from 








Figure 3.43 Gibbs energy of various phases of pure TRIS relative to (a) Orthorhombic 




















3.4.2.3 Thermodynamic calculation of pure AMPL 
Witusiewica et al [53] proposed the Gibbs energy parameters of pure AMPL listed in 
Table 3.8 which were optimized by fitting the experimental data including heat capacity 
data from Chandra et al. [47] and Zhang et al. [51], as well as enthalpies and phase 
transition temperatures obtained from Witusiewica et al [53]. Figure 3.44 presents a 
comparison of calculated heat capacity data of various phases described by the Gibbs 
energy expression (shown in Table 3.8) with experimental heat capacity of pure AMPL. 
Figure 3.45 shows the Gibbs energy of various phases of pure AMPL as a function of 
temperature relative to various phases as standard element reference (SER) state: (a) 
Monoclinic set as SER, (b) AMPD_II set as SER, (c) BCC_A2 set as SER, and (d) 
Liquid set as SER. 
Table 3.8 Expression of Gibbs energies of pure AMPL (!= Monoclinic and %’= BCC_A2 
Structures). 
Phase/equation                                                                                                              Temperature range(K) 
Monoclinic:      =!AMPL
oG -20605.51-0.15T2-1.33E-04T3 -1.64E-08T4                       10(T(353.72 
                         =
!
AMPL
oG +5594.31-255.25T+0.76T2-1.51E-03T3+7.24E-07T4         353.72(T(600 
BCC_A2:         ='!AMPL
oG -11330.20-4.74T -0.12T2-4.95E-04T3+2.82E-07T4               10(T(353.72 
                        ='!AMPL
oG -11332.35-4.74T-0.12T2-4.95E-04T3+2.82E-07T4                353.72(T(600 
Liquid:              =LAMPL
oG -8549.45-11.98T-0.12T2-4.95E-04T3+2.82E-07T4              10(T(600 
AMPD_II:       =!AMPL
oG -15605.51-14.17T-0.15T2-1.33E-04T3 -1.64E-08T4                      10(T(353.72 
                        =!AMPL







Figure 3.44 Temperature dependence of heat capacity of pure AMPL; points from 






         
Figure 3.45 Gibbs energy of various phases of pure AMPL relative to (a) Monoclinic 
phase, (b) AMPD_II phase, (c) BCC_A2 phase, and (d) Liquid phase; solid lines from 






































3.4.2.4 Thermodynamic calculation of pure NPG 
Witusiewica et al [53] also proposed the Gibbs energy parameters of pure NPG listed in 
Table 3.9 which were optimized by fitting the experimental data including heat capacity 
data from Chandra et al. [47] and Kamae et al. [52], as well as enthalpies and phase 
transition temperatures obtained from Witusiewica et al [53]. Figure 3.46 presents a 
comparison of calculated heat capacity data of various phases described by the Gibbs 
energy expression (shown in Table 3.9) with experimental heat capacity of pure NPG. 
Figure 3.47 shows the temperature variation of the Gibbs energy of various phases of 
pure NPG relative to various phases as standard element reference (SER) state: (a) 
NPG_III set as SER, (b) Monoclinic set as SER, (c) FCC_A1 set as SER, and (d) Liquid 
set as SER. 
Table 3.9 Expression of Gibbs energies of pure NPG (!=Monoclinic and %’=FCC_A1 
Structures). 
Phase/equation                                                                                                              Temperature range(K) 
Monoclinic:    =!NPG
oG !-27892.88-0.44T2 +3.45E-04T3-2.99E-07T4                        10(T(314.50 
                         =
!
NPG
oG !-13655.40-160.57T+0.23T2-8.48E-04T3+4.78E-07T4       314.50(T(600 
FCC_A1:       ='!NPG
oG !-26046.68+8.04T-0.37T2-1.88E-04T3+2.33E-07T4              10(T(403.30       
                       ='!NPG
oG !-16498.05-66.31T-0.17T2-3.92E-04T3+2.79E-07T4             403.30(T(600 
Liquid:            =LNPG
oG !-23251.48+5.68T-0.39T2-1.32E-04T3+1.66E-07T4             10(T(600 
NPG_III:       =!NPG
oG !-28069.88+2.93T-0.44T2 +3.45E-04T3-2.99E-07T4              10(T(314.50 
                         =
!
NPG







Figure 3.46 Temperature dependence of heat capacity of pure NPG; points from 












Figure 3.47 Gibbs energy of various phases of pure NPG relative to (a) NPG_III phase, 
(b) Monoclinic phase, (c) FCC_A1 phase, and (d) Liquid phase; solid lines from present 






































In this work, the experimental study involved with XRD and DSC was conducted on 
these four polyalcohol and amine materials PG, TRIS, AMPL, and NPG. Depending on 
the study of DSC, the two phases transitions of order solid phase to plastic disordered 
solid phase and plastic disordered phase to liquid phase were observed for PG, TRIS, 
AMPL, and NPG materials. The DSC results showed the phase transition temperature 
and enthalpy associated with each phase transition. Based on the XRD study, the crystal 
structures for PG, TRIS, AMPL, and NPG were observed in their solid state. Before the 
first phase transition from order solid phase to disordered solid phase at low temperature, 
the PG showed Tetragonal crystal structure, TRIS showed Orthorhombic crystal structure, 
AMPL and NPG showed Monoclinic structure. For the high temperature disordered solid 
phase, the PG and NPG presented FCC structure, TRIS and AMPL presented BCC 
structure. For the future study of calculation of phase diagram, the Gibbs energy 
expression of PG, TRIS, AMPL, and NPG were assessed on the available experimental 
data using CALPHAD methodology, Gibbs energy as a function of temperature for each 
component were shown in this study and had a good agreement of phase stability with the 
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Chapter IV Thermodynamic Calculation of Binary Systems (TRIS-PG, NPG-PG, 
NPG-TRIS, AMPL-PG, and AMPL-TRIS) 
 
Abstract 
The organic thermal energy storage materials, such as PG, TRIS, AMPL, and NPG, 
undergo a solid-solid state phase transition storing large amounts of thermal energy in O-
HO and O-HN bond rotation. In this study, these five binary systems TRIS-PG, 
NPG-PG, NPG-TRIS, AMPL-PG, and AMPL-TRIS are optimized by CALPHAD 
calculations on the basis of available experimental data from present work and literatures. 
Optimized database of these five binary systems will allow exploration of ternary and 
higher order systems using CALPHAD methodology that will provide a wider selection 
of materials for practical thermal energy storage applications. Regular and sub-regular 
solution models are used for calculations in which the excess Gibbs energies are 
expressed by the Redlich-Kister-Muggianu polynomial. A set of self-consistent 
interaction parameters formulating the Gibbs energies of various phases in binary 
systems are obtained. The TRIS-PG binary phase diagram was calculated from room 
temperature to the liquid phase temperature, the modeled phase diagram and the 
experimental data from our present work are in good agreement. We also used 
experimental data of TRIS-PG from the literature which shows a good agreement 
between the two data sets. We also present optimized NPG-PG, NPG-TRIS, AMPL-PG, 
and AMPL-TRIS phase diagrams using PARROT module in Thermal-Calc software. The 




with the experimental data. Thermodynamic characteristics such as enthalpy of formation, 
enthalpy of mixing, and activity are also calculated from optimized databases of these 
five binary systems in present work. 
 
4.1 Introduction 
Thermal energy storage materials are gaining importance in environmental and ecological 
systems. Thermal energy can be stored as sensible and latent heat in solid-solid or solid-
liquid phase transitions; the stored thermal energy may be released later by cooling the 
material [1]. In addition, thermal energy storage materials can also be used in 
applications for waste heat recovery, solar energy utilization, energy saving in buildings, 
and electronic device management [2]. Phase change materials (PCMs) [3] have a great 
potential for thermal energy storage, absorbing/releasing heat during their phase 
transitions.  The PCMs are classified into two transitions (1) solid-solid phase transition, 
and (2) solid-liquid phase transition materials. In 1938, Timmermanns [4] proposed a 
special class of organic materials and classified them as globular molecules. This group 
of organic molecular crystals exhibit polymorphisms that are characterized by high 
enthalpies of solid-solid transitions and a low enthalpy of fusion. An important 
characteristic of these molecules is that they undergo reversible phase transition from a 
low temperature layered or chain structure (tetragonal, orthorhombic, monoclinic etc.) to 
high temperature orientationally disordered (FCC or BCC) phase. This high temperature 
phase is referred to as orientationally disordered crystal (ODIC) or plastic crystal phase. 




(CH3)C(CH2OH)3], Tris(hydroxymethyl)-amino -methane [TRIS: (NH2)C(CH2OH)3], 
Neopentylglycol [NPG: (CH3)2C(CH2OH)2], and 2-amino-2-methyl-1,3-propanediol 
[AMPL: (NH2)(CH3)C(CH2OH)2]. Crystallographic and thermodynamic parameters of 
these pure polyalcohol and amines [5-22] are already discussed in Chapter 3 as part of 
present study. The structure of PG, TRIS, AMPL and NPG are shown in Figure 4.1. For 
practical applications, solid-state phase transition temperatures (TSSTR) of pure materials 
range from 315K (NPG) to 407K (TRIS); there are only a few materials with these 
characteristics. In order to increase the selection of these energy storage materials, we 
make polyalcohol and amine solid solutions that have different phase transition 
temperatures (TSSTR) to suit a particular application [23]. To study the effect of 
solutions/mixtures of polyalcohol and amines on the solid-solid phase transitions, 
Chandra et al. [24] first proposed experimental investigations on binary system NPG-PG 
in which one eutectoid invariant occurs at 297K with the composition of 25 mol % of PG 
in NPG-PG binary system. Barrio et al.[25] also conducted experimental studies on PG-
NPG binary system where  an eutectoid invariant occurs at 298.1±1.1K with the 
composition of 29±2 mol% of PG and a Gibbs minimum occurs at 379.6±2.0K with the 
composition of 21±2 mol% of PG. Both experimental investigations can provide the true 
description of phase equilibrium in NPG-PG binary system. Mishra et al. [26] carried out 
computational studies of NPG-PG phase diagram with CALPHAD methodology on the 
basis of experimental data from Barrio et al. [25]. However, the Gibbs energy description 
of pure NPG and PG from Mishra et al. [26] is only available during the limited range of 




temperature which means that solid phase will be stable again above the melting 
temperature and liquid phase will be stable again below the melting temperature. The 
reason is that Mishra et al. [26] extrapolated the experimental heat capacity of various 
phases for pure NPG and PG as a linear function of temperature. Thus, the calculated 
NPG-PG binary phase diagram from Mishra et al . [26] can provide the true description 
of phase equilibrium only in very narrow range of temperature. Barrio et al. [27] 
established a comparative analysis of crystallography and thermodynamics of NPG-TRIS 
binary system, where two eutectoid invariants and one peritectic invariant are observed. 
The 1st eutectoid reaction occurs at 310.2±1.0K with the composition of 3.5 mol% of 
TRIS, the 2nd eutectoid reaction is observed at 392.5±1.0K with the composition of 57 
mol% TRIS, and the peritectic reaction occurs at 410.7±2.0K with the composition of 
48.5 mol% of TRIS. Hansen [28] also proposed the experimental study of NPG-TRIS 
phase diagram, where two eutectoid invariants and one peritectic invariant also are 
observed, but the composition and temperatures of these three phase equilibrium are 
slightly different within acceptable experimental range. Lopez et al. [29] presented a 
calculated NPG-TRIS phase diagram superimposed with experimental data from Barrio 
et al. [27]. However, there is a significant difference between Barrio et al [27] 
experimental results and Lopez et al. [29] computational phase diagram about the low 
temperature phase regions for TRIS-rich and NPG-rich solid solutions, and the high 
temperature two-phase region. Chandra et al. [30] also proposed an unoptimized NPG-
TRIS binary phase diagram with ideal solution assumption for all solution phases 




ideal situation of solid solution phases, the liquidus, solidus, and solvus boundaries of 
various phases in the calculated NPG-TRIS phase diagram from Chandra et al. [30] 
cannot match the experimental results from Hansen [28] very well. Barrio et al. [31] 
conducted experimental investigations on binary system such as TRIS-PG. Lopez et al. 
[29] carried out computational studies of molecular mixed crystals of TRIS-PG. However, 
there is a significant difference between Barrio’s experimental results and Lopez’s 
computational phase diagram about the low temperature phase regions for PG-rich solid 
solution and TRIS-rich solid solution. Salud et al. [32] established a comparative analysis 
of crystallography and thermodynamics of AMPL-PG. As part of our ongoing work on 
creating new binaries for thermal energy storage applications, Gantan [33] conducted the 
AMPL-PG system experiment work as a part of his M.S thesis. Salud et al. [32] 
performed further experimental studies on the AMPL-PG system including a calculated 
phase diagram, but there were slight differences between these two-phase diagrams of 
Gantan [33] and Salud et al. [32]. Literature survey showed that the first experimental 
phase diagram of AMPL-TRIS was reported by Barrio et al. [34] using differential 
scanning calorimetry data and X-ray diffraction data at three temperatures, 293K, 335K, 
and 378K. They reported low [M+O] and high [C] temperature lattice parameters across 
the composition. The XRD data at 293K and 335K shows coexistence of two low 
temperatures [M+O] phases. At 378K, the authors show a single high temperature [C] 
phase region up to 0.4TRIS, from their metastable quenched sample XRD data. Beyond 
0.4 TRIS composition they show a two phase region [C+O] at this temperature. Vamsi 




situ X-ray diffraction and Differential Scanning Calorimetry methods. However, Vamsi 
[35] observed a two-phase region of the two high temperature phases where the demixing 
region of the two high temperature phases throughout the composition range was not 
reported in the AMPL-TRIS phase diagram of Barrio et al. [34]. In this study, the 
optimized phase diagrams of TRIS-PG, NPG-PG, NPG-TRIS, AMPL-PG, and AMPL-
TRIS are determined on the basis of the available experimental data from our work as 
well as literatures [24, 25, 27, 10, 31-35], which are remarkably important to understand 
the polymorphism in the binary systems, and further develop ternary or higher order 
systems to provide more materials for thermal energy storage.     
   


























4.2 Materials and Method 
4.2.1 Materials 
Polyalcohol and amine samples of PG (99%) and TRIS (99.9%) were procured from 
Sigma-Aldrich; these samples were heated for possible moisture removal. The TRIS-PG 
mixture binary samples were prepared at various compositions, and all compositions 
were reported as mol% in this paper. We followed a protocol in which the sample 
powders were premixed and melted in test tubes. Generally, the solidified melt does not 
give an equilibrium mixture of solid phases due to supercooling, and high temperature 
phases are retained at room temperature. To avoid this, we used strain induced 
transformation method in which equilibrium phases were attained. The methodology 
involves placing the melted and solidified binary mixtures in a freezer (~253K) for 12 
hours, and then subjected them high strain in a small cylinder with a piston. This method 
worked well to obtain equilibrium crystal structures at room temperature.  
 
4.2.2 X-Ray Diffraction analysis 
To determine the structures of the equilibrium phases, in-situ X-ray diffraction studies 
were performed on pure PG, TRIS, AMPL, and their binary solid solutions (TRIS-PG, 
and AMPL-PG) by using PANalytical X’Pert PRO diffractometer. Powder samples of 
binary solid solutions were prepared by adding an internal standard silicon powder.  A 
PANalytical x-ray diffractometer system was modified to accept sapphire capillaries as 
sample holders. This home-made device was fabricated using hot air blowing system 




Watlow temperature controller with a feedback to the hot air blower. A position sensitive 
detector, which is part of the PANalytical diffractometer, was used to capture the 
diffraction angles and intensities of the Bragg peaks. The diffraction scans were made 
using CuK' radiation, and the analyses were performed by using MDI Jade 6.5 software.   
 
4.2.3 Computational Procedures 
4.2.3.1 Thermodynamic properties of pure PG, TRIS, AMPL, and NPG 
Experimental data, such as enthalpies and temperatures of phase transitions for pure PG, 
TRIS, AMPL, and NPG used for this calculation were taken from Chapter 3 in this study 
(listed in Table 4.1). The solid-solid phase transition temperature reported from Doshi et 
al. [6] was lower than our present work, the solid-liquid phase transition temperature 
from Doshi et al. [6] was higher than our present work, but our values were close to those 
reported earlier [32, 36]. The solid-solid and solid-liquid phase transition temperatures of 
pure TIRS which were reported by previous literatures [6, 30, 31]. The melting 
temperature of pure AMPL reported by Murrill et al. [23] was higher than our present 
work, but our present temperatures of solid-solid and solid-liquid phase transition were 
close to the values reported by other literatures [21, 30, 37]. Also, Zhang et al. [21] 
reported an additional first-order transition in AMPL determined by adiabatic calorimetry 
at 353.7K between the known monoclinic (low temperature phase) and the BCC (high 
temperature phase). Witusiewicz et al. [37] designated this phase as AMPD_II in his 
paper. The solid-solid and solid-liquid phase transition temperatures of pure NPG 




[22] reported an additional first order transition in NPG determined by adiabatic 
calorimetry at 60.4±0.1K below the known monoclinic structure (low temperature phase). 
Witusiewicz et al. [37] designated this phase as NPG_III in his paper. Thermodynamic 
properties of pure PG, TRIS, AMPL, and NPG obtained in this work are shown in Table 
4.1, as well as the data of AMPD_II obtained from the reference of Zhang et al. [21] and 
NPG_III from Kamae et al. [22], and were used for calculations and optimization.  
The experimental heat capacity of PG was measured using DSC by Chandra et al. [17] in 
the temperature range of 305K-447.5K including above ambient solid-solid phase 
properties. The low temperature heat capacity of PG was obtained adiabatically by Keishi 
et al. [16] over temperatures ranging from 18.36K to 374.56K; the sub-ambient heat 
capacity of PG was also obtained adiabatically from our groups’ unpublished work from 
1.91K to 300.444K. The data from above experiments [16, 17, and our unpublished work] 
complement each other and are in good agreement in the mid-range where these data 
overlap with those of reference [16]. The heat capacity data of TRIS was obtained by 
using DSC from Chandra et al. [17] in the temperature range of 305K-447.5K, by using 
MDSC from Suresh et al. [18] over a temperature range of 193.5K-473.15K. Also, the 
experimental heat capacity of TRIS was obtained adiabatically by Kristina et al. [19] in 
the temperature range from 5K to 350K and Zhang et al. [20] in the temperature range 
from 294.4K to 450.64K. The heat capacity of TRIS from Suresh et al. [18] and Kristina 
et al. [19] complement each other and in the overlapped region has a good agreement. 
However, the data for pure TRIS from Chandra et al. [17] and Zhang et al. [20] are 




optimization, the higher weight for heat capacity was assigned to the data from Keishi et 
al. [16], Chandra et al. [17], and our unpublished work (previous work) for PG as well as 
assigned to the data from Suresh et al. [18] and Kristina et al. [19] for TRIS due to better 
convergence of heat capacity. Thermodynamic description of AMPL with experimental 
heat capacity from Chandra et al. [17] and Zhang et al. [21] and NPG with experimental 
heat capacity from Chandra et al. [17] and Kamae et al. [22] was performed by 
Witusiewicz et al. [37] by using CAPPHAD method.  
Table 4.1 Crystal structures, transition temperatures and thermal properties of PG, TRIS, 
AMPL, and NPG 




























351.3 21.5 0.06 497 5.1 0.01 [6] 
356.7 20.94 0.06 474.4 4.7 0.01 [36] 
357.5 19.94 0.06 474.1 4.7 0.01  Present   
Study 
TRIS Orthorhombic 
408 32.7 0.08 
BCC 
445 3.3 0.008 [30] 








±0.2 0.008 [31] 
407.2 34.5 0.08 445.4 3.4 0.008 Present 
Study 
AMPL Monoclinic 
353 23.3 0.07 
BCC 
385 3.0 0.008 [30] 






±0.05 0.007 [21] 
353 23.6 0.07 389 3.3 0.008 [23] 
352.9 23.8 0.07 383.5 2.7 0.007 [37] 
353.4 24.9 0.007 384.7 3.0 0.008 Present 
Study 
NPG Monoclinic 
315 13.6 0.04 
FCC 
399 4.6 0.01 [30] 




±0.1 0.01 [38] 
315.0 12.1 0.04 403.2 4.4 0.01 [37] 





4.2.3.2 Binary Phase Diagram data 
The TRIS-PG binary phase diagram was previously reported by different groups with 
significant differences [31, 29]. Barrio et al. [31] proposed a TRIS-PG experimental 
phase diagram using DSC and X-ray diffraction with the first low temperature eutectoid 
invariant at 346.7K.  Below 346.7 K, they reported two low temperature solid state 
phases between 2 and 92 %PG. Above this temperature, Barrio et al [31] reported a two 
phase region from 384.7 K to 431.6 K in the composition range of 45 to 68%PG. Lopez 
et al. [29] calculated TRIS-PG phase diagram in which the first low temperature eutectoid 
reaction was reported at 346.4 K.  Below this temperature, their TRIS-PG, phase diagram 
showed a two O+Q phase region from 0-100% PG.   Both Lopez [29] and Barrio et al. 
[31] reported a high temperature second eutectoid invariant at 385.7 K. The TRIS-PG 
phase diagrams of Lopez et al. [29], and Barrio et al. [31] showed the differences in the 
phase stability regions. Because of these uncertainties in the phase stability regions 
reported in the literatures, we re-assessed the TRIS-PG binary phase diagram in this 
present study using our experimental data and also some of the data from Barrio et al. [31] 
in order to obtain details of phase transformations to compile data for the calculation of 
ternary or higher systems. 
 
We also found an AMPL-PG binary phase diagram in the literature, but we observed 
problems with the phase stabilities in the low and high temperature regions, especially in 
the PG rich regions; this phase diagram was reported by Salud et al. [32]. In the 




eutectoid was reported at 323 K leading to a M1+Q region in the composition range of 9 
to 92% PG. A second-high temperature eutectoid was also reported at 330.2 K leading to 
a Q+C phase region in the composition range of 44 to 93% PG.  They also reported a 
peritectic at 413.6 K. Salud et al. [32] also calculated the AMPL-PG phase diagram, and 
found three invariant temperatures that were 3-7 K higher than their experimental 
temperatures.   
 
More recently, in our group, Gantan [33] developed an experimental AMPL-PG phase 
diagram using in-situ X-ray diffraction which showed that the PG-rich low temperature 
phase started from 82%PG to pure PG. In general, we found minor differences between 
Gantan [33] and Salud et al. [32] phase diagrams. But there was an issue with the 
stabilities in the PG rich region as compared to Gantan [33]. In this work, the AMPL-PG 
binary system has been recalculated using Gantan’s [33] experimental data; we also used 
a part of the experimental data of Salud et al. [32].  
 
AMPL-TRIS binary phase diagram was first proposed by Barrio et al. [34] by means of 
thermal analysis and X-ray diffraction from room temperature and 450K. Barrio et al. [34] 
observed one eutectoid reaction at 345.2±1.0K with the composition of 18 mol% TRIS. 
Two coexistence of low temperature phases [M+O] were obtained at 293K and 335K, 
and one single plastic phase at 378K was found up to 40 mol% TRIS. Recently, Vamsi et 
al. [35] conducted an experimental thermal analysis and crystallographic study on 




peritectoid invariant in AMPL-TRIS phase diagram. The 1st eutectoid reaction occurs at 
348K with the composition of 12 mol% TRIS, the 2nd eutectoid reaction occurs at 388K 
with the composition of 54mol% TRIS, and the peritectoid reaction is observed at 401K 
with the composition of 39mol% TRIS. However, this is a significant difference in 
AMPL-TRIS binary phase diagram between Barrio et al [34] and Vamsi et al. [35]. In 
AMPL-TRIS phase diagram of Vamsi et al. [35], the demixing region at high temperature 
was observed and two wider single phases at low temperature were verified on the basis 
of the results of XRD study compared with the AMPL-TRIS phase diagram of Barrio et 
al. [34]. For the calculation of AMPL-TRIS phase diagram, the experimental data from 
Vamsi et al. [35] were used to assess this binary system in this study.  NPG-TRIS binary 
phase diagram was first proposed by Barrio et al. [27] by means of thermal analysis and 
crystallographic study. Barrio et al. [27] found two eutectoid reactions and one 
peritectoid reaction where the 1st eutectoid invariant occurred at 310.2±1.0K with the 
composition of 3.5 mol% TRIS, the 2nd eutectoid reaction occurred at 392.5±1.0K with 
the composition of 57 mol% TRIS, and the peritectoid reaction was observed at 
410.7±2.0K with the composition of 48.5 mol% TRIS. The demixing region was 
observed at 398K from 46 mol% TRIS to 56 mol% TRIS. Recently, Hansen et al. [28] 
proposed a NPG-TRIS phase diagram by means of thermal analysis and crystallographic 
study where two eutectoids and one peritectoid invariants also were observed. Lopez et al. 
[29] first proposed a calculated phase diagram of NPG-TRIS superimposed the 
experimental data from Barrio et al. [27]. However, there is a significant difference of 




solution boundary of high temperature from Lopez et al. [29] did not match the 
experimental study from Barrio et al. [27]. Chandra et al. [30] also proposed an un-
optimized NPG-TRIS binary phase diagram superimposed with experimental data from 
Hansen et al. [28]. For the thermal study of ternary or high order system, NPG-TRIS 
binary system needs to be assessed again on the basis of experimental data from Barrio et 
al. [27] in this work. Chandra et al. [24] first presented the binary phase diagram of NPG-
PG with thermal analysis and crystallographic study where one eutectoid was presented 
at 297.15K with the composition of 25 mol% PG. Barrio et al. [25] also proposed an 
experimental binary phase diagram of NPG-PG based on differential scanning 
calorimetric (DSC) results combined with X-ray diffraction data. Barrio et al. [25] 
observed one eutectoid invariant occurred at 298.1±1.1K with the composition of 29±2 
mol% PG, and a Gibbs minimum was observed at 379.6±2.0K with the composition of 
21±2 mol% PG. The solid solution boundaries at 288K were determined from 7 mol% 
PG to 53 mol% PG as a two phase region. Mishra et al. [26] also proposed a calculated 
binary phase diagram based on the experimental data from Barrio et al. [25]. However, 
Mishra et al. [26] described the Gibbs energy of pure PG and NPG by extrapolating the 
experimental heat capacity of various phases of pure PG and NPG as a linear function of 
temperature, which caused the mirror error of stable phase in the binary phase diagram 
NPG-PG. Thus, with the new extrapolation of heat capacity as a polynomial function of 
temperature for pure PG and NPG, the new Gibbs energy of pure PG and NPG were 
obtained so that the NPG-PG phase diagram needs to be reassessed on the basis of 




4.2.3.3 Thermodynamic Modeling 
In this study, we focused on optimization using regular and sub-regular solution models 
with CALPHAD methodology to obtain excess Gibbs energies of various phases for 
TRIS-PG, AMPL-PG, NPG-PG, NPG-TRIS, and AMPL-TRIS binary systems. 
Thermodynamic evaluations of similar organic systems such as NPG-PG [26], NPG-
TRIS [30], and AMPL-NPG [39] were performed using CALPHAD method. 
Unfortunately, in our previous work [26, 30, 39], we used reference Gibbs energies as 
zero, the experimental heat capacity of various phases in pure material was traditionally 
extrapolated linearly [26], but the linear description of heat capacity was only available 
during the limited range of temperature, which means that the extrapolation of solid 
phase data above fusion temperature could make the occurrence of stability of solid phase 
above melting points or the extrapolation of liquid phase data could make liquid phase 
become stable below the melting points again under certain circumstances, which led to 
issues with stability of phases at very low and very high temperatures; although the phase 
stabilities between the melting points and room temperatures of the materials gave similar 
results. In some cases, we observed BCC and FCC phases at higher temperatures in the 
liquid phase region, or high temperature phases at very low temperatures, obviously not 
correct. Witusiewicz et al. [37] presented a method to establish these phase diagrams 
between close to zero K to higher than 1000K.  They established heat capacities using 
Dinsdale [40] approach in which sub-ambient heat capacity data is required. To address 




for several pure organic compounds, yet to be published.  In corporation of these heat 
capacities has solved the problem of phase stability issues. 
 
4.2.3.3.1 Pure substances 
The thermodynamic properties of most of pure substances are described in SGTE-
compilation by Dinsdale [40]. However, there is no available thermodynamic database to 
describe thermodynamic properties for pure PG and pure TRIS in the world. In the 
previous work [26, 30, 39] from our group, the Gibbs energy in its standard element 
reference (SER) state was set to zero, and the heat capacity was extrapolated as straight 
lines during limited range of temperature [26], this caused mirror error of phase stability 
at very low temperature or very high temperature. In this study, the temperature 
dependence of the molar Gibbs energy referred to such standard state (G.HSER  = 0G - 
HSER) and the heat capacity (CP) of a phase is  usually described as a power series in 
terms of temperature T in the form [40]. 
#â~[ = ä + ã3 + å3^&3 + ç3`,                                                                       (Eq. 1) 
åé = −å − &(& − 1)ç3`gM                                                                                    (Eq. 2) 
where HSER is the enthalpy of formation of a pure substance at 298.15K and 1 bar in its 
standard element reference (SER) state. First we determine coefficients C and D (Eq. 2) 
by fitting the experimental heat capacity and then all the parameters A, B, C and D (Eq. 1) 
in the PARROT on the basis of available experimental data including temperature-
dependency of heat capacity, temperatures, and enthalpies at phase transitions, and n 




study is valid at sub-ambient temperatures and according to the third law of 
thermodynamics Cp(0K) = 0, the parameter C was set as zero. 
 
4.2.3.3.2 Solution Phase 
In this section, we will discuss the general concepts of our computational models by 
using a category “A” system which can be easily extended to a category “B” system. 
Table 4.2 shows list of symbols used to describe the various phases in TRIS-PG, AMPL-
PG, NPG-PG, NPG-TRIS, and AMPL-TRIS binary systems. If the standard reference 
state for each phase was determined of the pure components in that phase, then Gibbs 
energy expressions of a solution phase & (&=', !, $, %, %",), and L) can be represented as 
follows (Gibbs energy is calculated as J/mol of the formula unit throughout in this work): 
#∅ = 0X°#X∅ + 0Y°#Y∅ + 23 0X ln 0X + 0Y ln 0Y + #[\,∅                                   (Eq. 3) 
where XA is the mole fraction of A, XB is the mole fraction of B, and R is equal to 8.314 
J/mol K. °#X∅ and°#Y∅ are the Gibbs energies of pure components A and B in phase &. 
#[\,∅  is the excess Gibbs energy. #[\,∅ = 0X0Y[^(∅ + ^M∅(0X − 0Y)], ^(∅  and ^M∅  are the 
excess Gibbs energy parameters which can be optimized by using the PARROT module 
of Thermo-Calc software and determined using the following form of a power series: 
^*∅ = b + c3 + d34& 3 + e3A + f3gM + h3C + i3j + ℎ3gl                               (Eq. 4) 
where a, b, c, d, e, f, g, and h are the excess Gibbs energy parameters. In most cases, only 
the first two terms of the above equation are used. If measured excess-heat-capacity data 
are available, the three term (Tln(T)) will be added and used to represent a constant 





Table 4.2 List of symbols denoting phases in six binary systems (PG-TRIS, PG-AMPL, 
PG-NPG, TRIS-AMPL, TRIS-NPG, and AMPL-NPG) 
Symbol Phase 
Liquid or L Liquid 
' Low temperature AMPL Monoclinic Phase 
! Low temperature PG Tetragonal Phase 
$ Low temperature TRIS Orthorhombic Phase 
ε Low temperature NPG Monoclinic Phase 
% High temperature AMPL BCC_A2 phase 
%' High temperature PG and NPG phase (also FCC_A1) 
η High Temperature TRIS BCC_A2 phase 
 
Reference state Gibbs energies are designated as !" B
o
A
o GG ,  for the compounds rich in A 
(' phase) and B (! phase), respectively. Gibbs energies for all other stable and 
metastable phases of pure components are represented as changes from these reference 
states.  
For example, the stable phases of “A” rich compounds are represented as ' at low 
temperature and % at high temperature, and for “B” as ! at low temperature and %' at high 
temperature. Gibbs energies of other phases in terms of these reference states can be 
represented as: 
°Gë
í − °Gëì = ∆°Gë
ì→í_(Gibbs energy change during '#% phase transition)              (Eq. 5) 
°Gëï − °Gëì = ∆°Gëì→ï = ∆°Gë
ì→í + ∆°Gë












í→ï (Overall Gibbs energy change 
!#Liq.)(Eq. 8) 
The Gibbs energies of pure component stable phases°#Xò , °#Xô , °#Yò  , and °#Y
ô , were 
determined on the basis of experimental data including the heat capacity of pure 
substances, the enthalpies and transition temperatures available in the literatures. For 
example, the Gibbs energies of the stable phase of pure component “A”, in terms of 
enthalpies, entropies, and heat capacities are given in (Eq. 9) and (Eq. 10):  
°#Xô − °#Xö = ∆°#Xö→ô = ∆âõ − 3∆nõ + ∆åúö→ô
õ
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õùû e3 + ∆â¢ − 3∆n¢ + ∆åú
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õ£ e3                           (Eq. 10) 
Similar expressions extended from Eq. 9 and Eq. 10 can be obtained for Gibbs energies 
of stable %' and liquid phases of “B”. 
For the calculation of metastable phases, the first method used by Amrita et al [26] is 
described below. The metastable Gibbs energies°#X
•, °#X
ô, °#Yö , and °#Yô are estimated 
by modifications to these stable Gibbs energies. For example, for “A” in ! phase, we are 
interested in determining the difference, °#X
•-°#Xö, such that we can express,  
°#X
•=°#Xö+¶X
•                                                                                                           (Eq. 11) 
Similarly for “B” in ' phase, we can write the Gibbs energy °#Yö as: 
°#Yö=°#Y








ô                                                                                                       (Eq. 13) 
Similarly for “B” in % phase, we can write the Gibbs energy °#Yô as: 
°#Yô=°#Y
ô+¶Yô                                                                                                         (Eq. 14) 
To estimate ¶X
•, ¶Yö, ¶X
ô, and ¶Yô, we assume that ' and ! phases are standard element 
reference state for A and B, respectively. Therefore, for example, the partial molar Gibbs 
energies can be written as [42]: 
#Y
• = °#Y
• + 234& 0Y
•                                                                                            (Eq. 15) 
#Yö = °#Yö + 234&(0Yö)                                                                                            (Eq. 16) 
Where #Y
•  and #Yö  are the Gibbs energies of “B” in ! and ' phases, respectively. At 
equilibrium, #Y
• =#Yö , we can make the following estimation at the temperature of 















)                                                                                           (Eq. 18) 
A similar estimation can be made for ¶X
•, ¶X



















° )                                                                                           (Eq. 21) 
For this calculation of metastable phase, the above mentioned method introduces an 
assumption that the reference state phases ' and ! are ideal phases. However, these two 
' and ! phases are considered as non-ideal phases for the optimization of binary 
interactive parameters in A-B system. To avoid the unreasonable assumption, we 
introduce the Equal-Gibbs-Curve (EGC) method [43] for the calculation of metastable 
phases as following. The metastable Gibbs energies°#X
• , °#X
ô , °#Yö  , and °#Yô  were 
estimated by using a simple procedure in terms of the Equal-Gibbs-Curve (EGC) method 
[43]. For more details of this procedure refer to Lopez et al. [29] and Salud et al. [32] 
publications. In order to estimate °Gë
 and °Gñ
í  in this A-B binary system, first of all, we 
estimated the %" and % metastable melting points of A and B metastable phases, the 
narrow stable [%"+L] and [%+L] branches in the A-B binary phase diagram were 
extrapolated to X=0 and X=1 (X means the more fraction of B in A-B system), 
respectively, by means of a procedure of EGC so that the melting points of metastable %"-
A and %-B phases were reasonably obtained. Thereafter, the melting enthalpy of 
metastable %"-A and %-B phases were obtained from the metastable melting point by 
taking the entropy of melting to be the same as that of stable form. The similar 
procedures of EGC method could be used to estimate_°Gë
ó_and_°Gñì for metastable !-A 





4.3 Results and Discussion 
4.3.1 TRIS-PG binary phase diagram 
4.3.1.1 X-Ray Diffraction Results of TRIS-PG binary systems 
Solid state phase transitions occurring in the TRIS –PG binary system were determined 
by using X-ray diffraction (XRD). First, we carried out ambient X-ray diffraction 
experiments on several samples of different compositions of the binary TRIS-PG solid 
solutions; results are shown in Figure 4.2. The low temperature TRIS rich region was 
labeled as Orthorhombic (TRIS-rich), whereas the PG rich low temperature region was 
labeled as the Tetragonal (PG-rich). As the amount of PG increased, two-phase region for 
compositions from 2 to 95%PG was observed. We showed X-ray diffraction data for the 
solid solutions of 10, 50, and 80%PG in TRIS that showed Bragg peaks corresponding to 
the Orthorhombic and Tetragonal phases. We added Si as a reference material to the 
samples. It should be noted that the phase diagram of Lopez et al. [29] showed no solid 





Figure 4.2. Constant temperature XRD patterns taken at 298K of various compositions of 
TRIS-PG binary system. 
 
4.3.1.2 The calculation of TRIS-PG binary phase diagram 
The Gibbs energy parameters of pure PG listed in Table 4.3 were calculated by fitting the 
experimental data including heat capacity data from Keishi et al. [16], Chandra et al. [17], 
and our previous work as well as enthalpies and phase transition temperatures listed in 
Table 4.1. The Gibbs energy parameters of pure TRIS listed in Table 4.3 were assessed 
by utilizing experimental heat capacity from Suresh et al. [18] and Kristina et al. [19], as 













































































































































































































































































Tet = Tetragonal phase of PG at 298K













Table 4.3 Expression for Gibbs energies of pure PG and TRIS stable phases 
Phase/equation                                                                                                                Temperature range(K) 
Tetragonal:       =!PG
oG  -15630.663+55.765T-.4504T2+3.3939E-04T3-3.011E-07T4               10(T(600 
FCC_A1:          ='!PG
oG +8329.317-.341T2-2.4454E-04T3+2.2991E-07T4                               10(T(474.1 
                         =
'!
PG
oG +25899.3842-59.855T-.4504T2+3.3938E-04T3-3.011E-07T4           474.1(T(600 
Orthorhombic: =!TRIS
oG -9096.72+18.645T-.3729T2+1.912E-04T3-1.561E-07T4                  10(T(445.4 
                         =
!
TRIS
oG +76898.994-15.053T-1.05591T2+.00114T3-6.47166E-07T4          445.4(T(600 
BCC_A2:        =!TRIS
oG +5412.813-.2845T2-2.538E-04T3+1.52E-07T4                                   10(T(445.4        
=!TRIS
oG +54631.4642+257.25469T-1.82099T2+.00179T3-8.553E-07T4      445.4(T(600 
Liquid:             =LPG
oG +13043.317-9.943T-.341T2-2.4454E-04T3+2.2991E-07T4                  10(T(474.1 
                         =
L
PG
oG +30613.3842-69.798T-.4504T2+3.3938E-04T3-3.011E-07T4            474.1(T(600 
                         =LTRIS
oG +8779.813-7.559T-.2845T2-2.538E-04T3+1.52E-07T4                    10(T(445.4 
                         =
L
TRIS
oG +57998.4642+249.69569T-1.82099T2+.00179T3-8.553E-07T4       445.4(T(600 
Note that ! denoted as Tetragonal, $ denoted as Orthorhombic, %" denoted as FCC_A1, 
and η denoted as BCC_A2 shown in Table 4.2. 
The TRIS-PG phase diagram was calculated and optimized using regular and sub-regular 
solution models with our experimental data as well as Barrio et al. [31]. The calculated 
TRIS-PG system from room temperature to liquid temperature resulted in a complex 
phase diagram as shown in Figure 4.3. The optimized excess Gibbs energy (GEX) 
parameters for TRIS-PG binary system are listed in Table 4.4. Low temperature 
Orthorhombic (TRIS-rich), Tetragonal (PG-rich), and Orthorhombic+ Tetragonal two-
phase regions are shown in our calculated TRIS-PG phase diagram which is matched to 
Barrio et al. [31] experimental phase diagram. Lopez et al.’s [29] calculated phase 
diagram did not show any solubility of TRIS in PG or vice-versa (Figure 4.3(b)); they 




regime. Based on the XRD results in the Figure 4.2 and calculated parameters, we show 
the single Orthorhombic and Tetragonal phase regions, and designated the low 
temperature two-phase region as Orthorhombic+Tetragonal region below ~349 K. The 
high temperature phases start to appear above the first eutectoid (at 348.5K); these results 
are nearly the same as reported by Lopez et al. [29]. Above 348.5K, the low temperature 
phase Tetragonal transferred to high temperature phase FCC_A1, which coexists with the 
Orthorhombic phase up to 385 K. The first eutectoid, 
FCC_A1#Orthorhombic+Tetragonal, occurs at 348.5K (81%PG). Lopez et al. [29] and 
Barrio et al. [31] reported nearly similar eutectoid temperatures. There are large BCC_A2 
and FCC_A1phase regions and the BCC_A2+ FCC_A1region are found between 44%-
67%PG. These two high temperature BCC_A2 and FCC_A1 phases store different 
amount of energy. The second eutectoid is observed at 385.8 K, where BCC_A2 # 
Orthorhombic + FCC_A1 at 44 mol% PG. Note that the two-phase BCC_A2+FCC_A1 
region calculated by Lopez et al. [29] is very narrow as compared to ours. A comparison 
of the calculated and the experimental invariant equilibrium for TRIS-PG binary system 
are shown in Table 4.5. The liquid phase begins to appear above 427.5 K. A eutectic 
reaction (L#BCC_A2+FCC_A1) is observed at this temperature and the composition of 
46% PG. The corresponding eutectic temperatures and compositions observed by Barrio 
et al. [31] and Lopez et al. [29] are 430.4K (38 %PG) and 432.5 K (30%PG), respectively. 
Figure 4.4(a) shows the calculated the TRIS-PG phase diagram from 0K to 1200K from 
present thermodynamic description with the extrapolation of heat capacity and Figure 




where the mirror error of stability of phases occurred at very low temperature and very 
high temperature. Figure 4.5 shows the activity of TRIS and PG in liquid phase at 500K 
from present thermodynamic description.  
 
Figure 4.3 (a) Calculated TRIS-PG phase diagram from this study, (b) Calculated TRIS-
PG phase diagram of Lopez et al. [29]   
 
Figure 4.4 (a) Calculated TRIS-PG phase diagram from present thermodynamic 
description from 0K to 1200K, (b) Calculated TRIS-PG phase diagram from previous 













































































Figure 4.5 Activity of TRIS and PG in liquid phase at 500K: solid line from CALPHAD 
description, dash line from ideal mixing solution. 
 
Table 4.4. Summary of thermodynamic parameters of the solution phases in the TRIS-PG 
system (J mol-1) 
Phase Parameters 

































Table 4.5. Comparison of calculated and experimental invariant equilibrium from TRIS-
PG system. 
Invariant equilibria   XPG (Mole of Fraction of PG)  Temperature(K) 
  Orthorhombic FCC_A1 Tetragonal  
Orth. +BCT # FCC_A1  (C) 0.00 0.82 1.00 346.4 [15] 
 (Eutectoid 1) (E) 0.02 0.82 0.92 346.7[12] 
 (C) 0.02 0.81 0.92 348.5
 [This study] 
  Orthorhombic BCC_A2 FCC_A1  
Ortho.+FCC_A1#BCC_A2 (C) 0.00 0.44 0.46 384.9 [15] 
(Eutectoid 2) (E) 0.02 0.45 0.68 385.7 [12] 
 (C) 0.01 0.44 0.67 385.8
 [This study] 
  BCC_A2 L FCC_A1  
BCC_A2+ FCC(A1)#L (C) 0.29 0.30 0.32 432.5  [15] 
(Eutectic) (E) 0.35 0.38 0.43 430.4  [12] 
 (C) 0.4 0.46 0.60 427.5
  [This study] 
E: Experiment, C: Calculation. 
 
4.3.2 AMPL-PG binary phase diagram 
The calculated Gibbs energy equations of pure AMPL (shown in Table 4.6) were taken 
from Witusiewicz et al. [37]. The AMPL-PG phase diagram was calculated by using the 
same thermodynamic property procedure as for TRIS-PG system. The solution phases of 
the AMPL-PG binary system with experimental data from Gantan [33] and part of 
experimental data from Salud et al. [32] were modeled using regular and sub-regular 
solutions, and the phase diagram of AMPL-PG is shown in Figure 4.6(a). For comparison, 
we show the Salud et al. [32] phase diagram in Figure 4.6(b). The optimized excess 
Gibbs energy (GEX) parameters obtained for the AMPL-PG system are listed at Table 4.7. 
To establish accurate assessment, we focused on the differences in the calculations 
reported in the Salud et al. [32] that did not match our calculated data. The maximum 
composition of Tetragonal phase is up to 83%PG in our calculated phase diagram, 




high temperature X-ray diffraction results (shown in Figure 4.6(a)) on several 
compositions in this system allowed establishing of the Tetragonal/Monoclinic 
+Tetragonal phase boundary between 80%PG and 90%PG. Gantan [33] established the 
phase boundary of the PG rich region using XRD analyses and showed that there is a 
single Tetragonal phase region up to 333 K at 90%PG (Figure 4.6). Table 4.8 shows 
comparison of the thermodynamic parameters of our data as compared to that in the 
literature [32]. Another difference between our calculated phase diagram and Salud et al. 
[32] is the eutectoid (BCC_A2 # Monoclinic + Tetragonal) temperature. The eutectoid 
(BCC_A2 # Monoclinic + Tetragonal) temperature is 323.5 K which is comparable with 
Salud et al.’s [32] experimental result as 323 K. However, Salud et al. [32] reported their 
calculated eutectoid (BCC_A2 # Monoclinic + Tetragonal) temperature as 330 K which 
is ~7K higher than our calculated value. In summary, two eutectoids and one peritectic 
reaction were observed in the AMPL-PG binary phase diagram.  Figure 4.7(a) shows the 
calculated the AMPL-PG phase diagram from 0K to 1200K from present thermodynamic 
description with the extrapolation of heat capacity and Figure 4.7(b) shows the calculated 
AMPL-PG phase diagram from previous method [26, 30, 39] where the mirror error of 
stability of phases occurred at very low temperature and very high temperature. Figure 








Table 4.6 Expression for Gibbs energy of pure PG and AMPL stable phases 
Phase/equation                                                                                                            Temperature range(K) 
Tetragonal:       =!PG
oG  -15630.66+55.77T-0.45T2+3.39E-04T3-3.01E-07T4                 10(T(600 
FCC_A1:          ='!PG
oG +8329.32-0.341T2-2.45E-04T3+2.30E-07T4                               10(T(474.1 
                         =
'!
PG
oG +25899.38-59.86T-0.45T2+3.39E-04T3-3.01E-07T4                   474.1(T(600 
Monoclinic:    =!AMPL
oG -20605.51-0.15T2-1.33E-04T3 -1.64E-08T4                              10(T(353.72 
                         =
!
AMPL
oG +5594.31-255.25T+0.76T2-1.51E-03T3+7.24E-07T4               353.72(T(600 
BCC_A2:       =!AMPL
oG -11330.20-4.74T -0.12T2-4.95E-04T3+2.82E-07T4                   10(T(353.72       
                        =!AMPL
oG -11332.35-4.74T-0.12T2-4.95E-04T3+2.82E-07T4                               353.72(T(600 
Liquid:             =LPG
oG +13043.32-9.94T-.341T2-2.45E-04T3+2.30E-07T4                      10(T(474.1 
                         =
L
PG
oG +30613.38-69.80T-.45T2+3.39E-04T3-3.01E-07T4                      474.1(T(600 
                        =LAMPL
oG -8549.45-11.98T-0.12T2-4.95E-04T3+2.82E-07T4                    10(T(600 
AMPD_II:       =IIAMPDAMPL
oG _ -15605.51-14.17T-0.15T2-1.33E-04T3 -1.64E-08T4             10(T(353.72 
                       =
IIAMPD
AMPL
oG _ +10596.31-269.42T+0.76T2-1.51E-03T3+7.24E-07T4           353.72(T(600 
Note that ! denoted as Tetragonal, ' denoted as Monoclinic, %" denoted as FCC_A1, and 
% denoted as BCC_A2 shown in Table 4.2. 
 
Figure 4.6 (a) Calculated AMPL-PG phase diagram from this study, (b) Calculated 
































Table 4.7. Summary of thermodynamic parameters of the solution phases in the AMPL-
PG system (J mol-1) 
Phase Parameters 
























Table 4.8. Comparison of calculated and experimental invariant equilibrium for AMPL-
PG binary system. 
Invariant equilibria   XAMPL (Mole of Fraction of PG)  Temperature(K) 
  BCT *CC_+2 Monoclinic  
Mono.+ Tetra.#*CC_+2 (C) 0.92 0.47 0.09 330.0 [16] 
(Eutectoid 1) (E) 0.92 0.43 0.09 323    [16] 
 (C) 0.83 0.35 0.05 323.5
 [This Study] 
  Tetragonal FCC_A1 *CC_+2  
Tetra.+ *CC_+2#FCC_A1 (C) 0.96 0.54 0.51 333.5  [16] 
(Eutectoid 2) (E) 0.93 0.53 0.44 330.2  [16] 
 (C) 0.87 0.54 0.41 332.9
 [This Study] 
  FCC_A1 *CC_+2 L  
L+ FCC_A1# *CC_+2  (C) 0.56 0.53 0.48 418.4   [16] 
(Peritectic) (E) 0.57 0.47 0.40 413.6   [16] 
 (C) 0.55 0.45 0.37 413.5
  [This study] 






Figure 4.7 (a) Calculated AMPL-PG phase diagram from present thermodynamic 
description from 0K to 1200K, (b) Calculated AMPL-PG phase diagram from previous 
method [26, 30, 39]. 
 
Figure 4.8 Activity of AMPL and PG in liquid phase at 500K: solid line from CALPHAD 





















































4.3.3 AMPL-TRIS binary phase diagram 
The calculated Gibbs energy equations of pure AMPL and TRIS were shown in Table 4.9. 
The AMPL-TRIS phase diagram was calculated by CALPHAD methodology. The 
solution phases of the AMPL-TRIS binary system with experimental data from Barrio et 
al. [34] and Vamsi [35] were modeled using regular and sub-regular solutions, and the 
phase diagram of AMPL-TRIS is shown in Figure 4.9(a). For comparison, we show the 
Barrio et al. [34] experimental phase diagram in Figure 4.9(b). The optimized excess 
Gibbs energy (GEX) parameters obtained for the AMPL-TRIS system are listed at Table 
4.10. Table 4.11 shows comparison of the thermodynamic parameters of our data as 
compared to that in the literature [34, 35]. 
Calculated AMPL-TRIS binary phase diagram was first proposed in this work. Two 
eutectoid invariants and one peritectoid invariant were observed in this calculated phase 
diagram shown in Figure 4.9(a). The 1st eutectoid reaction occurred at 348 K with the 
composition of 12 mol% TRIS, compared with Barrio et al. [34] at 346K with the 
composition of 17 mol% TRIS and Vamsi [35] at 348K with the composition of 12 mol% 
TRIS. The 2nd eutectoid reaction occurred at 388K with the composition of 57 mol% 
TRIS, closed to Vamsi [35] at 388K with the composition of 54 mol% TRIS. However, 
Barrio et al. [34] showed a single phase through the whole range of composition at high 
temperature. The peritectoid invariant from this work was observed at 401K with the 
composition of 38 mol% TRIS, which was closed to 404K with the composition of 39 
mol% TRIS from Vamsi [35]. But there was a narrow plastic-liquid phase region without 




calculated the AMPL-TRIS phase diagram from 0K to 1200K from present 
thermodynamic description with the extrapolation of heat capacity and Figure 4.10(b) 
shows the calculated AMPL-TRIS phase diagram from previous method [26, 30, 39] 
where the mirror error of stability of phases occurred at very low temperature and very 
high temperature. Figure 4.11 shows the activity of AMPL and TRIS in liquid phase at 
500K from present thermodynamic description. 
 
Table 4.9 Expression for Gibbs energy of pure AMPL and TRIS 
stable phases                         Phase/equation                                                               Temperature range(K) 
Orthorhombic ($) : =!TRIS
oG -9096.72+18.65T-0.37T2+1.91E-04T3-1.56E-07T4                  10(T(445.43 
                                =!TRIS
oG +76898.99-15.05T-1.06T2+1.14E-03T3-6.47E-07T4               445.4(T(600  
BCC_A2(η):     =!TRIS
oG +5412.81-.28T2-2.54E-04T3+1.52E-07T4                                     10(T(445.4 
                          =!TRIS
oG +54631.46+257.25T-1.82T2+.00179T3-8.55E-07T4                      445.4(T(600 
Monoclinic('):  =!AMPL
oG -20605.51-0.15T2-1.33E-04T3 -1.64E-08T4                                 10(T(353.72 
                           =!AMPL
oG +5594.31-255.25T+0.76T2-1.51E-03T3+7.24E-07T4                 353.72(T(600 
BCC_A2 (%):       =!AMPL
oG -11330.20-4.74T -0.12T2-4.95E-04T3+2.82E-07T4                     10(T(353.72       
                            =!AMPL
oG -11332.35-4.74T-0.12T2-4.95E-04T3+2.82E-07T4                    353.72(T(600 
Liquid:                =LPG
oG +13043.32-9.94T-0.341T2-2.45E-04T3+2.30E-07T4                      10(T(474.1 
                            =
L
PG
oG +30613.38-69.80T-0.45T2+3.39E-04T3-3.01E-07T4                      474.1(T(600 
                            =LTRIS
oG +8779.81-7.56T-.28T2-2.54E-04T3+1.52E-07T4                           10(T(445.4 
                            =
L
TRIS
oG +57998.46+249.70T-1.82T2+1.79E-03T3-8.55E-07T4                  445.4(T(600 
AMPD_II:           =IIAMPDAMPL
oG _ -15605.51-14.17T-0.15T2-1.33E-04T3 -1.64E-08T4              0(T(353.72 
                            =
IIAMPD
AMPL
oG _ +10596.31-269.42T+0.76T2-1.51E-03T3+7.24E-07T4          353.72(T(600 
Note that $ denoted as Tetragonal, ' denoted as Monoclinic, η denoted as BCC_A2-TRIS, and % denoted as 











Table 4.10. Summary of thermodynamic parameters of the solution phases in the AMPL-
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°^Xµúò,õ´~YÅÅ = -1145.51+7.21T 
1^Xµúò,õ´~YÅÅ = -5927.77+18.61T 
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Figure 4.9(a) Calculated AMPL-TRIS phase diagram superimposed with experimental 
data from Barrio et al.[34] and Vamsi [35] from this study, (b) Experimental AMPL-



























Table 4.11. Comparison of calculated and experimental invariant equilibrium for AMPL-
PG binary system. 
Invariant Equilibria  XTRIS (mole fraction of TRIS) Temperature (K) 
  ' % !  
%#'+$ (E) 0.08a 0.12a 0.83a 348a 
(Eutectoid) (E) 0.01b 0.17b 0.93b 346b 
 (C) 0.058 0.12 0.81 348 
      
  % %’ !  
η#$+% (E) 0.34a 0.54a 0.89a 388a 
(Eutectoid) (C) 0.37 0.57 0.89 388 
      
  L % %’  
L+η#% (E) 0.25a 0.39a 0.56a 404a 
(Peritectic) (C) 0.32 0.38 0.56 401 
a Experiment data from Vamsi [35] and bExperimental data from Barrio et al. [34]. No 
η#$+% and L+η#% reactions reported by Barrio et al. [34] E: experiment, C: calculation.!
 
Figure 4.10 (a) Calculated AMPL-TRIS phase diagram from present thermodynamic 
description from 0K to 800K, (b) Calculated AMPL-TRIS phase diagram from previous 

































Figure 4.11 Activity of AMPL and TRIS in liquid phase at 500K: solid line from 
CALPHAD description, dash line from ideal mixing solution. 
 
4.3.4 NPG-PG binary phase diagram 
The calculated Gibbs energy equations of pure NPG and PG were shown in Table 4.12. 
The NPG-PG phase diagram was calculated by CALPHAD methodology. The solution 
phases of NPG-PG binary system with experimental data from Chandra et al. [24] and 
Barrio et al. [25] were modeled using regular and sub-regular solutions, and the 
calculated phase diagram of NPG-PG is shown in Figure 4.12. The optimized excess 
Gibbs energy (GEX) parameters obtained for the NPG-PG system are listed at Table 4.13. 
Table 4.14 shows comparison of the thermodynamic parameters of our data as compared 
to that in the literatures [24-26]. The NPG-PG binary system was experimentally 
proposed by Chandra et al. [24] below the melting point, Barrio et al. [25] also conducted 







complete NPG-PG phase diagram above room temperature. In the present calculated 
NPG-PG binary system shown in Figure 4.12, one eutectoid reaction was observed at 
298.4K with the composition of 27 mol% PG, which was reported at 297.15K with the 
composition of 38 mol% PG from Chandra et al. [24], at 298.1K with 29 mol% PG from 
Barrio et al. [25], and at 299.5K with 28 mol% PG from Mishra et al. [26]. One Gibbs 
minimum was also found at 380K with the composition of 21 mol% in this work, which 
was much closed to the reported Gibbs minimum at 379.6±2.0K with the composition of 
21±2 mol% PG from Barrio et al. [25], and also at 381K with 24 mol% PG from Mishra 
et al. [26]. However, at sub-ambient temperature (~below 150K) or at high temperature 
(~ above 800K), the thermodynamic description from Mishra et al. [26] will cause the 
mirror error of phase stability in NPG-PG binary system, because of the improper 
extrapolation of experimental heat capacity of various phases for pure NPG and PG. For 
a comparison, Figure 4.13 (a) shows the calculated NPG-PG binary phase diagram from 
present work with proper extrapolation of experimental heat capacity data of various 
phases for pure NPG and PG from 0K to 1000K, (b) shows the calculated NPG-PG phase 
diagram from the thermodynamic description of Mishra et al. [26] between 0K and 
1000K. Figure 4.14 shows the dependency of the enthalpy of formation of phases on 
composition within the NPG-PG system derived from present thermodynamic description. 
This function for the liquid and FCC_A1 phases is negative, proving an attractive 
interaction between molecules of NPG and PG in all these phases, which results in big 
mutual miscibility of the substances. In contrast to it, the monoclinic and tetragonal 




interactions between dissimilar molecules), which leads to occurrence of a miscibility gap 
on the phase diagram. 
Table 4.12 Expression for Gibbs energy of pure NPG and PG stable phases 
Phase/equation                                                                                                            Temperature range(K) 
Tetragonal:       =!PG
oG  -15630.66+55.77T-0.45T2+3.39E-04T3-3.01E-07T4               10(T(600 
FCC_A1:          ='!PG
oG +8329.32-0.34T2-2.45E-04T3+2.30E-07T4                               10(T(474.1 
                         =
'!
PG
oG +25899.38-59.86T-0.45T2+3.39E-04T3-3.01E-07T4                474.1(T(600 
                        ='!NPG
oG !-26046.68+8.04T-0.37T2-1.88E-04T3+2.33E-07T4                10(T(403.30       
                       ='!NPG
oG !-16498.05-66.31T-0.17T2-3.92E-04T3+2.79E-07T4                403.30(T(600 
Monoclinic:    =!NPG
oG !-27892.88-0.44T2 +3.45E-04T3-2.99E-07T4                                          10(T(314.50 
                         =
!
NPG
oG !-13655.40-160.57T+0.23T2-8.48E-04T3+4.78E-07T4           314.50(T(600 
Liquid:             =LPG
oG +13043.32-9.94T-0.341T2-2.45E-04T3+2.30E-07T4                  10(T(474.1 
                         =
L
PG
oG +30613.38-69.80T-0.45T2+3.39E-04T3-3.01E-07T4                  474.1(T(600 
                       =LNPG
oG !-23251.48+5.68T-0.392T2-1.32E-04T3+1.66E-07T4                 10(T(600 
NPG_III:      =IIINPGNPG
oG _ !-28069.88+2.93T-0.44T2 +3.45E-04T3-2.99E-07T4               10(T(314.50 
                        =
IIINPG
NPG
oG _ !-13832.40-157.64T+0.23T2-8.48E-04T3+4.78E-07T4         314.50(T(600 
Note that ! denoted as Tetragonal, ε denoted as Monoclinic-NPG, %" denoted as FCC_A1 shown in Table 
4.2.  
 
Figure 4.12 Calculated NPG-PG binary phase diagram from this study: solid line from 
present thermodynamic description by CALPHAD, dash line from the calculation of 




















Table 4.13. Summary of thermodynamic parameters of the solution phases in the NPG-
PG system (J mol-1) 
Phase Parameters 





















Table  4.14. Comparison of calculated and experimental invariant equilibrium for NPG-
PG binary system. 
Invariant equilibria   XPG (Mole of Fraction of PG)  Temperature(K) 
  Monoclinic FCC_A1 Tetragonal  
Mono.+Tetra.# FCC_A1  (E) 0.11 0.29 0.40 298.1 [25] 
 (Eutectoid) (E) 0.28 0.38 0.42 [24] 
 (C) 0.09 0.28 0.38 299.5 [26] 
 (C) 0.09 0.27 0.42 298.4
 [This study] 
 
 
Figure 4.13 (a) Calculated NPG-PG phase diagram from present thermodynamic 























Figure 4.14 Calculated integral enthalpy of formation of the phases within NPG-PG 
binary system.  
 
4.3.5 NPG-TRIS binary phase diagram  
The calculated Gibbs energy equations of pure NPG and TRIS were shown in Table 4.15. 
The NPG-TRIS phase diagram was calculated by CALPHAD methodology. The solution 
phases of the NPG-TRIS binary system with experimental data from Barrio et al. [27] 
and Hansen [28] were modeled using regular and sub-regular solutions, and the phase 
diagram of NPG-TRIS is shown in Figure 4.15(a). For comparison, we show the Lopez et 
al. [29] calculated phase diagram in Figure 4.15(b). The optimized excess Gibbs energy 





































shows comparison of the thermodynamic parameters of our data as compared to that in 
the literature [27-29]. 
 
To establish the accurate assessment, we focused on the differences in the calculations 
reported by Lopez et al. [29]. In this work, NPG-TRIS phase diagram was calculated on 
the basis of experimental data from Barrio et al. [27] and Hansen [28], where two 
eutectoid invariants and one peritectoid invariant were observed. The 1st eutectoid 
reaction occurred at 312.4K with the composition of 4 mol% TRIS, which was closed to 
the values of 311.4K with 4 mol% TRIS reported by Lopez et al. [29], 310.2 K with 4 
mol% TRIS from Barrio et al. [27], and 313.0K with 8mol% TRIS from Hansen [28]. 
The 2nd eutectoid invariant was observed at 392.6K with the composition of 56 mol% 
TRIS, which was closed to the values at 392.5K with 57 mol% TRIS from Barrio et al. 
[27] and 391.0K with 57 mol% TRIS from Hansen [28]. However, the temperature from 
Lopez et al. [29] was 383.5K which was lower about 9K than the value from Barrio et al. 
[27], Hansen [28], and our present calculation. The peritectoid reaction reported from our 
present work occurred at 410.6K with the composition of 45 mol% TRIS, which was 
closed to the values reported by Barrio et al. [27], Hansen [28], and Lopez et al. [29]. 
From the calculated NPG-TRIS phase diagram of Lopez et al. [29], the solution 
boundaries of [CF] AND [CI] cannot match the experimental data from Barrio et al. [27] 
well. After we reassessed NPG-TRIS binary system, the solution boundaries of these 
phases can fit the experimental data from Barrio et al. [27] and part of Hansen [28] well. 




equilibrium for NPG-TRIS binary system. Chandra et al. [30] proposed an NPG-TRIS 
phase diagram without consideration of non-ideality of pure NPG, PG, and mixture of 
NPG-PG. And the extrapolation of experimental heat capacity data was not proper, which 
leaded to a mirror error of phase stability of phases in NPG-TRIS phase diagram. In 
present study, we used Dinsdale’s method [44] to extrapolate the experimental heat 
capacity which was described in Chapter 3 in this work. For comparison the effect of the 
extrapolation of experimental heat capacity of various phases of pure component on the 
stability of phases, Figure 4.16 (a) shows the calculated NPG-TRIS binary phase diagram 
from present work with proper extrapolation of experimental heat capacity data of 
various phases for pure NPG and TRIS from 0K to 1000K, (b) shows the calculated 
NPG-TRIS phase diagram from the thermodynamic description of Chandra et al. [30] 
between 0K and 1000K where high temperature plastic phase of TRIS appeared above 
the melting points again as a stable phase, and liquid phase also appeared at low 
temperature (below ~200K) as a stable phase. Figure 4.17 shows the activity of NPG and 







Table 4.15 Expression for Gibbs energy of pure NPG and TRIS stable phases 
Phase/equation                                                                                                            Temperature range(K) 
Orthorhombic: =!TRIS
oG -9096.72+18.65T-0.37T2+1.91E-04T3-1.56E-07T4                   10(T(445.4 
                         =
!
TRIS
oG +76898.99-15.05T-1.056T2+1.14E-03T3-6.47E-07T4              445.4(T(600 
BCC_A2:        =!TRIS
oG +5412.81-0.28T2-2.54E-04T3+1.52E-07T4                                 10(T(445.4           
                          =!TRIS
oG +54631.46+257.25T-1.82T2+1.79E-03T3-8.55E-07T4             445.4(T(600 
FCC_A1:        ='!NPG
oG !-26046.68+8.04T-0.37T2-1.88E-04T3+2.33E-07T4                    10(T(403.30       
                       ='!NPG
oG !-16498.051-66.31T-0.17T2-3.92E-04T3+2.79E-07T4                 403.30(T(600 
Monoclinic:    =!NPG
oG !-27892.88-0.44T2 +3.45E-04T3-2.99E-07T4                              10(T(314.50 
                         =
!
NPG
oG !-13655.40-160.57T+0.23T2-8.48E-04T3+4.78E-07T4               314.50(T(600 
Liquid:             =LTRIS
oG +8779.81-7.56T-0.28T2-2.54E-04T3+1.52E-07T4                      10(T(445.4                                         
                        =
L
TRIS
oG +57998.46+249.70T-1.82T2+1.79E-03T3-8.55E-07T4                445.4(T(600 
                       =LNPG
oG !-23251.48+5.68T-0.39T2-1.32E-04T3+1.66E-07T4                    10(T(600 
NPG_III;      =IIINPGNPG
oG _ !-28069.88+2.93T-0.44T2 +3.45E-04T3-2.99E-07T4               10(T(314.50 
                        =
IIINPG
NPG
oG _ !-13832.40-157.64T+0.23T2-8.48E-04T3+4.78E-07T4         314.50(T(600 
Note that $ denoted as Orthorhombic, ε denoted as Monoclinic-NPG, %" denoted as FCC_A1, η denoted as 
BCC_A2-TRIS shown in Table 4.2. 
 
Figure 4.15(a) Calculated NPG-TRIS phase diagram superimposed with experimental 
data from Barrio et al. [27] and Hansen [28] from this study, (b) Calculated NPG-TRIS 












Table 4.16 Summary of thermodynamic parameters of the solution phases in the NPG-


























Table 4.17 Comparison of calculated and experimental invariant equilibrium for NPG-
TRIS binary system. 
Invariant equilibria   XAMPL (Mole of Fraction of TRIS)  Temperature(K) 
  Monoclinic FCC_A1 Orthorhombic  
Mono.+ Ortho. # FCC_+1 (C) 0.0 0.04 1.00 311.4 [29] 
(Eutectoid 1) (E) 0.01 0.04 0.99 310.2 [27] 
 (E) 0.0 0.08 0.99 313.0 [28] 
 (C) 0.01 0.04 0.99 312.4[This Study] 
  FCC_A1 BCC_A2 Othorhombic  
FCC_A1+Ortho.#BCC_A2 (C) 0.53 0.54 1.00 383.5  [29] 
(Eutectoid 2) (E) 0.44 0.57 0.99 392.5  [27] 
 (E) 0.5 0.57 0.99 391.0  [28] 
 (C) 0.43 0.56 0.99 392.6[This Study] 
  Liquid FCC_A1 BCC_A2  
L+ BCC_A2#FCC_+1  (C) 0.48 0.50 0.51 410.3   [29] 
(Peritectic) (E) 0.46 0.49 0.53 410.7   [27] 
 (E) 0.5 0.52 0.57 410.0   [28] 
 (C) 0.36 0.45 0.56 410.6





Figure 4.16 (a) Calculated NPG-TRIS phase diagram from present thermodynamic 
description from 0K to 1000K, (b) Calculated NPG-TRIS phase diagram by using the 
extrapolation of experimental heat capacity from Chandra et al. [30]. 
 
Figure 4.17 Activity of NPG and TRIS in liquid phase at 470K: solid line from 









































In this study, the five binary systems PG-TRIS, PG-AMPL, PG-NPG, TRIS-AMPL, and 
TRIS-NPG were optimized on the basis of the available experimental results performed 
in XRD and DSC from previous literatures and present work within the range of 0K to 
1200K. By considering the stable lattices of pure component PG, TRIS, AMPL, and NPG 
calculated from Chapter 3, the stable phases were accurately assessed in the range of 
temperature and composition where the phases should be stable and no mirror error issue 
occurs in these five binary systems from 0K to 1200K. Depending on these optimized 
databases of five binary systems PG-TRIS, PG-AMPL,TRIS-AMPL, TRIS-NPG, and 
PG-NPG, thermodynamic characteristics of these five binary systems including activity 
and enthalpy of formation were presented in this work. 
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Chapter V Thermodynamic Calculation of Ternary Systems (PG-AMPL-NPG, PG-
TRIS-NPG, TRIS-AMPL-NPG, and PG-TRIS-AMPL) 
 
Abstract 
Reversible heat absorption and release through solid state phase transitions over range of 
temperatures can be achieved during phase changes in organic crystals. In contrast with 
binary systems, ternary solid solutions allow a wider selection of materials with different 
phase transition temperatures, heat content, and compositions for thermal energy storage 
applications. In this study, the ternary mixing of four organic polyalcohol globular 
tetrahedral molecular crystals (CH3)C(CH2OH)3 for PG, (NH2)C(CH2OH)3 for TRIS, 
(CH3)(NH2)C(CH2OH)2 for AMPL, and (CH3)2C(CH2OH)2 for NPG were studied, where 
three ternary systems PG-TRIS-NPG, TRIS-AMPL-NPG, and PG-TRIS-AMPL were 
first proposed and one ternary system PG-AMPL-NPG was reassessed by using the 
CALPHAD technique and Thermo-Calc software in present work. Six binary PG-TRIS, 
PG-AMPL, TRIS-AMPL, PG-NPG, TRIS-NPG, and AMPL-NPG systems have been 
adopted from previous evaluations. Without available experimental information for 
ternary phase in these four ternary systems, the databases of these four ternary systems 
were constructed by these six constituent binary systems. Thermal characteristic 
diagrams of isothermal sections, isopleths, and liquidus projections for these four ternary 
systems were calculated in POLY and POST programs. To verify the calculated phase 
transitions, several groups of samples for PG-TRIS-AMPL ternary system were 




(DSC) data. The experimental results had a good agreement with the calculated phase 
transitions by adding ternary interactive parameters for various phases into PG-TRIS-
AMPL ternary system 
 
5.1 Introduction 
With the increasing consumption of energy and the depletion of available energy sources, 
it is the significant challenge that scientists and engineers continually focus on the 
research to find new and alternative energy sources. In many areas of the world, free and 
clean solar energy directly derived from solar radiation is considered to be one of the 
most prospective sources of energy. In order to take full advantage of solar energy during 
the day, one of the ways is to develop the efficient thermal energy storage devices so that 
excess solar energy from solar radiation can be collected and stored during the day and 
may be utilized during the night. In general, the solid-solid phase transitions materials 
among “phase change materials” (PCMs) [1] can be expected as the most potential 
candidate for thermal energy storage materials. These solid state phase transition 
materials are referred as organic polyalcohol globular molecular crystals which can 
undergo crystallographic changes and reversibly absorb or release large amount of latent 
heat at nearly constant temperature. In this work, we present a special class of energetic 
solid-solid phase change materials with high entropy of solid-solid and low entropy of 
solid-liquid phase changes, referred as “Plastic Crystals” in which portions of a molecule 
can rotate around on or several axes[2]. Timmermans[3] reported that very small entropy 




transitions from a chained or layered structure in the low temperature to orientationally 
disordered crystal structure (plastic crystals) in high temperature [3-5]. These solid state 
materials include Pentaglycerine [PG: (CH3)C(CH2OH)3], Tris(hydroxymethyl)- 
aminomethane[TRIS: (NH2)C(CH2OH)3], Pentaerythritol [PE: C(CH2OH)4], 
Neopentylglycol[NPG: (CH3)2C(CH2OH)2], and 2-amino-2-methyl-1,3-propanediol 
[AMPL: (NH2)(CH3)C(CH2OH)2]. Eilerman et al.[6] proposed low temperature structure 
of PG as tetragonal structure, and the high temperature structure of PG was reported as 
FCC by Doshi et al.[7]. Eilerman and Rudman [8-9] reported several important 
crystallographic details about TRIS in the low temperature as orthorhombic, and in the 
high temperature as BCC. Rosa et al. [10] reported monoclinic as the low temperature 
structure of AMPL, and Chandra et al. [11-12] reported the BCC as the high temperature 
structure of AMPL. Figure 5.1 shows the structures of PG, TRIS, AMPL, and NPG 
studied in this work. 
 
























In the past, mixtures alloying another compound have been used to lower the solid-solid 
phase transition temperatures. Therefore, in order to adjust the phase transition 
temperature to suit particular applications, binary or ternary solid solutions of these 
compounds are required [13]. To study the alloying effect on the solid-solid phase 
transitions, Benson et al. [14] investigated binary systems such as PE-PG, PE-NPG, and 
PG-NPG for thermal energy storage in solar building. Font et al. [15] carried out 
calorimetric studies of the mixtures of PE-NPG and PG-NPG. Barrio et al. [16] 
conducted an investigation of heat storage applicability of PE-PG, PG-NPG, and PE-
NPG binary systems. Chandra et al. [17] also determined the phase diagram for the PG-
NPG binary from DSC and XRD studies in 1989. Several groups have reported partial 
and complete phase diagrams of PE-AMPL[18], TRIS-PE[19], PG-NPG[20-21], PE-
PG[22], NPG-TRIS[23-24], PE-NPG[25-30], PG-TRIS[31-33], PG-AMPL[33-
35] ,TRIS-AMPL[36,37], and AMPL-NPG[38]. Ternary polyalcohol calorimetric and X-
ray diffraction experimental studies were carried out on PE-PG-NPG system by Harpreet 
et al. [39], ternary phase diagrams of PE-PG-NPG has been calculated using CALPHAD 
method by A. Mishra et al. [40]. The ternary phase diagrams of PE-NPG-AMPL have 
been calculated by Amrita Mishra et al. [41] using CALPHAD method. The ternary 
system PG-AMPL-NPG was calculated by Amrita Mishra [42]; however, there is a 
mirror issue of stable phases in the binary PG-AMPL, PG-NPG, and AMPL-NPG 
systems from Amrita Mishra [42] which was discussed in previous chapter. The PG-





To our best knowledge, these three ternary systems PG-TRIS-AMPL, PG-TRIS-NPG, 
and TRIS-AMPL-NPG have never been calculated using CALPHAD methodology and 
investigated by experimental methods such as XRD and DSC. In this study, this work 
aims at creating calculated four ternary systems PG-TRIS-AMPL PG-TRIS-NPG, PG-
AMPL-NPG, and TRIS-AMPL-NPG so as to study the effect of adding the third organic 
crystal substance into binary system. As an example of verification of calculated phase 
transitions of ternary systems with experimental results, several groups of samples in PG-
TRIS-AMPL ternary system were conducted on Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) 
and in-situ X-Ray Diffraction (XRD), the experimental results matched the calculated 
phase transitions well by adding ternary interactive parameters into the database of PG-
TRIS-AMPL ternary system. Isothermal sections, isopleth, and liquidus projection for 
these four ternary systems were presented in this work.  
 
5.2!Materials and Methods 
5.2.1 Materials 
Polyalcohol and amine samples of PG (99%), TRIS (99.9%), and AMPL (99.9%) were 
obtained from the Aldrich Corporation. PG-TRIS-AMPL ternary mixture samples were 
prepared using standard weighing with various compositions, and all compositions were 
recorded as mole% in this paper. These samples were premixed and melted in capped 
Pyrex test tubes. Generally, the process of solidification always retains the equilibrium 
phase of high temperature into the phase of low temperature because of supercooling. To 




attained. This methodology involves setting the melted and solidified ternary mixtures 
into a freeze (~253K) about 12 hours, and released their high strain in a small cylinder 
with a piston. This process could obtain the crystal structures at room temperature. In this 
study, twelve groups of mixing sample along with PG line, TRIS line, and AMPL lines 
are prepared and shown in Figure 5.2. 
 
Figure 5.2 The Gibbs triangle of PG-TRIS-AMPL showing the numbers of sample made 
along the PG-, TRIS- and AMPL-lines, with compositions at which XRD and DSC 
experiments are performed and the compositions of the isopleths calculated in this study.   
 
 

































































5.2.2 Methods  
5.2.2.1 Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) Analysis 
Thermal analyses are conducted on a TA DSC Q100 Differential Scanning Calorimeter 
system. Small amounts (around 3mg) of these powders of PG-TRIS-AMPL ternary 
system used for DSC runs are weighed and sealed in aluminum hermetic sample pans 
with inverted lids to provide good thermal conductivity between the sample and pan. 
Small amounts of samples are preferred to facilitate resolution of peaks of closely 
occurring transformations. Small holders are tightly sealed using crimping machine. Each 
sample was heated and cooled at 5°C /min scan rates. The instrument recorded the DSC 
signal and the data was analyzed using TA’s Universal Analysis 2000 program to obtain 
the onset temperatures and the enthalpies (ΔH) of the transitions. The calorimeter was 
calibrated through three steps including (1) balance calibration, (2) Tzero calibration 
sapphire run, and (3) cell constant and temperature calibration. In Tzero calibration 
sapphire run, two reference samples were set in cell where red sapphire was set on the 
reference holder, and clear sapphire was set on the sample holder. For constant and 
temperature calibration, two samples were set in cell where an empty one was set on 
reference holder and the standard sample such as Indium was set on sample holder. 
 
5.2.2.2 X-Ray Diffractometer (XRD) Analysis 
To determine the structures of the equilibrium phases, x-ray diffraction studies were 
performed on PG-TRIS-AMPL ternary mixture samples by using PANalytical X’Pert 




an internal standard silicon powder. A PANalytical x-ray diffractometer system was 
modified to accept sapphire capillaries as sample holders. This home-made device was 
fabricated using hot air blowing system incorporated with the diffractometer, and the 
temperature was maintained by using a Watlow temperature controller with a feedback to 
the hot air blower. A position sensitive detector, which is part of the PANalytical 
diffractometer, was used to capture the diffraction angles and intensities of the Bragg 
peaks. The diffraction scans were made using CuK' radiation, and the analyses were 
performed using X’Pert HighScore and MDI Jade computer programs to determine the 
phase transformation and crystal structures.  
 
5.2.2.3 Computational Procedure 
Enthalpies and temperatures of phase transitions for PG, TRIS, AMPL, and NPG used for 
calculations were discussed in Chapter 3. The contribution from heat capacity of pure PG, 
TRIS, AMPL, and NPG to the Gibbs energy for mathematical expressions was reported 
from previous researches [43-46].  
In this study, we focus on that an optimization using regular and sub-regular solution 
models related to CALPHAD methodology which was described from our previous work 
[39-41, 33, 37] is adequate to describe the Gibbs energies of various phases. In order to 
distinguish and comprehend the symbols used to denote the various phases on these four 
ternary systems PG-TRIS-AMPL, PG-TRIS-NPG, PG-AMPL-NPG, and TRIS-AMPL-
NPG, they are listed in Table 5.1. For description of present purpose, only the significant 




Table 5.1. List of symbols to denote the phases in ternary systems 
Symbol Phase 
Liquid or L Liquid 
' Low temperature AMPL Monoclinic Phase 
! Low temperature PG Tetragonal Phase 
$ Low temperature TRIS Orthorhombic Phase 
'_II Low temperature NPG Monoclinic Phase 
% High temperature AMPL BCC_A2 phase 
%' High temperature PG and NPG phase (also FCC_A1) 
%_II High Temperature TRIS BCC_A2 phase 
 
In this section, we will discuss the general concepts in our computational models by 
using a category “A” system which can be easily extended to category “B” system and 
category “C” system. If the reference state for each phase is determined to the pure 
components in that phase, then Gibbs energy expressions of a solution phase & (&=', !, $, 
%, %", and L) can be represented as follows (unit of Gibbs energy is J/mol throughout this 
work, where a mol is a mole of formula unit): 
G∅ = xë°Gë∅ + xñ°Gñ∅ + xπ°Gπ∅ + RT xë ln xë + xñ ln xñ + xπ ln xπ + G8ª,∅  (Eq. 1) 
Where XA is the mole fraction of A, XB is the mole fraction of B, XC is the mole fraction 
of C, and R is equal to 8.314 J/mol K. °#X∅, °#Y∅, and°#Å∅ are the Gibbs energies of pure 
components A, B, and C in phase &. #[\,∅ represents the excess Gibbs energy of the 
phase &, which can be described using the Redlich-Kister formalism: 
 G8ª,∅ = xëxñLë,ñ∅ + xëxπLë,π∅ + xπxñLπ,ñ∅ + xëxñxπLë,ñ,π∅ ,                                     (Eq. 2) 
 ^",w∅   and ^",w,Ü∅  are the excess Gibbs energy parameters which can be the dependence of 




module of Thermo-Calc software and determined using the following form of a power 
series: 
   ^",w∅ = ^",w
$*_______`
`a( (0" − 0w)`                                                                                   (Eq. 3) 
  ^",w,Ü∅ = 0"(^",w,Ü∅ + 0wM^",w,Ü∅ + 0ÜA^",w,Ü∅                                                                         (Eq. 4) 
n^*∅ = b + c3                                                                                                             (Eq. 5) 
Where a and b are the excess Gibbs energy parameters used in this study.  
Reference states for pure components A, B, and C are considered as ', !, and $ phases 
for Gibbs energies at 298K and 1 bar, respectively. Gibbs energies for all other stable and 
metastable phases of pure components are represented as different changes from these 
reference states. The molar Gibbs energies referred to such standard state (G.HSER=0G–
HSER) is written as: 
#â~[ = ä + ã3 + å3^&3 + ç3`,                                                                      (Eq. 6) 
where HSER is the enthalpy of formation of a pure substance at 298.15K and 1 bar in its 
standard element reference (SER) state; A, B, C and D are coefficients and determined in 
the PARROT module on the basis of available experimental data. 
The binary phase diagrams are calculated first and then the ternary diagram is predicted 
using the Gibbs energy equations of the binary phases. The stable phases for “A” are ' 
and %,  for “B” are ! and %', and for “C” are $ and ). Gibbs energies of other phases in 
terms of these reference states can be represented as: 
°#Xô = °#Xö + ∆°#Xö→ô                                                                                                 (Eq. 7) 













ô→ò                                           (Eq. 10) 
°#Å
º = °#ÅΩ + ∆°#Å
Ω→º                                                                                               (Eq. 11) 
°#Åò = °#ÅΩ + ∆°#ÅΩ→ò = °#ÅΩ + ∆°#Å
Ω→º + ∆°#Å
º→ò                                                 (Eq. 12) 
The Gibbs energies of pure component stable phases°#Xò, °#Xô, °#Yò , °#Y
ô, °#Åò, and °#Å
º 
were determined with the enthalpy of phase transition, entropy of phase transition, 
temperature of phase transition, and the heat capacity data of various phases. For example, 
the Gibbs energies of the stable phase for pure component “A”, Eq. 13 and Eq. 14 are 
given below again: 
°Gë
í = °Gëì + G°Gë
→ = °Gëì + GHK9 − T∆SK9 + ∆Cæ
→K





Kø¿ d______(Eq. 13) 







õùû e3 + ∆â¢ − 3∆n¢ + ∆åú
ô→òõ





õ£ e3                          (Eq. 14) 
Similar expressions can be obtained for Gibbs energies of stable phases of “B” using Eq. 
9 and Eq. 10 and for Gibbs energies of stable phases of “C” using Eq. 11 and Eq. 12. 
In this study, the metastable Gibbs energies_°Gë
ó ,_°Gë¬ , °Gë
 ,_°Gë





í , and °Gπ
 were estimated by using a simple procedure in terms of the 
Equal-Gibbs-Curve (EGC) method [47]. For more details of this procedure refer to Lopez 
et al. [32] and Salud et al. [34] publications. In order to estimate°Gë
 and °Gñ
í  in this A-




B metastable phases, the narrow stable [%"+L] and [%+L] branches in the A-B binary 
phase diagram were extrapolated to X=1 and X=0 (X means the more fraction of B in A-
B system), respectively, by means of a procedure of EGC so that the melting points of 
metastable %"-A and %-B phases were reasonably obtained. Thereafter, the melting 
enthalpy of metastable %"-A and %-B phases were obtained from the metastable melting 
point by taking the entropy of melting to be the same as that of stable form. The similar 
procedures of EGC method could be used to estimate_°Gë
ó_and_°Gñì for metastable !-A 
and '-B phases for A-B binary system. 
 
5.3!Results and Discussion 
5.3.1! PG-AMPL-NPG ternary system 
The sub-binary phase diagrams of PG-AMPL, PG-NPG, and AMPL-NPG have been 
calculated in Chapter 4 and shown in Figures 5.3-5.5, respectively. These databases 
(shown in Table 5.2) for three sub-binary systems were reconstructed. However, there is 
no available experimental data for the existence of ternary phases in PG-AMPL-NPG 
ternary system, self-consistent thermodynamic database for ternary PG-AMPL-NPG has 
been constructed by combining the thermodynamic descriptions of the three constituent 
PG-AMPL, PG-NPG, and AMPL-NPG sub-binary systems in order to study and 
understand the effect of adding a third polyalcohol into a binary system. In this section, 
the thermodynamic calculation of ternary PG-AMPL-NPG system was presented in 
which the main features of ternary PG-AMPL-NPG will be discussed by means of 





Figure 5.3 the calculated binary phase diagram for NPG-PG 
 
Figure 5.4 the calculated binary phase diagram of AMPL-PG 
 






































Table 5.2. Summary of thermodynamic parameters of the solution phases in the PG-
AMPL-NPG ternary system 
Phase (NPG-PG) Parameters 





















Phase (AMPL-PG) Parameters 


















































Isothermal section is one way to show the phase relationship in a ternary system, and 
represents the stable phases for whole concentration at the same temperature, which is 
parallel to the ternary base. In this section, several isothermal sections with different 
temperatures are shown in Figures 5.6-5.11. 
 
Figure 5.6 Binary phases projecting into PG-AMPL-NPG ternary isothermal section at 
298K. Two-phase regions are shown hatched by tie-lines (green in color); red (in colors) 




Figure 5.6-5.7 show two examples of how binary phases from binary system projecting 
into the ternary phase diagram. Figure 5.6 shows three constituent binary systems project 
into PG-AMPL-NPG ternary system at 298K. In AMPL-NPG binary phase diagram, 
three phases ' (AMPL-rich side), '_II (NPG-rich side), and %" appear at 298K from 
AMPL-rich side to NPG-rich side which is consistent with the AMPL-NPG boundary in 
PG-AMPL-NPG ternary system. In NPG-PG binary phase diagram, two phases '_II 
(NPG-rich side) and ! (PG-rich side) appear at 298K from NPG-rich side to PG-rich side 
which has good agreement with the NPG-PG boundary in PG-AMPL-NPG ternary 
system. In AMPL-PG binary phase diagram, two phases ' (AMPL-rich side) and ! (PG-
rich side) appear at 298K from AMPL-rich side to PG-rich side which is in accord with 





Figure 5.7 Binary phases projecting into PG-AMPL-NPG ternary system at 418K. 
 
Figure 5.7 presents three constituent sub-binary phase diagrams project into PG-AMPL-
NPG ternary system at 418K. In AMPL-NPG binary system, only liquid phase (L) exist 
at 418K in the whole range of concentration, which has good agreement with the AMPL-
NPG boundary in PG-AMPL-NPG ternary system. In NPG-PG binary system, two 




PG-side, which is consistent with the NPG-PG boundary in PG-AMPL-NPG ternary 
system. In AMPL-PG binary phase diagram, two phases L (liquid phase, AMPL-side) 
and %" (PG-side) appear at 418K from AMPL-side to PG-side which is accord with the 
AMPL-PG boundary in PG-AMPL-NPG ternary system. 
 
Figure 5.8-5.11 show several different isothermal sections with various temperatures in 
PG-AMPL-NPG ternary system which represent the variation of phases with the 
increasing of temperature in PG-AMPL-NPG ternary system. 
 
 
Figure 5.8 isothermal section of PG-AMPL-NPG ternary system at 322K. 
When the PG-AMPL-NPG system is heat up to 322K, different phases take place. Figure 
5.8 shows the isothermal section at 322K. In this isothermal section, there are three stable 














regions ('+%" phase, %"+! phase, and '+! phase) and one three-phase region ('+!+%" 
phase) are also presented. 
 
 
Figure 5.9 isothermal section of PG-AMPL-NPG ternary system at 346K. 
Figure 5.9 shows the isothermal section at 346K in PG-AMPL-NPG ternary system. In 
this isothermal section, four single phases ' (AMPL-rich side), ! (PG-rich side), %" 
(NPG-side), and % (AMPL-side) are found; three two-phase regions ('+% phase, %+%" 
phase, and %"+! phase) are presented; However, no ternary phase region exists in the 

















Figure 5.10 isothermal section of PG-AMPL-NPG ternary system at 370K. 
As the PG-AMPL-NPG ternary system is continually heat up to 370K, some phases and 
phase regions are also changed. Figure 5.10 presents an isothermal section of PG-AMPL-
NPG ternary system at 370K. In this isothermal section, low temperature single phases ' 
(AMPL-side) and ! (PG-side) disappear and two high temperature single phases % 
(AMPL-side) and %" (PG and NPG side) are stable at 370K; only one two-phase region 
















Figure 5.11 isothermal section of PG-AMPL-NPG ternary system at 394K  
Figure 5.11 shows the isothermal section of PG-AMPL-NPG at 394K. In this isothermal 
section, two high temperature single phases % (AMPL-side) and %" (rich PG-corner) and 
liquid phase (L, near AMPL-NPG boundary) are discovered; three two-phase regions L+%, 
L+%", %+%" are also presented; one three-phase region L+%+%" exists near AMPL-side in 
this isothermal section at 394K.  
 
5.3.1.2!Isopleths  
Isopleth section is the vertical section which is distracted from the ternary system at the 
same composition of one compound, perpendicular to the base. Isopleth is one of way to 
study the ternary system which presents the variation of different phases with different 
temperature and composition in the ternary system. The calculated isopleths of PG-

















Figure 5.12 isopleth for PG-AMPL-NPG at composition of (AMPL0.5NPG0.5)XPG1-X. 
The isopleth section of ternary system represents the effect of adding a third polyalcohol 
into a binary and how it affects the phases to undergo changes. Figure 5.12 shows the 
isopleth at constant composition of (AMPL0.5NPG0.5)XPG1-X for PG-AMPL-NPG. As an 
example of showing the phase transition with the compound (AMPL0.5NPG0.5)XPG1-X 
(x=0.5) in Figure 5.12, when the temperature starts from 250K, this compound is 
composed with three phases (!, ', and '_II phase). The temperature is heat up to 273K, 
there is a phase transition where the '_II phase disappears and only ' and ! phases are 
stable. %" phase appears starting at 290K and the phase transition occurs from '+! phase 
to '+!+%" phase. The '+!+%" phase is stable up to 307K where the phase transition 
occurs from '+!+%" phase to !+%" phase. The !+%" phase is stable up to 323K where the 


















phase is stable up to 422K where the %" phase starts melting and quickly transfers into 
liquid phase. Beginning from 422K, this compound is stable as liquid phase. These more 
information of various phase transitions is listed in Table 5.3.  
Table 5.3 Various phase transition as a function of temperature and varying composition 
of PG, AMPL, and NPG, using (AMPL0.5NPG0.5)XPG1-X isopleth for the PG-AMPL-NPG 
ternary system. 
X XNPG XPG Phase Transitions 
0.1 0.05 0.9 ƒ CC≈.∆« ƒ + » C≈….∆« » ……∆.C« ^ 









































Figure 5.13 isopleth for PG-AMPL-NPG at composition of (PG0.5NPG0.5)XAMPL1-X. 
Figure 5.13 shows the isopleth at constant composition of (PG0.5NPG0.5)XAMPL1-X for 
PG-AMPL-NPG ternary system. As an example of showing the phase transitions with the 
compound (PG0.5NPG0.5)XAMPL1-X (x=05) in Figure 5.13, when the temperature starts 





















phase region !+'+'_II is stable up to 283.1K and a phase transition occurs from !+ 
'+'_II to !+'+%" phase. With the increasing of temperature, the ! disappears at 304.1K 
and !+'+%" phase transfers into '+%" phase. The '+%" phase is stable up to 336.2K and 
transfers into single %" phase. When temperature is up to 395.4K, %" phase starts melting 
and totally transfers into liquid phase at 411.1K. The more information of various phase 
transitions is listed in Table 5.4. 
 
Table 5.4 Various phase transition as a function of temperature and varying composition 
of PG, AMPL, and NPG, using (PG0.5NPG0.5)XAMPL1-X isopleth for the PG-AMPL-NPG 
ternary system. 
X XPG XAMPL Phase Transitions 



































































Figure 5.14 isopleth for PG-AMPL-NPG at composition of (AMPL0.5PG0.5)XNPG1-X. 
Figure 5.14 shows the isopleth at constant composition of (AMPL0.5PG0.5)XNPG1-X for 
PG-AMPL-NPG ternary system. As an example of showing the phase transitions with the 
compound (AMPL0.5PG0.5)XNPG1-X (x=0.5) in Figure 5.14, when the temperature starts 
from 250K, this compound is composed of three phases (!, ', and '_II). This three-
phase region is stable up to 277.5K where a phase transition occurs from !+'+'_II phase 
to !+'+%" phase. When the temperature continually increases, the !+'+%" phase is stable 
up to 288.8K where !+'+%" phase transfers into %" phase with the disappearance of !+' 
phase. The %" phase starts melting at 399.6K and completely transfers into liquid phase 




















Table 5.5 Various phase transition as a function of temperature and varying composition 
of PG, AMPL, and NPG, using (PG0.5AMPL0.5)XNPG1-X isopleth for the PG-AMPL-NPG 
ternary system. 
X XPG XNPG Phase Transitions 














































5.3.1.3!Liquidus Projection of PG-AMPL-NPG ternary system 
The liquidus projection is a two-dimensional projection of ternary liquidus univariant 
lines at constant pressure onto a Gibbs triangle plane. The liquidus projection shown in 
Figure 5.15 is calculated using Thermo-Calc software with the optimized parameters of 
these three constituent binary systems, PG-AMPL, PG-NPG, and AMPL-NPG. The 
univariant valley is shown by the solid line and the arrow on the line indicates the 
direction of decreasing temperature. There is one binary eutectic reaction and one binary 
peritectic reaction in this system. No ternary reaction is observed in this ternary system. 
The temperature of liquidus projection in the PG-AMPL-NPG ternary system is 
increasing by adding PG into AMPL-NPG binary system, and solid phases (% and %") in 
PG-AMPL-NPG ternary system could exist in a larger range of temperature by adding 
more PG into binary AMPL-NPG system, which provide more selection to satisfy the 





Figure 5.15 Liquidus projection of PG-AMPL-NPG ternary system 
5.3.2! PG-TRIS-NPG ternary system 
PG-TRIS-NPG ternary system is firstly proposed in this study. And three related sub-
binary systems of PG-TRIS, PG-NPG, and TRIS-NPG have been assessed in Chapter 4 
and shown in Figures 5.16-5.18, respectively. The databases of three sub-binary systems 
PG-TRIS-, PG-NPG, and TRIS-NPG have been constructed in Table 5.6. However, there 
is no available experimental information for any ternary phase in PG-TRIS-NPG ternary 
system; the database of PG-TRIS-NPG system is composed of three constituent PG-TRIS, 
PG-NPG, and TRIS-NPG sub-binary systems for the thermodynamic description of PG-
TRIS-NPG ternary system, which is used to further explore the effect of adding a 















PG-TRIS-NPG system is calculated and discussed by means of several isothermal 
sections, vertical sections, and liquidus projection. 
 
Figure 5.16 the calculated binary phase diagram for TRIS-PG. 
 
Figure 5.17 the calculated binary phase diagram for NPG-TRIS. 
 


































Table 5.6 Summary of thermodynamic parameters of the solution phases in the PG-TRIS -NPG 
ternary system 
Phase (PG-TRIS) Parameters 






















Phase (NPG-PG) Parameters 

















































In this section, several isothermal diagrams (shown in Figures 5.19-5.24) are calculated 
from the thermodynamic database of PG-TRIS-NPG ternary system by using CALPHAD 
methodology. Isothermal section is one of way to study the phase transition in the ternary 
system which represents the stable phases for the whole range of composition at same 
temperature and pressure.  
 
Figure 5.19 Binary phases projecting into PG-TRIS-NPG ternary isothermal section at 
298K. Two-phase regions are shown hatched by tie-lines (green in color); red (in colors) 











Figure 5.19-5.20 present two examples of how binary phases from binary system 
projecting into the ternary phase diagram. Figure 5.19 shows three constituent binary 
systems PG-TRIS, PG-NPG, and TRIS-NPG project into PG-TRIS-NPG binary system at 
298K. In NPG-TRIS binary phase diagram, two single phases '_II (NPG-rich side) and $ 
(TRIS-rich side) and a two-phase region '_II+$ are discovered at 298K from NPG-rich 
side to TRIS-rich side which is good agreement with NPG-TRIS boundary in PG-TRIS-
NPG ternary system. In NPG-PG binary phase diagram, there exist two single phases 
'_II (NPG-rich side) and ! (PG-rich side) and one two-phase region '_II+! at 298K 
from NPG-rich side to PG-rich side which is consistent with the NPG-PG boundary in 
PG-TRIS-NPG ternary system. In TRIS-PG binary phase diagram, two single phases $ 
(TRIS-rich side) and ! (PG-rich side) and one two-phase region $+! are found at 298K 
from TRIS-rich side to PG-rich side which is in accord with the TRIS-PG boundary in 






Figure 5.20 Binary phases projecting into PG-TRIS-NPG ternary isothermal section at 
418K. Two-phase regions are shown hatched by tie-lines (green in color); red (in colors) 
lines represent invariant equilibria. 
 
Figure 5.20 presents three constituent sub-binary phase diagrams project into PG-TRIS-
NPG ternary system at 418K, In NPG-TRIS binary phase diagram, there are two single 
phases %_II (TRIS-rich side) and L (NPG-rich side) and one two-phase region L+%_II  at 













boundary in PG-TRIS-NPG ternary system. In NPG-PG binary phase diagram, two single 
phases L (NPG-rich side) and %" (PG-rich side) and one two-phase region L+%" are 
observed at 418K from NPG-rich side to PG-rich side which is good agreement with the 
NPG-PG boundary in PG-TRIS-NPG ternary system. In the TRIS-PG binary phase 
diagram, there exist two single phases %_II (TRIS-rich side) and %" (PG-rich side) and one 
two-phase region %_II+%" at 418K from TRIS-rich side to PG-rich side which is in accord 
with the TRIS-PG boundary in PG-TRIS-NPG ternary system.   
 
Figure 5.21-5.24 show several isothermal sections with various temperatures in PG-
TRIS-NPG ternary system which represent the variation of phases with the increasing of 
temperature in PG-TRIS-NPG ternary system.     
 












When the PG-TRIS-NPG ternary system is heat up to 322K, different phases take place. 
Figure 5.21 present the isothermal section at 322K. In this isothermal section, three stable 
single phases ! (PG-rich side), $ (TRIS-rich side), and %" (NPG-rich side) are observed; 
three two-phase regions (%"+$ phase, $+! phase, and !+%" phase) and one three-phase 
region (%"+!+$ phase) are also presented. 
 
Figure 22 isothermal section of PG-TRIS-NPG ternary system at 322K. 
 
Figure 5.22 shows the isothermal section at 346K in PG-TRIS-NPG ternary system. In 
this isothermal section, there are three single phases %" phase (NPG-rich side), ! (PG-rich 
side), and $ (TRIS-rich side); three two-phase regions (%"+$ phase, $+! phase, and %"+! 










Figure 5.23 isothermal section of PG-TRIS-NPG ternary system at 322K. 
 
With the increasing temperature of PG-TRIS-NPG ternary system up to 370K, some 
phases and phase regions disappear. Figure 5.23 shows an isothermal section of PG-
TRIS-NPG at 370K. In this isothermal section, low temperature single phase ! (PG-side) 
disappears and $ phase (TRIS-side) and %" phase (NPG and PG side) are stable at 370K; 










Figure 5.24 isothermal section of PG-TRIS-NPG ternary system at 322K. 
Figure 5.24 presents the isothermal section of PG-TRIS-NPG at 394K. In this isothermal 
section, four high temperature single phases % (TRIS side on NPG-TRIS boundary), %_II 
(TRIS side on TRIS-PG boundary), %" (rich NPG-PG corner), and liquid phase (L, NPG 
side) and one low temperature single phase $ are discovered; six two-phase regions %"+%, 
%+$, $+%_II, %_II+%", and L+%" are also presented; two three-phase regions $+%+%" and 
%_II+$+%" are found starting from TRIS side in this isothermal section at 394K. 
 
5.3.2.2!Isopleths 
Isopleth section is the vertical section which is distracted from the ternary system at the 
same composition of one compound, perpendicular to the base. Isopleth is one of way to 














temperature and composition in the ternary system. The calculated isopleths of PG-TRIS-
NPG are given in Figures 5.25-5.27.  
 
Figure 5.25 isopleth for PG-TRIS-NPG at composition of (TRIS0.5NPG0.5)XPG1-X. 
The isopleth section of ternary system represents the effect of adding a third polyalcohol 
into a binary system and how it affects the phases to undergo changes. Figure 5.25 shows 
the isopleth at constant composition of (TRIS0.5NPG0.5)XPG1-X for PG-TRIS-NPG. As an 
example of showing the phase transition with the compound (TRIS0.5NPG0.5)XPG1-X 
(X=0.5) in Figure 5.25, when the temperature starts from 250K, this compound is 
composed of three phases ('_II+!+$ phase). The temperature is heat up to 281.3K, '_II 
phase disappears and only !+$ phases are stable. %" phase appears staring at 313.8K 
where the phase transition occurs from $+! phase to $+!+%" phase. The $+!+%" phase is 





















phase is stable up to 376.2K where the phase transition shows that $+%" phase transfers to 
single %" phase. The single %" phase is stable up to 420.8K and starts melting where the %" 
phase is equilibrium with liquid phase. At 427.7K, single %" phase completely transfers 
into liquid phase in this isopleth. These more information of various phase transitions is 
listed in Table 5.7. 
 
Table 5.7 Various phase transition as a function of temperature and varying composition 
of PG, TRIS, and NPG, using (NPG0.5TRIS0.5)XPG1-X isopleth for the PG-TRIS-NPG 
ternary system. 
X XTRIS XPG Phase Transitions 
































































Figure 5.26 isopleth for PG-TRIS-NPG at composition of (PG0.5NPG0.5)XTRIS1-X. 
Figure 5.26 shows the isopleth at constant composition of PG0.5NPG0.5)XTRIS1-X for PG-
TRIS-NPG ternary system. As an example of showing the phase transitions with the 
compound PG0.5NPG0.5)XTRIS1-X (x=0.5) in Figure 5.26, when the temperature starts 
from 250 K, this compound is composed of three phases '_II phase , ! phase, and $ 
phase. The '_II+!+$ three-phase region is stable up to 298.2K where there is a phase 
transition that '_II+!+$ phase transfers into %"+!+$ phase. This three-phase region 
%"+!+$ is table up to 321.1K and a phase transition occurs from %"+!+$ phase to %"+$ 
phase where ! phase disappears. The %"+$ phase is stable up to 396.7K where $ phase 
disappears and %_II phase is observed. When the temperature is up to 419.3K, the %"+%_II 





















422.5K and completely transfers into liquid phase in this isopleth. The more information 
of various phase transitions is listed in Table 5.8.  
 
Table 5.8 Various phase transition as a function of temperature and varying composition 
of PG, TRIS, and NPG, using (NPG0.5PG0.5)XTRIS1-X isopleth for the PG-TRIS-NPG 
ternary system. 
X XPG XTRIS Phase Transitions 



















































































Figure 5.27 shows the isopleth at constant composition of (PG0.5TRIS0.5)XNPG1-X for PG-
TRIS-NPG ternary system. As an example of showing the phase transitions with the 
compound of (PG0.5TRIS0.5)XNPG1-X (x=0.5) in Figure 5.27, when the temperature starts 
at 250K, this compound is composed of three phases '_II phase, ! phase, and $ phase. 
This three-phase region '_II+!+$ is stable up to 298.6K where the phase transition 
occurs from '_II+!+$ phase to %"+!+$ phase. This %"+!+$ phase is stable up to 305.3K 
where ! phase disappears and only %"+$ phase exists. When the temperature is heated up 
to 375.4K, %"+$ phase transfers into %" phase. The single %" phase is stable up to 407.9K 
and quickly transfers into liquid phase. The more information of various phase transitions 




Table 5.9 Various phase transition as a function of temperature and varying composition 
of PG, TRIS, and NPG, using (TRIS0.5PG0.5)XNPG1-X isopleth for the PG-TRIS-NPG 
ternary system. 
X XPG XNPG Phase Transitions 

























































5.3.2.3!Liquidus Projection of PG-TRIS-NPG ternary system. 
The liquidus projection is a two-dimensional projection of ternary liquidus univariant 
lines at constant pressure onto a Gibbs triangle plane. The liquidus projection of PG-
TRIS-NPG ternary system shown in Figure 5.28 is calculated using Thermo-Calc 
software with optimized parameters of these three constituent binary systems, PG-TRIS, 
PG-NPG, and TRIS-NPG. The univariant valley is shown by the solid line and the arrow 
on the line indicates the direction of decreasing temperature. There is one binary eutectic 
reaction and one binary peritectic reaction in this system. No ternary reaction is observed 
in this ternary system. 
 











5.3.3! TRIS-AMPL-NPG ternary system 
The thermodynamic databases (shown in Table 5.10) of TRIS-AMPL, TRIS-NPG, and 
AMPL-NPG have been assessed by CALPHAD methodology in Chapter 4. The sub-
binary phase diagrams for these three systems are shown in Figure 5.29-5.31, 
respectively. The thermodynamic description of TRIS-AMPL-NPG ternary system is 
firstly proposed in this study. To our best knowledge, there is no available experimental 
data for the existence of ternary phases in TRIS-AMPL-NPG ternary system. Thus, the 
thermodynamic calculation of TRIS-AMPL-NPG ternary system is constructed by 
combining these three related constituent TRIS-AMPL, TRIS-NPG, and AMPL-NPG 
sub-binary systems in order to explore the effect of adding a third polyalcohol into a 
binary system. In this section, the thermodynamic analysis of ternary TRIS-AMPL-NPG 
is presented and discussed by means of several isothermal sections, isopleths, and 
liquidus projection.  
 


















































Table 5.10 Summary of thermodynamic parameters of the solution phases in the AMPL-TRIS -
NPG ternary system 
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Isothermal section is one way to show the phase relationship in a ternary system, and 
represents the stable phases for whole concentration at the same temperature and pressure, 
which is parallel to the ternary base. In this section, several isothermal sections with 
different temperatures are shown in Figures 5.32-5.37. 
 
Figure 5.32 Binary phases projecting into TRIS-AMPL-NPG ternary isothermal section 
at 298K. Two-phase regions are shown hatched by tie-lines (green in color); red (in 















Figure 5.32-5.33 show two examples of how binary phases from binary system projecting 
into the ternary phase diagram. Figure 5.32 shows three constituent sub-binary systems 
project into TRIS-AMPL-NPG ternary system at 298K. In AMPL-NPG binary phase 
diagram, three phases ' (AMPL-rich side), '_II (NPG-rich side), and %" appear at 298K 
from AMPL-rich side to NPG-rich side which is consistent with the AMPL-NPG 
boundary in TRIS-AMPL-NPG ternary system. In TRIS-NPG binary phase diagram, two 
single phases $ (TRIS-rich side) and '_II (NPG-rich side) and one two-phase region 
$+'_II are observed at 298K from TRIS-rich side to NPG-rich side which is good 
agreement with the TRIS-NPG boundary in TRIS-AMPL-NPG ternary system. In TRIS-
AMPL binary phase diagram, two single phases $ (TRIS-rich side) and ' (AMPL-rich 
side) and one two-phase region $+' are found at 298K from TRIS-rich side to AMPL-









Figure 5.33 Binary phases projecting into TRIS-AMPL-NPG ternary isothermal section 
at 418K. Two-phase regions are shown hatched by tie-lines (green in color); red (in 
colors) lines represent invariant equilibria. 
 
Figure 5.33 presents three constituent binary phase diagrams project into TRIS-AMPL-
NPG ternary system at 418K. In AMPL-NPG binary phase diagram, only liquid phase (L) 
exists at 418K in the whole range of concentration, which has good agreement with the 










diagram, two single phases %_II (TRIS-rich side) and %" (NPG-rich side) and one two-
phase region %_II+%" are observed at 418K from TRIS-rich side to NPG-rich side which is 
consistent with the TRIS-NPG boundary of TRIS-AMPL-NPG ternary system. In TRIS-
AMPL binary phase diagram, two single phases L (AMPL-rich side) and %_II (TRIS-rich 
side) and one two-phase region %_II+L are observed at 418K from AMPL-rich side to 
TRIS-rich side which is accord with the TRIS-AMPL boundary of TRIS-AMPL-NPG 
ternary system.  
 
Figures 5.34-5.37 show several different isothermal sections with various temperatures in 
TRIS-AMPL-NPG ternary system which represents the variation of phases with the 
increasing of temperature in TRIS-AMPL-NPG ternary system.  
 













When the ternary system TRIS-AMPL-NPG comes to 322K, different phases take place. 
Figure 5.34 shows the isothermal section at 322K. In this isothermal section, three single 
phases ' (AMPL-rich side), $ (TRIS-rich side), and %" (NPG-rich side) are observed; 
three two-phase regions ('+$, $+%", and %"+') and one three-phase region ('+%"+$) are 
also found in this isothermal section at 322K for TRIS-AMPL-NPG ternary system. 
 
 
Figure 5.35 isothermal section of TRIS-AMPL-NPG ternary system at 346K. 
 
Figure 5.35 presents the isothermal section at 346K in TRIS-AMPL-NPG ternary system. 
In this isothermal section, four single phases ' (AMPL-rich side), $ (TRIS-rich side), % 














$+%, $+%", and %+%") and two three-phase regions ($+%+%" and '+$+%) are presented in this 
isothermal section of TRIS-AMPL-NPG ternary system at 346K. 
 
Figure 5.36 isothermal section of TRIS-AMPL-NPG ternary system at 370K. 
 
Figure 5.36 shows the isothermal section of TRIS-AMPL-NPG at 370K. In this 
isothermal section, three single phases $ (TRIS-rich side), % (AMPL-rich side), and %" 
(NPG-rich side) are observed; three two-phase regions ($+% phase, $+%" phase, and %+%" 
phase) and one three-phase region ($+%+%" phase) are found in this isothermal section of 













Figure 5.37 isothermal section of TRIS-AMPL-NPG ternary system at 394K. 
 
Figure 5.37 shows the isothermal section of TRIS-AMPL-NPG ternary system at 394K. 
In this isothermal section, four single phases $ (TRIS-rich side), % (near TRIS-AMPL 
boundary), %" (NPG-rich side), and L (AMPL-rich side) are stable; four two-phase regions 
(%+L, $+%", %+%", and %"+L) and one three-phase region (%+%"+L) are observed in this 
isothermal section of TRIS-AMPL-NPG ternary system at 394K. 
 
5.3.3.2!Isopleths 
Isopleth section is the vertical section which is distracted from the ternary system at the 
same composition of one compound, perpendicular to the base. Isopleth is one of way to 















temperature and composition in the ternary system. The calculated isopleths of TRIS-
AMPL-NPG are given in Figures 5.38-5.40. 
 
Figure 5.38 isopleth for TRIS-AMPL-NPG at composition of (TRIS0.5AMPL0.5)XNPG1-X. 
The isopleth section of ternary system represents the effect of adding a third polyalcohol 
into a binary and how it affects the phases to undergo changes. 
 
 Figure 5.38 shows the isopleth at constant composition of (TRIS0.5AMPL0.5)XNPG1-X for 
TRIS-AMPL-NPG. As an example of showing the phase transition with the compound 
(TRIS0.5AMPL0.5)XNPG1-X (x=0.5) in Figure 5.38, when the temperature is at 250K, this 
compound is composed of three phases (', '_II, and $). The three-phase region 
'+'_II+$ is stable up to 293.1K where a phase transition occurs from '+'_II+$ phase 























disappears and only %"+$ phase exists. The %"+$ phase is table up to 373.4K where %"+$ 
phase transfers into single %" phase. The single %" phase starts melting at 405.5K and 
completely transfers into liquid phase at 407.6K. The more information of various phase 
transitions is listed in Table 5.11. 
Table 5.11 Various phase transition as a function of temperature and varying composition 
of AMPL, TRIS, and NPG, using (TRIS0.5AMPL0.5)XNPG1-X isopleth for the AMPL-
TRIS-NPG ternary system. 
X XAMPL XNPG Phase Transitions 



















































































Figure 5.39 presents the isopleth at constant composition of (TRIS0.5NPG0.5)XAMPL1-X 
for TRIS-AMPL-NPG ternary system. As an example of showing the phase transitions 
with the compound (TRIS0.5NPG0.5)XAMPL1-X  (x=0.5) in Figure 5.39, this compound is 
composed of three phases (', '_II, and $) at 250K. This three-phase region '+'_II+$ is 
stable up to 283.3K where the phase transition happens from '+'_II+$ phase to '+$+%" 
phase. When temperature continually increases up to 322.7K, there is a phase transition 
where '+$+%" phase transfers into '+$+% phase. The '+$+% phase is stable up to 330.3K 
and ' phase disappears and only $+% phase exists. Starting from 374.3K, $ phase 
disappears and only % phase is stable. The % phase is stable up to 405.8K and fast transfers 
into liquid phase. The more information of various phase transitions is listed in Table 
5.12.  
 
Table 5.12 Various phase transition as a function of temperature and varying composition 
of AMPL, TRIS, and NPG, using (TRIS0.5NPG0.5)XAMPL1-X isopleth for the AMPL-
TRIS-NPG ternary system. 
X XNPG XAMPL Phase Transitions 
































































Figure 5.40 isopleth for TRIS-AMPL-NPG at composition of (AMPL0.5NPG0.5)XTRIS1-X. 
 
Figure 5.40 presents the isopleth at constant composition of (AMPL0.5NPG0.5)XTRIS1-X 
for TRIS-AMPL-NPG ternary system. As an example of showing the phase transitions 
with the compound (AMPL0.5NPG0.5)XTRIS1-X (x=0.5) in Figure 5.40, when the 
temperature is at 250K, the compound is composed of three phases (', '_II, and $). The 
three-phase region ('+ '_II+$) is stable up to 292.6K where '+ '_II+$ phase transfers 
into %"+ '_II+$ phase. When the temperature continually increases to 323.1K, the phase 
transition occurs from %"+ '_II+$ phase into %"+ %+$ phase. The %"+ %+$ phase is stable up 
to 372.5K where %" phase disappears and only two-phase region %+$ phase exists. The 
%+$ phase is stable up to 385.6K and two-phase region %+$ phase transfers into single % 




















phase at 419.1K. The more information of various phases transitions for TRIS-AMPL-
NPG ternary system is listed in Table 5.13.  
 
Table 5.13 Various phase transition as a function of temperature and varying composition 
of AMPL, TRIS, and NPG, using (AMPL0.5NPG0.5)XTRIS1-X isopleth for the AMPL-
TRIS-NPG ternary system. 
X XAMPL XTRIS Phase Transitions 




































































5.3.3.3!Liquidus Projection of TRIS-AMPL-NPG ternary system 
The liquidus projection is a two-dimensional projection of ternary liquidus univariant 
lines at constant pressure onto a Gibbs triangle plane. The liquidus projection shown in 
Figure 5.41 is calculated using Thermo-Calc software with the optimized parameters of 
these three constituent binary systems, TRIS-AMPL, TRIS-NPG, and AMPL-NPG. The 
univariant valley is shown by the solid line and the arrow on the line indicates the 
direction of decreasing temperature. There is one binary eutectic reaction and one binary 





Figure 5.41 Liquidus projection of TRIS-AMPL-NPG ternary system. 
 
5.3.4 PG-TRIS-AMPL ternary system 
The sub-binary phase diagrams of PG-TRIS, PG-AMPL, and TRIS-AMPL have been 
calculated in Chapter 4 and shown in Figures 5.42-5.44, respectively. These databases 
(shown in Table 5.14) for three sub-binary systems were reconstructed. In this section, 
PG-TRIS-AMPL ternary system is firstly proposed. The thermodynamic database of this 
ternary system is consisted of three constituent sub-binary systems PG-TRIS, PG-AMPL, 
and TRIS-AMPL by adding ternary parameters for several phases so as to obtain the 
more accurate phase boundaries in PG-TRIS-AMPL ternary system on the basis of 
available experimental data from XRD and DSC shown in Table 5.15. However there is 









and understand the effect of adding a third polyalcohol into a binary system, 
thermodynamic analysis of ternary PG-TRIS-AMPL system is discussed by means of 
several isothermal sections, vertical sections, and liquidus projection. 
 
 














Figure 5.43 the calculated binary phase diagram for AMPL-PG. 
 





























Table 5.14 Summary of thermodynamic parameters of the solution phases in the PG-
TRIS-AMPL ternary system 
Phase (PG-TRIS) Parameters 






















Phase (AMPL-PG) Parameters 

































AMPD-II °#õ´~XµúÉ_´´=#âõ´~~[ +8850 
BCC_A2 
°^Xµúò,õ´~YÅÅ = -1145.51+7.21T 
1^Xµúò,õ´~YÅÅ = -5927.77+18.61T 













Table 5.15 The summary of experimental results from XRD and DSC for PG-TRIS-AMPL ternary system 
No. Mole Fraction of component X XRD 
DSC 
S-L 

























































































5.3.4.1 Isothermal Sections 
Isothermal section is one way to show the phase relationship in a ternary system, and 
represents the stable phases for whole concentration at the same temperature, which is 
parallel to the ternary base. In this section, several isothermal sections with different 
temperatures are shown in Figures 5.45-5.48.  
 
Figure 5.45 Binary phases projecting into PG-TRIS-AMPL ternary isothermal section at 
430K. Two-phase regions are shown hatched by tie-lines (green in color); red (in colors) 













Figure 5.45 presents three constituent sub-binary systems projecting into PG-TRIS-
AMPL ternary system at 430K. In AMPL-TRIS binary phase diagram, two single phases 
(L and %_II) and one two-phase region (L+%_II) are observed at 430K from AMPL-rich 
side to TRIS-rich side which has good agreement with the AMPL-TRIS boundary in PG-
TRIS-AMPL ternary system. In TRIS-PG binary phase diagram, there are two single 
phases (%_II and%") and one two-phase region (%_II+%") are also found at 430K from 
TRIS-rich side to PG-rich side which is consistent with the TRIS-PG boundary in PG-
TRIS-AMPL ternary system. In AMPL-PG binary phase diagram, two single phases (L 
and %") and one two-phase region (L+%") are discovered at 430K from AMPL-rich side to 
TRIS-rich side which is in accord with the AMPL-PG boundary in PG-TRIS-AMPL 
ternary system.  
 
Figures 5.46-5.47 show several different isothermal sections with various temperatures in 
PG-TRIS-AMPL ternary system where phase boundaries in this ternary system are 
optimized by adding ternary parameters based on the available experimental data from 
XRD as well as variation of phases with the increasing of temperature in this PG-TRIS-









Figure 5.46 (a) isothermal section of PG-TRIS-AMPL ternary system at 298K 
superimposed experimental data from XRD in this study, (b) XRD pattern for No.5 
sample at 298K, and (c) XRD pattern for No.12 at 298K. 
 
Figure 5.46(a) presents the isothermal section of PG-TRIS-AMPL ternary system 
superimposed with present experimental data from XRD at 298K. In this isothermal 
section, it is calculated by using the database from the three constituent sub-binary 
systems PG-TRIS, PG-AMPL, and TRIS-AMPL with CALPHAD methodology. Three 
single phases ' (AMPL-rich side), ! (PG-rich side), and $ (TRIS-rich side) are observed; 
three two-phase regions ('+!, '+$, and !+$) and one three-phase ('+!+$) region are 
also found. Based on the experimental data from XRD (two samples XRD patterns are 
shown in Figure 46(b) and (c), the whole XRD information of all samples are 
summarized in Table 5.15), these phase boundaries of this isothermal section at 298K can 



























































necessary to add ternary parameters for these three single phases ' (AMPL-rich side), ! 




Figure 5.47 the isothermal section of PG-TRIS-AMPL ternary system superimposed with 
experimental data from XRD at 373K where (a) without adding ternary parameters and (b) 
with adding ternary parameters, (c) XRD pattern for No.1 at 373K, (d) XRD pattern for 
No.5 at 373K, (e) XRD pattern for No.2 at 373K, (f) XRD pattern for No.12 at 373K, (g) 




























































































Figure 5.47 shows the calculated isothermal section of PG-TRIS-AMPL ternary system at 
373K. In Figure 5.47(a), this isothermal section is calculated by using the database from 
the three constituent sub-binary systems PG-TRIS, PG-AMPL, and TRIS-AMPL without 
adding ternary parameters in PG-TRIS-AMPL ternary system. There are three single 
phases % (AMPL-rich side), %" (PG-rich side), and $ (TRIS-rich side) in this isothermal 
section at 373K; three two-phase regions ($+%, $+%", and %+%") and one three-phase region 
($+%+%") are also observed. However, depending on these available experimental results 
from XRD at 373K (five samples XRD patterns are shown in Figure 5.47 (c) to (g) and 
the whole XRD patterns of all samples are summarized in Table 5.15), the regions of 
single %" phase and % phase in this isothermal section can match the experimental data 
from sample 1 and sample 9, but the two-phase region $+% and the three-phase region 
$+%+%" cannot match all the XRD data well. In order to obtain the accurate various phase 
boundaries in this isothermal section, the thermodynamic database of PG-TRIS-AMPL 
ternary system is reassessed in PARROT program by adding ternary parameters (shown 
in Table 5.14) for %" phase and % phase on the basis of available experimental results from 
XRD at 373K. Figure 5.47(b) presents the accurate isothermal section of PG-TRIS-
AMPL ternary system at 373K by adding the optimized ternary parameters where various 
phase boundaries can match these experimental data from XRD well. In this accurate 
isothermal section, three single phases % (AMPL-rich side), %" (PG-rich side), and $ 
(TRIS-rich side) are also observed; three two-phase regions ($+%, $+%", and %+%") and one 






Isopleth section is the vertical section which is distracted from the ternary system at the 
same composition of one compound, perpendicular to the base. Isopleth is one of way to 
study the ternary system which presents the variation of different phases with different 
temperature and composition in the ternary system. The calculated isopleths of PG-TRIS-
AMPL superimposed with experimental data from XRD are given in Figures 5.48-5.50. 
 
Figure 48(a) the optimized isopleth for PG-TRIS-AMPL at composition of 
(AMPL0.5TRIS0.5)X -PG1-X superimposed with experimental data from XRD and DSC; (b) 
and (c) the XRD patterns for No. 1 and No. 4 at 313K; (d) to (g) the XRD patterns for 








































































































Figure 48(a) shows the optimized isopleth at constant composition of (AMPL0.5TRIS0.5)X 
PG1-X for PG-TRIS-AMPL ternary system, which is calculated by using the database 
from the three constituent binary systems PG-TRIS, PG-AMPL, and TRIS-AMPL with 
adding ternary parameters in PG-TRIS-AMPL ternary system. The various phase 
boundaries of this isopleth can match experimental results from XRD and DSC well 
(XRD patterns of eight samples are shown in Figure 48(b) to (i), the whole XRD 
information of all samples are summarized in Table 5.15). As an example of showing the 
variation of phase transitions with the compound of (AMPL0.5TRIS0.5)XPG1-X (x=0.5) in 
Figure 48(a), when the temperature is up to 250K, this compound is composed of three 
phases '+!+$, these three phases are stable up to 326.7K where ' phase transfers into 
%_II phase. The three-phase region !+$+%_II are formed and stable up to 336.8K. When 
the temperature is continually heated from 336.8K, %_II disappears and transfers into %" 
phase. !+$+%" phase is table up to 342.8K where ! disappears and only $+%" exists for 
this compound. $+%" phase keeps stable up to 361.3K and % phase is observed. When the 
compound continually heat up to 372.6K, %+$+%" phase transfers into %+%" phase. %+%" 
phase is table up to 409.2K and starts melting where only %" phase is in equilibrium with 
liquid phase (L+%"). When the temperature is increased to 428.5K, %" phase completely 
transfers into liquid phase. The more information of variation of phase transitions for PG-





Table 5.16 Various phase transition as a function of temperature and varying composition 
of PG, AMPL, and TRIS, using (AMPL0.5TRIS0.5)XPG1-X isopleth for the PG-AMPL-
TRIS ternary system. 
X XTRIS XPG Phase Transitions 



































































Figure 5.49(a) the optimized isopleth for PG-TRIS-AMPL at composition of 
(AMPL0.5PG0.5)XTRIS1-X superimposed with experimental data from XRD and DSC; (b) 
and (c) the XRD patterns for No.5 and No.7 at 313K; (d) and (e) the XRD patterns of 
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Figure 5.49 (a) presents the optimized isopleth at constant composition of 
(AMPL0.5PG0.5)XTRIS1-X for PG-TRIS-AMPL ternary system, which is calculated by 
using the database from the three constituent sub-binary systems PG-TRIS, PG-AMPL, 
and TRIS-AMPL with adding ternary parameters in PG-TRIS-AMPL ternary system. 
The various phase boundaries of this isopleth can match experimental results from XRD 
and DSC well (XRD patterns of six samples are shown in Figure 5.49(b) to (g), the whole 
XRD information of all samples are summarized in Table 5.15). As an example showing 
the variation of phase transitions with the compound of (AMPL0.5PG0.5)XTRIS1-X (x=0.5) 
in Figure 5.49(a), when the temperature is at 250K, this compound is composed of three 
phases ', !, and $. This three-phase region '+!+$ is stable up to 327.5K where a phase 
transition occurs from '+!+$ phase to %+!+$ phase. %+!+$ phase is stable up to 336.4K 
where ! phase disappears and %+!+$ phase transfers into %+%"+$ phase. When the 
temperature is increased at 360.9K, %+%"+$ phase transfers into %+$ phase. %+$ phase is 
stable up to 383.5K where $ phase disappears and only % phase is observed. % phase keeps 
stable up to 408.4K and starts melting. When the temperature is up to 420.1K, % phase 
completely transfers into liquid phase. The more information of variation of phase 







Table 5.17 Various phase transition as a function of temperature and varying composition 
of PG, AMPL, and TRIS, using (AMPL0.5PG0.5)XTRIS1-X isopleth for the PG-AMPL-
TRIS ternary system. 
X XPG XTRIS Phase Transitions 









































































!Figure 5.50(a) the optimized isopleth for PG-TRIS-AMPL at composition of 
(TRIS0.5PG0.5)XAMPL1-X superimposed with experimental data from XRD and DSC; (b) 
the XRD pattern for No.10 at 313K; (c) and (d) the XRD patters for No.11 and No.12 at 

















































































Figure 5.50(a) shows the optimized isopleth at constant composition of 
(TRIS0.5PG0.5)XAMPL1-X for PG-TRIS-AMPL ternary system, which is calculated by 
using the database from the three constituent sub-binary systems PG-TRIS, PG-AMPL, 
and TRIS-AMPL with adding ternary parameters in PG-TRIS-AMPL ternary system. 
The various phase boundaries of this isopleth can match experimental results from XRD 
and DSC well (XRD patterns of four samples are shown in Figure 5.50 (b) to (e), the 
whole XRD information of all samples are summarized in Table 5.15). As an example of 
presenting the phase transitions with the compound of (TRIS0.5PG0.5)XAMPL1-X (x=0.5) 
in Figure 5.50(a), when the temperature is at 250K, the compound is composed of three 
phases ', !, and $. This three-phase region '+!+$ is stable up to 327.1K where a phase 
transition occurs from '+!+$ phase to '+$+% phase. When the temperature increases at 
327.9K, '+$+% phase transfers into $+% phase. $+% phase is stable up to 379.4K where $ 
phase disappears and only % phase exists. The % phase starts in equilibrium with liquid 
phase from 401.2K and completely transfers into liquid phase at 407.2K. The more 
information of variation of phase transition for PG-TRIS-AMPL ternary system is listed 








Table 5.18 Various phase transition as a function of temperature and varying composition 
of PG, AMPL, and TRIS, using (TRIS0.5PG0.5)XAMPL1-X isopleth for the PG-AMPL-
TRIS ternary system. 
X XPG XAMPL Phase Transitions 


































































5.3.4.3 Liquidus projection of PG-TRIS-AMPL ternary system 
The liquidus projection is a two-dimensional projection of ternary liquidus univariant 
lines at constant pressure onto a Gibbs triangle plane. The liquidus projection shown in 
Figure 5.51 is calculated using Thermo-Calc software with the optimized parameters of 
these three constituent binary systems, TRIS-AMPL, TRIS-PG, and AMPL-PG by 
adding ternary parameters for individual phases in PG-TRIS-AMPL ternary system on 
the basis of available experimental results from XRD. The univariant valley is shown by 
the solid line and the arrow on the line indicates the direction of decreasing temperature. 
There is one binary eutectic reaction and two binary peritectic reactions in this system. 






Figure 5.51 Liquidus projection of PG-TRIS-AMPL ternary system. 
 
5.3.4.4 Solvus Projection of four-phase equilibrium in PG-TRIS-AMPL system 
The calculations discussed in this section are of significance for practical applications and 
are new for these type of materials; here we have developed a predictive model for the 
enthalpy changes in the four phase equilibrium in PG-TRIS-AMPL ternary system using 
the optimized ternary database for the further understanding and improving materials 














Figure 5.52. (a) partial isopleth of PG-line and (b) the change of enthalpy and energy 
density during two types of four-phase equilibriums ('+!+$+% and !+$+%+%") along with 
PG-line in PG-TRIS-AMPL ternary system (U denotes pseudo-peritectoid reaction); (c)-
(d) the calculated mole fraction of various phases for point B at 326.5K and point E at 
338.4K, respectively. 
 
We can predict which of the ternary compositions will allow maximum storage of energy 
by using CALPHAD methodology. For example, in Figure 5.52 (a)-(d), we use the PG 
line (in Figure 5.2) and plot an isopleth across [PG-TRIS/AMPL (50/50)] as shown in 































































































































equilibrium ('+!+$+%, A-B-C) and (!+$+%+%", D-E-F), respectively. In Figure 5.52 (a) 
the reactions appear as eutectoid type transformation, as one may observe in the binary 
systems, but they are actually pseudo-peritectoid reactions. The first pseudo-peritectoid 
reaction (Figure 5.52 (c)) occurs at point B (Figure 5.52(a)) between the phase 
boundaries of ('+!+$) and ($+%) at 326.5K (53.35°C) with the composition of 
PG0.2TRIS0.4AMPL0.4 during the phase transition of ('+!)→(%+$). We calculated the 
amount of various phases as a function of temperature and found that the amount of ' 
and ! phases abruptly decrease to zero at 326.5K, whereas, the amount $ phase increases 
slightly, indicating that none of the $ phase is consumed during the phase transformation, 
and the actual phase transition is pseudo peritectoid reaction, '+!→%+$. The second 
pseudo-peritectoid reaction (Figure 5.52 (d)) occurs at point E at 338.4K (65.25°C) with 
the composition of PG0.42TRIS0.29AMPL0.29 during the phase transition of (%+!)→(%"+$). 
The pseudo-peritectoid reaction energy is calculated in terms of ,H kJ/mol (solid black 
circles for point B and solid square for point E) and the related energy density as Wh/Kg 
(open blue circle for point B and open square for point E) is plotted in Figure 5.52 (b). As 
the concentration of TRIS increases from point A to B at 326.5K, the calculated ,H is 
increased from 0.17KJ/mol to a maximum of 8.61KJ/mol at the pseudo-peritectoid point 
B for the compound of PG0.2TRIS0.4AMPL0.4; increase in TRIS concentration from point 
B to C leads to a decrease in the ,H. Similarly, at the 338.4K, there is a pseudo-
peritectoid at point E with a composition PG0.42TRIS0.29AMPL0.29 and four-phase 
equilibrium (!+$+%#$+%") that has a maximum ,H = 4.25kJ/mol (10.16Wh/Kg) at 




pseudo-peritectoid reaction that gives us indication to search for how many of these are 
present in a particular system. Once the calculations are complete, one can perform 
limited experiments to confirm the total energy stored in those particular compositions. 

























































Figure 5.53. (a) partial isopleth of TRIS-line and (b) the change of enthalpy and energy 
density during two types of four-phase equilibriums ('+!+$+% and !+$+%+%") along with 
TRIS-line in PG-TRIS-AMPL ternary system; (c)-(e) the calculated mole fraction of 
various phases for point B at 326.5K and point E and point F at 338.4K, respectively. 
 
Next, we examine the reactions occurring along the TRIS line (in Figure 5.2) in the 
ternary system shown in Figure 5.53 (a)-(e). In Figure 5.53 (a), at point B with the 
calculated composition of PG0.46TRIS0.08AMPL0.46, there is one pseudo peritectoid at 
326.5K (53.35oC) along line A-B-C with four-phase equilibrium ('+!+$+%) and the 
phase transition involves ('+!)→(%+$). To validate that this indeed is a pseudo 
peritectoid reaction, we calculate the amount of phases as a function of temperature in 
Figure 5.53 (c); at 326.5K, the ' phase abruptly decreases to zero and ! phase also is 
reduced to form % and $ phases in which significant of ! phase remains; thus pseudo 
peritectoid reaction is '+!→%+$. Increasing the temperature to 338.4K (65.25°C) (Figure 
5.53a), the reactions on the tectic line (D-E-F-G) are quite different than those (A-B-C) 
that occur at 326.5K; in this case there are two pseudo peritectoid points, one at point E 
and the other at point F (Figure 5.53a). At 338.4K (65.25°C), the first pseudo-peritectoid 
reaction (%+!→%’+$) (Figure 5.53 (d)) between phase boundary %+!+$ and %’+$ occurs at 
point E (Figure 5.53a) and the second one (Figure 5.53 (e)) also (%+!→%’+$) but between 
phase boundary %+! and %"+%+$ occurs at point F. The ,H for phase transitions is 
calculated by using the database of PG-TRIS-AMPL ternary system. For the first four-




and 10.61 kJ/mol at points A and B, respectively, in Figure 5.53b; noting that there is a 
gradual increase in enthalpy to point B and then a decrease to point C as the amount of 
PG is increased. For the second four-phase equilibrium (D-E-F-G) of (!+$+%+%") at 
338.4K, the ,H is increased very slightly from 1.76 KJ/mol at point E to 1.77 KJ/mol at 
point F, and then decreased to point G (Figure 5.53b). The calculated energies in terms of 
Wh/Kg are shown Table 5.19.  
 
 
Figure 5.54. (a) Partial isopleth of AMPL-line and (b) the change of enthalpy and energy 
density during two types of four-phase equilibriums ('+!+$+% and !+$+%+%") along with 
AMPL-line in PG-TRIS-AMPL ternary system; (c)-(d) the calculated mole fraction of 







































































































































We show another calculation (Figure 5.54 (a)-(d)) for the isopleth (Figure 5.54 (a)) which 
is calculated along the AMPL line in Figure 5.2. The transitions of interest are again at 
326.5K and 338.4K; with two types of four-phase equilibriums, the '+!+%+$ along the 
line A-B-C, and the other !+$+%+%` along D-E-F in Figurer 5.54 (a); there are two 
pseudo-peritectoid reactions at point B and E (Figure 5.54a). The first reaction at point B 
(Figure 5.54 (a)) is ('+!) →(%+$) at 326.5K (53.35 °C) (Figure 5.54 (c)) and the second 
at point E during the phase transition of (!+%)→(%"+$) at 338.4K (65.25°C) (Figure 5.54 
(d)). The calculated maximal enthalpies in Figure 5.54 (b) at points B and E are the 
,H=11.36 and 3.86 kJ/mol, respectively. The calculated energies for the in Wh/kg are 
also shown Table 5.19.  
 
From the above computations, it can be noted in the isopleths calculated along the PG, 
TRIS and AMPL lines (Figure 5.2) there are two distinct temperatures, one at 326.5K and 
the other at 338.4K where one observes the four phase equilibrium in an inclined plane in 
the 3-D perspective. Also it is clear that the maximum energies stored in the PCMs is at 
the critical pseudo peritectoid points in the PG-TRIS-AMPL ternary system, reported for 
the first time in this paper. Also, in thermodynamics, the temperature of phase transition 
in four-phase equilibrium region of PG-TRIS-AMPL ternary system is stabilized by 
considering the application of ternary system under constant pressure. It is of significance 




(latent heat) and with stabilized temperature control for the thermal energy storage (TES) 
application, which one can observe in the four phase equilibria.  
 
Table 5.19. Summary of pseudo-peritectoid reactions along PG-line (Fig.5.52), TRIS-line 














K °C KJ/mol Wh/Kg 
13 
B '+!#%+$ PG0.20TRIS0.40AMPL0.40 326.5 53.35 8.61 20.88 
E %+!#%"+$ PG0.42TRIS0.29AMPL0.29 338.4 65.25 4.25 10.06 
14 
B '+!#%+$ PG0.46TRIS0.08AMPL0.46 326.5 53.35 10.61 26 
E %+!#%"+$ PG0.18TRIS0.64AMPL0.18 338.4 65.25 1.76 4.15 
F %+!#%"+$ PG0.47TRIS0.06AMPL0.47 338.4 65.25 1.77 4.33 
15 
B '+!#%+$ PG0.26TRIS0.26AMPL0.48 326.5 53.35 11.36 27.87 
E %+!#%"+$ PG0.37TRIS0.37AMPL0.26 338.4 65.25 3.86 9.21 
 
The design of optimal ternary phase change materials for energy conservation requires 
thermodynamic calculations of all the critical points such as eutectoid, peritectoid and 
pseudo-peritectoid reaction points in a four-phase equilibrium region in our PG-TRIS-
AMPL ternary system. We have just shown calculations for the three lines (in Figure 5.2), 
we can calculate this for any line in this system to establish all the possible four- phase 
equilibria leading to optimize phase transition temperature and energy. This novel 
computational methodology in thermodynamics can be extended to other systems as well 
but not discussed here. Now we show two other PG iso-composition lines with isopleths 




framework proposed in this study by CALPHAD methodology explores all possible 
critical points in all four-phase equilibrium regions from the isopleths such as points 7-8 
and 9-10 plotted in Figure 5.55(a-c). Figure 5.55(a) shows an isometric projection of 
critical pseudo-peritectoid points in the isopleths with 0.2 and 0.4 mole fraction of PG, in 
which there are two types of four-phase-equilibriums ('+!+$+% and $+!+%+%’) and four 
pseudo-peritectoid reactions and four critical pseudo-peritectoid points between various 
phase boundaries of '+!# '+$+%, '+!+$# $+%, '+!# $+!+%, at 326.5K, and $+!+% 
at 338.4 K. In Figure 5.55 (b), the calculated compositional Gibbs triangle for PG-TRIS-
AMPL shows two types of four-phase-equilibria, ('+!+$+% and $+!+%+%’), in which 
there are six types of isothermal pseudo-peritectoid reactions in  '+!+$#$+% (A-B line, 
Fig. 5.55(b)), '+!#'+$+% (C-D line, Fig. 5.55(b)), and '+!#$+!+% (E-F line, Fig. 
5.55(b)) at 326.5K, and $+!+%#$+%’ (a-b line, Fig. 5.55(b)), %+!#$+%+%’ (c-d line, Fig. 
5.55(b)), and %+!#$+!+%’ (e-f line, Fig. 5.55(b)) at 338.4K. Figure 5.55(c) that shows 
the enthalpy (,H) change (J/g) of all these critical pseudo-peritectoid points 
corresponding to Figure 5.55(b). In the first four-phase equilibrium ('+!+$+%) at 326.5K, 
the maximum ,H=142.19J/g (Figure 5.55(c)) is calculated at point D (Figure 5.55(b)) 
from the pseudo-peritectoid reaction ('+!#'+$+%) (C-D line) for the composition of 
PG0.34TRIS0.075AMPL0.585. In the second four-phase equilibrium ($+!+%+%’) at 338.4K, 
the ,Hmax=52.44J/g (Figure 5.55(c)) is calculated at point e (Figure 5.55(b)) with the 
composition of PG0.58TRIS0.069AMPL0.351 for pseudo-peritectoid reaction (%+!#$+!+%’) 





Thus, based on the present theoretical framework for PG-TRIS-AMPL ternary system by 
using CALPHAD computational thermodynamics methodology, we can quantitatively 
predict stabilized phase transition temperatures and associated optimum enthalpies in 
multi-component systems. To our knowledge, this is the first time that materials design of 
latent heat system in thermal energy storage application for multi-component systems is 
presented. 
Figure 5.55 (a) 3D schematic diagram of projection of 
critical pseudo-peritectoid points in four-phase equilibrium 
into compositional Gibbs triangle in PG-TRIS-AMPL 
ternary system. (b) projection of all critical pseudo-
peritectoid points in six types of pseudo-peritectoid 
reactions during two types of four-phase equilibrium 
regions into the whole range of compositional Gibbs 
triangle of PG-TRIS-AMPL ternary system. (c) the 
projection of calculated enthalpy change ,H (J/g) along 
with all critical pseudo-peritectoid points corresponding to 
Figure (b) in PG-TRIS-AMPL ternary system, in which U 
































































































































































Based on the previous assessments of PG-TRIS, PG-AMPL, PG-NPG, TRIS-AMPL, 
TRIS-NPG, and AMPL-NPG six binary systems, the calculation of PG-TRIS-AMPL, 
PG-TRIS-NPG, and TRIS-AMPL-NPG ternary systems are first proposed and PG-
AMPL-NPG ternary system is reassessed by using Thermo-Calc software with 
CALPHAD methodology in this study. Isothermal sections with various temperatures for 
these four ternary systems (PG-TRIS-AMPL, PG-TRIS-NPG, TRIS-AMPL-NPG, and 
PG-AMPL-NPG) are calculated and presented where various phase transitions among 
low temperature ordered solid phases, high temperature disordered solid phases, and 
liquid phase can be observed with the increasing of temperature. Isopleths with different 
compositions are proposed where the phase transitions are affected by the temperatures 
and compositions of ternary systems. In order to study the effect of stability of solid state 
phases by adding the third element into a binary system, liquidus projections are 
predicted by using the database of ternary systems in Thermo-Calc software for each 
ternary system. As the verification of calculated phase diagrams with experimental results, 
several samples in PG-TRIS-AMPL ternary system are conducted on Differential 
Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) and X-Ray Diffraction (XRD). The database of ternary PG-
TRIS-AMPL system which is optimized by adding ternary interactive parameters 
calculates several isothermal sections with various temperatures and isopleths with 
different compositions which have a good agreement with the experimental results from 
DSC and XRD in this work. In the end, we propose a computational design to identify 




materials have not been considered for thermal energy storage due to limited number of 
compare compounds and also some other containment issues that can be resolved with 
modern encapsulation methods. The identification of the pseudo-peritectoid reactions on 
the four phase equilibria planes shown in the 3-D composition vs. temperature diagram is 
important discovery. Noting that no matter where we are in the four phase equilibria 
plane the 326.5K and 338.6K has the capacity for storing maximum phase transition 
energy. Evaluating other compositions will yield more critical temperature at which 
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